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ABSTRACT
The explosive growth of wireless communications has brought new requirements in
terms of compactness, mobility and multi-functionality that pushes antenna research.
In this context, reconfigurable antennas have gained a lot of attention due to their abil-
ity to adjust dynamically their frequency and radiation properties, providing multiple
functionalities and being able to adapt themselves to a changing environment.
A pixel antenna is a particular type of reconfigurable antenna composed of a grid of
metallic patches interconnected by RF-switches which can dynamically reshape its ac-
tive surface. This capability provides pixel antennas with a reconfiguration level much
higher than in other reconfigurable architectures. Despite the outstanding reconfig-
uration capabilities of pixel antennas, there are important practical issues related to
the performance-complexity balance that must be addressed before they can be im-
plemented in commercial systems. This doctoral work focuses on the minimization of
the pixel antenna complexity while maximizing its reconfiguration capabilities, con-
tributing to the development of pixel antennas from a conceptual structure towards a
practical reconfigurable antenna architecture.
First, the conceptualization of novel pixel geometries is addressed. It is shown
that antenna complexity can be significantly reduced by using multiple-sized pixels.
This multi-size technique allows to design pixel antennas with a number of switches one
order of magnitude lower than in common pixel structures, while preserving high multi-
parameter reconfigurability. A new conceptual architecture where the pixel surface
acts as a parasitic layer is also proposed. The parasitic nature of the pixel layer leads
to important advantages regarding the switch biasing and integration possibilities.
Secondly, new pixel reconfiguration technologies are explored. After investigating
the capabilities of semiconductors and RF-MEMS switches, microfluidic technology is
proposed as a new technology to create and remove liquid metal pixels rather than
interconnecting them.
Thirdly, the full multi-parameter reconfiguration capabilities of pixel antennas is
explored, which contrasts with the partial explorations available in the literature. The
maximum achievable reconfiguration ranges (frequency range, beam-steering angular
range and polarization modes) as well as the linkage between the different parameter
under reconfiguration are studied.
Finally, the performance of reconfigurable antennas in beam-steering applications is
analyzed. Figures-of-merit are derived to quantify radiation pattern reconfigurability,
enabling the evaluation of the performance of reconfigurable antennas, pixel antennas
and reconfiguration algorithms.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This introduction provides an initial description of the concept of antenna reconfigu-ration. An historical view of the evolution of reconfigurable antennas is presented
with particular emphasis on the current trends and challenges. Based on the forego-
ing, the main objectives of this doctoral thesis are detailed and a description of the
structure of this document is provided.
1.1 RECONFIGURABLE ANTENNA CONCEPT
1.1.1 Definition
An antenna is a part of a transmitting or receiving system which is designed to radiate
or to receive electromagnetic waves (IEEE [1]). Antennas are generally considered
radiating or receiving elements with time invariant properties. However, in the last
decade there has been a growing interest in antennas with tunable characteristics that
can adapt themselves to a changing scenario or to different operating requirements.
These antennas are grouped under the term reconfigurable antenna (RA) [2, 3].
The concept of reconfigurable antennas has been evolving over the years and a
standard definition has not been yet established. Currently, the most widely accepted
definition of reconfigurable antenna is the following. A reconfigurable antenna is an
antenna that incorporates an internal mechanism to redistribute the RF-currents over
its surface and produce reversible modifications over the antenna impedance and/or
radiation properties. Under this definition it is required that the reconfiguration mech-
anism interacts directly with the antenna radiation mechanism. Therefore, tunable
antennas based on external matching circuits and switched/phase-shifted antenna ar-
rays are excluded from this definition.
A classical example of a reconfigurable antenna is presented in Fig. 1.1. It shows a
reconfigurable dipole that uses two RF-switches to adjust its length and tune the op-
eration frequency between a low-frequency mode (switches ON) and a high-frequency
mode (switches OFF).
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RF-switch
RF-switch
(a) Switched antenna
0.5 l1 
(b) Configuration #1
0.5 l2 
(c) Configuration #2
Fig. 1.1: Frequency reconfigurable dipole antenna with two configurations operating at two
different frequencies.
Frequency (MHz)
|S11|  [dB]
Mode 2Mode 1 Mode 3 Mode 4
(a) Frequency
Mode 3
Mode 2
Mode 1
Gain [dB]
(b) Radiation pattern
Poincaré SphereMode 1
Mode 2 Mode 3
(c) Polarization
Fig. 1.2: Conceptual representation of reconfiguration capabilities provided by the different
types of reconfigurable antennas.
1.1.2 Types of antenna reconfiguration
Reconfigurable antennas can be classified according to the antenna parameter that
is intentionally tuned. Following this criterion RAs are divided in three groups: fre-
quency, radiation pattern and polarization reconfigurable antennas. A descriptive view
of these concepts is represented in Fig. 1.2.
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Frequency reconfigurable antennas can adjust dynamically their frequency of oper-
ation. They are particularly useful in situations where several communications systems
converge because the multiple antennas required can be replaced by a single RA. They
are also an attractive solution to multiband applications where the existing wideband
antenna can be replaced by a narrowband frequency RA with the consequential ben-
efits in terms of size and interference filtering. Frequency reconfiguration is generally
achieved by modifying physically or electrically the antenna dimensions using RF-
switches, impedance loading or tunable materials.
Radiation pattern reconfigurability is based on the intentional modification of the
spherical distribution of radiation. Beamsteering is the most extended application and
consists in steering the direction of maximum radiation to maximize the antenna gain
in a link with mobile devices. Pattern reconfigurable antennas are usually designed
using movable/rotatable structures or including switchable and reactively-loaded par-
asitic elements.
Polarization reconfigurable antennas are capable of switching between different po-
larization modes. The capability of switching between horizontal, vertical and circular
polarizations can be used to reduce polarization mismatch losses in portable devices.
Polarization reconfigurability can be provided by applying symmetry transformations
to the antenna shape or by changing the balance between the different modes of a
multi-mode structure.
A more comprehensive description of reconfigurable antenna applications and a
detailed analysis of the existing reconfiguration techniques and technologies is included
in chapter 2.
1.2 RECONFIGURABLE ANTENNAS: HISTORY, TRENDS
AND CHALLENGES
1.2.1 Historical perspective
A thorough analysis of antenna history reveals that the concept of antenna reconfig-
urability appears very early in the context of radio communications which dates back
to 1893-1901 with the first wireless transmissions disputed by Tesla and Marconi. On
the early years of radio broadcasting the main motivation for antenna reconfigurabil-
ity was the requirement of antennas that could cover a large frequency range without
degrading its performance. This was the very first form of frequency reconfigurability.
One illustrative example of the initial works towards frequency reconfiguration corre-
sponds to a patent by A.N. Goldsmith in 1926 where an antenna is tuned by using
a variable inductive loading [4]. A second example of a frequency tunable antenna is
found in a patent by E. Werndl in 1942 where it is proposed to adjust the length of
dipole antenna by using a liquid metal [5].
Some years after the first frequency tunable antennas, the firsts designs of anten-
nas with steerable radiation pattern appeared. The development of antennas with
radiation pattern agility took place towards the 1940s, basically driven by World War
II when beam-scanning antennas played a key role in radar applications [6]. The
main techniques to achieve beam scanning were movable and multi-feed reflectors and
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phased-arrays. However, one can argue that, strictly speaking, these designs are not
reconfigurable antennas since there is not a clear interaction between the reconfigura-
tion and the radiation mechanisms. One of the firsts radiation pattern reconfigurable
antennas producing a clear interaction with the radiating mechanism was published
by W. Rotman in 1959 [7]. It consisted on a radiating waveguide with a mechanically
tuned leaky mode that allowed the antenna to perform beam-scanning.
1.2.2 Intensification of research in reconfigurable antennas
As we have seen, the concept of antenna reconfigurability can be traced back to the
first half of the twentieth century, however it has been in the last decade when re-
configurable antennas have attracted a major interest from the wireless community.
During these years drastic changes have reshaped wireless communications landscape
and it is this new scenario that has boosted research on reconfigurable antennas.
The most significant impulse to reconfigurable antennas has been undoubtedly the
explosive growth of wireless personal communications devices that started in the 1990s
with the deployment of GSM cellular networks. Personal wireless devices brought new
requirements in terms of compactness and mobility; properties that carried greater
weight than in previous military applications and broadcasting systems. Also, during
the subsequent years, additional wireless systems where developed to cover different
needs. Wireless systems such as IEEE-802.11 WLAN, UMTS, Bluetooth and GPS
were rapidly adopted and wireless devices became multifunctional, meaning that a
single electronic device was able to operate in multiple communications. Additionally,
the fast spread of personal wireless systems pushed an intense competition for wireless
devices with superior performance in terms of transmission data rates, coverage and
reliability.
In this context where compactness, multi-functionality and superior performance
are the main requirements, reconfigurable antennas stand out as a promising approach
for future wireless systems. On one hand, multi-functionality is generally provided by
using multiple antennas, but due to the compactness requirements it is becoming more
and more difficult to fit all the necessary antennas in the available space. Instead, the
multiple required antennas could be replaced by a single reconfigurable antenna that
could be tuned for each required functionality. On the other hand, reconfigurable
antennas can clearly contribute to improve the system performance by dynamically
adjusting their radiation pattern and polarization to maximize data rates, coverage
and reliability.
The growing interest of the research community in reconfigurable antennas is evi-
denced by the rapidly increasing number of publications on the topic. In Fig. 1.3 it is
represented the yearly evolution of the number of publications and patents containing
the words reconfigurable antennas in the title. It is observed that it is in the years
1999-2000 when the development of reconfigurable antennas started. The following
years showed an accelerated rising trend in number of publications which at the time
of elaborating this document shows no signs of slowing down.
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Fig. 1.3: Number of scientific paper and patents including the words reconfigurable antenna
in the document title (data source: Google Scholar, October 2012).
1.2.3 Compound reconfigurability and pixel antennas
Reconfigurable antennas have been improving over these years, however the adoption
in commercial system is extremely limited. This adoption will only occur when the
system-level benefits of reconfigurable antennas widely outperform those of existing
antennas. Additionally, new applications such as cognitive radio are demanding for
a new level of reconfiguration. These are the reasons why some of the research in
reconfigurable antennas is moving towards the design of RAs with a much higher
level of reconfiguration. These new designs use a number of configurations one or
two orders of magnitude higher than in typical RA designs to provide frequency re-
configuration over large frequency ranges while simultaneously, being able to adjust
dynamically their radiation characteristics. This capability of simultaneously tuning
several antenna parameters, for instance frequency and radiation pattern, is known as
compound reconfiguration.
Compound reconfiguration is significantly more challenging to provide than classic
one-dimensional reconfiguration. One of the most promising architectures achieving
compound reconfigurability is the pixel antenna. Reconfigurable pixel antennas consist
of a grid of electrically small metallic patches, where each pair of adjacent patches
is interconnected by a RF-switch (Fig. 1.4). The activation or deactivation of these
switches modifies the current distribution over the antenna surface, therefore providing
reconfiguration capability to the antenna structure.
Pixel antennas have the capability to synthesize arbitrarily shaped surfaces by
activating the appropriate switches. The synthesized surface is only limited by the
overall size of the pixel surface and the individual pixel size. By way of example,
Fig. 1.5 shows three out of the hundreds of configurations that a pixel antenna can
produce. This surface reshaping capability is what allows pixel antennas to achieve a
high degree of reconfigurability over frequency, radiation pattern and polarization.
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Pixels
RF-switches
RF source
Fig. 1.4: Pixel antenna structure consisting of a grid with 5 × 6 pixels interconnected by
RF-switches.
(a) Configuration #1 (b) Configuration #2 (c) Configuration #3
Fig. 1.5: Three different configurations of a pixel antenna. ON-state switches are repre-
sented by black segments, disconnected pixel are represented by white squares and
connected pixels are represented by colored pixels.
The first proposal of a pixel reconfigurable antenna appears under the name switched
fragmented aperture in [8] which applies the pixel concept to reconfigure dipole and
monopole architectures. A similar design based on the same architectures is analyzed
in [9] and their application to slot and patch architectures is presented in [10] and [11]
respectively. A prototype of a fully-operational pixel antenna is first reported in [12].
Additional designs based on similar architectures can be also found under the terms
self-structuring antenna [13–15], reconfigurable aperture (RECAP) [16] and evolving
antenna [17].
Despite the outstanding reconfiguration capabilities of pixel structures suggested by
the previous publications, there are important practical issues that must be addressed
before pixel antennas can be implemented in commercial systems. These issues are
basically related to the balance between complexity and performance in pixel antennas.
From a practical perspective it is crucial that the antenna performance outweighs the
additional complexity of a pixel structure. Therefore the objective of future research
in pixel antennas is two-fold. On one hand, pixel antenna complexity must be reduced
by minimizing the level of redundancy. Special focus is required on minimizing the
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number of switches used by the pixel structure which is typically above one hundred
and has a severe impact over the antenna radiation efficiency, over the biasing network
and control circuitry complexity and consequently, over the antenna cost. On the other
hand, it necessary to maximize the antenna reconfigurability being able to measure
and quantify the reconfiguration level achieved by the antenna and its impact over the
system-level performance.
1.3 OBJECTIVES
The encompassing objective of this doctoral work is to develop pixel antennas from
their actual state as a conceptual structure into a practical reconfigurable antenna
architecture.
The specific goals pursued in this work focus on defining new geometries to re-
duce the antenna complexity and also on the performance evaluation of the antenna
reconfigurability. These goals range from the conceptualization of the pixel antenna
geometry and new technological approaches, to experimental characterization tech-
niques and the theoretical derivation of figures-of-merit, and are listed below:
• Propose novel pixel geometries and new conceptual architectures to improve
the antenna reconfigurability while reducing the required number of switches
and/or the overall complexity of the antenna. These geometries must remove
the high level of redundancy of the existing pixel antennas which use uniform
fully-switched pixel surfaces. Alternative conceptual architectures must explore
new roles of pixel surfaces, for instance as parasitic elements.
• Explore switching and reconfiguration technologies for pixel antennas. Analyze
the capabilities of existent semiconductor switches and develop new reconfigura-
tion technologies to reduce insertion losses, increase isolation, decrease actuation
power and in general to improve the switch and the pixel antenna performances.
• Enhance the knowledge about the maximum reconfiguration capabilities of pixel
antennas. Existing publications explore specific optimized configurations, but
leave unexplored the full reconfiguration properties of the antenna. The full fre-
quency reconfiguration range and the complete diversity of radiation patterns
must be characterized to properly judge the reconfiguration level of pixel anten-
nas.
• Derive figures-of-merit to evaluate the reconfiguration level of pixel antennas and
its impact over the system-level performance. Specific figures-of-merit to quan-
tify antenna reconfigurability are not yet available in the current literature, even
though being crucial to compare and determine which reconfigurable antenna
designs provide higher performance.
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Fig. 1.6: Objectives and outline of the document.
1.4 OUTLINE OF THE DOCUMENT
This doctoral dissertation is organized in seven chapters, including this first chapter
which introduces reconfigurable and pixel antennas and states the main goals of this
work.
Chapter 2 presents a comprehensive and detailed analysis of the state-of-the art
in antenna reconfigurability, covering applications, technologies and reconfiguration
techniques. The information compiled in this chapter is essential to contextualize the
ideas, designs, mechanisms and procedures presented in the following chapters.
The four subsequent chapters contain the main contributions of this doctoral re-
search. Each of these four chapters focuses on one of the four objectives previously
detailed as represented in Fig. 1.6.
• Chapter 3 addresses the conceptualization and design of pixel antennas and
proposes novel geometries and conceptual architectures, such as multi-size pixel
geometries and parasitic pixel layers, to reduce the complexity of pixel antennas.
• Chapter 4 focuses on the technological aspects of pixel antennas. It elaborates on
the use of PIN diodes as switching elements with high reliability and explores new
alternatives such as RF-MEMS and microfluidic technologies that can provide
lower losses and higher reconfigurability.
• Chapter 5 presents the experimental characterization of pixel antenna prototypes
based on the designs from chapter 3. Their full reconfiguration capabilities
in frequency and radiation pattern is determined using both exhaustive and
statistical characterization approaches.
• Chapter 6 covers the theoretical derivation of figures-of-merit to quantify radi-
ation reconfigurability. Deterministic and statistic approaches are followed to
derive figures-of-merit for RAs with a low number and a high number of config-
urations respectively.
The document is concluded in chapter 7 summarizing the main results presented
along the document and commenting about the natural continuations of this research.
CHAPTER 2
RECONFIGURABLE ANTENNAS
A detailed and up-to-date description of the most relevant works on the topic ofreconfigurable antennas is provided in this chapter. The first section describes
the main applications of the different types of reconfigurable antennas, covering from
the most classical applications to the very recent developments. The second section
focuses on the antenna reconfiguration technologies, understood as the most funda-
mental elements that provide tunability to the antenna structure. The third section
addresses the design of reconfigurable antennas and describes the main techniques,
architectures and structures used to achieve frequency, radiation pattern and/or po-
larization reconfigurability.
This structured compilation of applications, technologies and designs constitutes
the current state-of-the-art of antenna reconfigurability, establishing the context of the
work completed in this thesis and setting the foundations of the contributions that
will be presented in subsequent chapters.
2.1 RECONFIGURABLE ANTENNA APPLICATIONS
In general we find applications of reconfigurable antennas in those situations where the
operating requirements of a communication system change over time. The variation in
the operating requirements may be produced by internal/user-driven factors, such as
the required bandwidth and the user movement, or by external/environmental factors,
such as interferences, spectrum occupancy and the presence of scatterers. In this
section the different applications are described and classified according to the antenna
parameter under reconfiguration.
2.1.1 Applications of frequency reconfiguration
The most representative application of frequency reconfigurability is the integration
of multiple antennas in wireless equipment where several communication systems con-
verge. Instead of using multiple single-function antennas, a single reconfigurable an-
tenna can accommodate the multiple requirements. This is a very attractive approach
for actual wireless equipment which integrate multiple communication systems, as de-
picted in Fig. 2.1a, and would lead to significant size reductions, which is of utmost
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Fig. 2.1: Applications of frequency reconfiguration.
importance in portable and compact devices. In a similar way, it is possible to take
advantage of frequency tunability in systems that use multiple frequency channels. In
this case the main advantage is also the size reduction due to the fact that a wideband
antenna covering simultaneously all channels is necessarily larger than a narrowband
tunable antenna covering one channel at a time.
Frequency reconfigurability can be used also to reject out-band interferences. This
is accomplished by synthesizing frequency responses with a band notch (high reflection
coefficient) at the interference frequency while keeping a low reflection coefficient at
the signal frequency as seen in Fig. 2.1b. Although the performance of this technique
is limited, it can alleviate the specifications of the filters in the subsequent stages of
the system [18].
Not only interference rejection is possible but also close-body effects can be miti-
gated. A well-known problem of portable wireless devices is that the antenna matching
can be compromised due to the effect of surrounding artifacts, specially important are
close-body and hand effects as shown in Fig. 2.1c. A reconfigurable antenna can
monitor periodically the reflection coefficient and optimize the antenna response to
compensate near-body effects [19,20].
Finally, one of the applications recently capturing a lot of attention and where
reconfigurable antennas play a key role is cognitive radio (CR). Cognitive radio
transceivers sense the spectrum usage and the channel characteristics to dynamically
select the operating frequency band according to specific performance metrics as illus-
trated in Fig. 2.1d. Cognitive radio can benefit from frequency reconfigurable antennas
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because of the capability to tune the operating frequency over the required frequency
range [21,22].
2.1.2 Applications of radiation pattern reconfiguration
There is a great number of applications that can take advantage of the antenna capa-
bility to adjust its radiation pattern. The most classical application is beam-scanning
or beam-steering. It consist in rotating automatically the antenna radiation pattern
towards a certain direction of interest, as shown in Fig. 2.2a. This is useful in scenar-
ios with mobile devices under line-of-sight (LOS) conditions because a high antenna
gain can be obtained even when one or both communicating devices move and rotate.
For these reason beam-scanning can provide improved coverage areas and higher data
rates [23].
In a similar way as frequency reconfiguration can be used to reject out-band inter-
ferences, radiation pattern reconfiguration can reject interferences if their direction-
of-arrival (DOA) is different than that of the signal. This is possible by adjusting the
antenna radiation pattern in such a way that it presents high gain for the direction
of interest and a null in the interference direction, as seen in Fig 2.2b. This means
that it is possible to mitigate in-band interferences, which are much harder to filter
by conventional ways than out-band interferences [24].
A much more recent application of radiation reconfigurability is adaptive MIMO
which is roughly depicted in Fig. 2.2c. Adaptive MIMO replaces the multiple static
antennas of standard MIMO systems by multiple reconfigurable antennas capable of
synthesizing several different radiation patterns. By combining the spatial diversity
of MIMO devices with the additional degrees of freedom provided by pattern recon-
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figuration, the power and uncorrelation of the received signals can be improved and
consequently, the channel capacity can be significantly increased [25–27], [JA10].
To complete the overview of radiation reconfigurability applications it is worth
mentioning one of the most novel applications. Taking advantage of radiation pattern
reconfiguration it is theoretically possible to reduce specific absorption rates (SAR) in
personal wireless devices. The basic idea is to modify the antenna radiation pattern of
the wireless device while it is being approached to the user’s body favoring radiation
towards non-blocked directions. This procedure would result in a improvement in the
battery autonomy as well as a reduction of the power dissipated in the user’s body.
2.1.3 Applications of polarization reconfiguration
Polarization reconfigurable antennas are typically exploited to reduce polarization mis-
match losses in portable devices. The variable orientation of portable devices can
degrade transmission performance if the polarization of the transmitter and receiver
are not aligned. In these cases, the use of self-orientable antennas is recommended,
especially in linearly polarized systems under LOS conditions [28, 29]. Under these
conditions, a polarization reconfigurable antenna switching between two orthogonal
polarizations can also be used to provide a double transmission channel suitable for
frequency reuse.
If LOS conditions do not apply, the communications channel typically presents a
high uncorrelation between horizontal and vertical polarizations. In this case, polar-
ization reconfigurability can be used as a polarization diversity system or as a way to
enhance the performance of MIMO systems in a similar way as pattern reconfigura-
tion [30].
2.1.4 Applications of compound reconfiguration
There are multiple situations where it is desired to incorporate two or more of the
previously presented capabilities. In these cases it is required to combine frequency,
radiation pattern and/or polarization reconfigurability. Certain combinations of ca-
pabilities are particularly useful.
The most notorious application is the combination of frequency agility and beam-
scanning to provide improved spectral efficiencies. By taking advantage of compound
reconfigurability it is possible to dynamically shift the operating frequency band to-
wards less crowded portions of the spectrum and simultaneously steer the radiation
beam toward the position of the second element in the link [31]. This way the im-
provement of spectral efficiency is two-fold; first, noise and interferences are reduced
due to the frequency band selection mechanism and second, the link power budget
increases as a result of the higher antenna gains after performing the beam-steering
procedure.
A second application is enhanced interference rejection. Since out-band interfer-
ences can be partially filtered using frequency reconfigurability and in-band interfer-
ences can be rejected by taking advantage of pattern reconfigurability, the combination
of these two makes possible to obtain improved interference rejections. The result is a
higher signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) and a more robust rejection capability [CA4].
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There is another application that is worth mentioning. Using compound recon-
figurable antennas it is possible to mitigate the undesirable close-body effects which
damage the performance of most wireless personal devices. Thanks to impedance
tunability it is possible to mitigate the degradation of the antenna matching due to
hand or head effects, and simultaneously take advantage of pattern reconfigurability to
reduce the SAR levels by redistributing the radiation towards non-blocked directions.
These are only some illustrative examples of applications showing the potential of
compound reconfigurability. However it is expected that as soon as low-complexity
cost-effective designs of compound reconfigurable antennas are available, novel ap-
plications will be rapidly developed to take advantage of compound reconfiguration
capabilities.
2.2 RECONFIGURABLE ANTENNA TECHNOLOGIES
Having detailed the main applications of antenna reconfigurability, the next natural
question is ”how to provide reconfiguration capabilities to antenna structures?”. Since
a reconfigurable antenna is a radiating structure that can conveniently adjust its op-
erating parameters, it is obvious that there must exist an element in the antenna
structure with variable characteristics. This section focuses on this very basic ele-
ment which is the ultimate responsible for the antenna reconfigurability. The present
sections describes the key enabling technologies that make possible antenna reconfig-
uration.
2.2.1 Lumped components
Lumped components are the clear dominant reconfiguration elements used by recon-
figurable antennas. Reconfigurable antennas using lumped components concentrate
tunability in very specific positions of the antenna structure where a variable load is
located. The two main types of tunable loads are RF-switches and variable capaci-
tors. RF-switches are advantageous in terms of control circuitry, since they can be
controlled by a simple digital circuit, and can also produce configurations with very
different properties due to the large impedance variation between its two states. On
the other hand, reconfiguration using RF-switches is limited to a discrete number of
states. Instead, variable capacitors can provide continuous tunability which can be
very convenient in certain applications. However, continuous tunability comes at the
expense of a more complex control circuitry and higher similarity between different
antenna configurations.
The most conventional technology used nowadays to implement switches and varac-
tors is semiconductor technology. A PIN diode changing between forward and reverse
biasing can behave as an excellent RF-switch. On the other hand, PIN diodes with a
variable reverse bias voltage can behave as variable capacitors. PIN diodes are widely
used due to their robustness, low cost and circuital parameters, basically insertion
losses and/or isolation, which are excellent at lower frequencies (below 10 GHz). Their
power consumption is of few milliwatts which can be excessive in designs requiring a
large number of switches. In these cases, PIN diodes can be replaced by FET transis-
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tors, which have power consumptions below a tenth of milliwatt, but at the expense
of lower performance in terms of insertion losses and/or isolation.
One of the most promising technologies, clearly overcoming semiconductor elements
in many aspects, is micro-electromechanical technology (RF-MEMS). RF-MEMS
switches and varactors can provide a much lower insertion loss (in the order of 0.1 dB),
almost zero power consumption and higher linearity. However, there exist practical
issues which nowadays limit their use in reconfigurable antennas. The cost RF-MEMS
is higher than semiconductor elements due to the expensive packaging processes and
their reliability is lower, specially for RF-MEMS switches which suffer from severe stic-
tion problems. Even considering these drawbacks, the use of RF-MEMS technology
can enable reconfigurable systems with a much higher performance [32]. Many ex-
amples of MEMS-reconfigurable antennas are available in the literature, among them
several of the RA designs that will be presented in section 2.3.
One of the main difficulties in designing reconfigurable antennas using lumped
components is the design of the bias network required to modify the status of switches
and varactors. The electromagnetic coupling between the biasing lines and the antenna
structure can severely damage the antenna reconfiguration capabilities and its design is
much more challenging than in non-radiating microwave devices where electromagnetic
fields are confined. Some useful guidelines for the biasing of reconfigurable antennas
are the minimization of the biasing lines length and take advantage of existing antenna
parts for biasing whenever possible. Bias lines have to be located in regions with a
less intense near-field, for instance behind ground planes, and its orientation must
be orthogonal to the polarization of existing electric field. Another useful technique
consists on loading the bias lines inductively or with high-resistive materials.
To conclude the review of lumped components it is worth mentioning some addi-
tional technologies based on semiconductors and RF-MEMS which have been proposed
to avoid the use of bias lines. This is the case of optically controlled switches, whose
status is controlled by an optical signal distributed using dielectric waveguides which
produce a much lower degradation of the antenna properties than conventional metal-
lic lines [33, 34]. Bias lines can be also avoided by using Reed switches whose status
can be remotely controlled by an external magnetic field [35].
2.2.2 Tunable materials
Reconfiguration characteristics can be also provided by using materials with tunable
electromagnetic properties. Unlike lumped components which concentrate tunability
is specific locations, in the case of RAs using tunable materials the reconfiguration
element is distributed over the antenna volume and is typically used as part of the
substrate in printed antennas.
Tunable materials have interesting advantages, in particular continuous reconfig-
urability can be provided with a simple control circuitry. On the other hand, these
type of materials tend to be lossy and the resulting reconfiguration capabilities are not
as high as with other technologies. For these reasons, their use is not as widespread
as lumped components.
One classical example of tunable material are ferrites, whose permeability can be
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tuned by an external magnetic field. The controlled change in permeability can be
used to implement reconfigurable antennas [36–38]. In a similar way, the electric
permittivity of ferroelectric materials can be changed by applying an external electric
field and this way can be used to tune the antenna properties [39], [40].
Liquid crystals are another type of material with tunable characteristics. The
orientation of the molecules in a liquid crystal can be modified by a controlled static
electric field and due to the material anisotropy this leads to changes in its electric
permittivity tensor. There is extensive literature on the use of liquid crystals for
implementing reconfigurable antennas [41,42], specially on the topic of beam-scanning
reflectarrays [43–45].
Finally, it is worth mentioning two additional examples of less widespread tunable
materials. These materials are optically tuned semiconductor materials [46] and col-
loidal dispersions, which are dielectric liquids with a variable density of particles that
influence the resulting permittivity [47,48].
2.2.3 Movable antennas
The third technology in order of significance in antenna reconfiguration are movable
and rotatable antennas. This is actually one of the most basic forms of reconfiguration
and one of the very first to be implemented [49]. By actuating over the antenna
structure it is possible to change its position, orientation and structure, and as a
result the antenna properties are modified.
Several types of actuation mechanisms are used in movable and rotatable anten-
nas. The most elemental mechanism is mechanical actuation using linear actuators,
stepper motors or similar devices that can induce movement [50, 51]. More evolved
mechanisms include electrostatic actuation over the whole antenna structure [52] or,
more commonly, magnetic actuaction [53–55]. Recently, new reconfigurable designs
start appearing in the literature using liquid metals to implement deformable anten-
nas [56,57] and reconfigurable antennas [JA6].
Although movable antenna technology have certain drawbacks, specially regard-
ing the reconfiguration speed and the risk of wear-and-tear failure, it is a promising
technology for antennas operating at higher frequencies, such as 60 GHz band, where
antenna sizes are smaller and mechanical actuation becomes more effective.
2.3 RECONFIGURABLE ANTENNA DESIGNS
The present section describes the different techniques taking advantage of the previ-
ously presented technologies to obtain specific reconfiguration capabilities. Nowadays,
there is available in the scientific literature a great number of reconfigurable antenna
designs. A deep analysis of the existing work reveals that the existing designs use
certain common reconfiguration techniques depending on the parameter to be tuned
(frequency, pattern and/or polarization). This section examines and classifies the
different reconfiguration techniques and provides illustrative examples in each case.
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2.3.1 State-of-the-art of externally reconfigurable antennas
The initial reconfiguration techniques relied on external feeding networks with tunable
properties. These tunable external feeding networks where used to transform the
antenna impedance, to modify the feeding position or to switch between different
antennas. It must be mentioned that since the reconfiguration elements are external
to the antenna surface and they do not interact directly with the radiation mechanism,
strictly speaking, designs following this approach are not considered reconfigurable
antennas. However, since tunable feeds are the first form of antenna tunability and
are still being used nowadays, it is worth including them into the discussion.
The different types of reconfiguration techniques using external tunable feedings are
represented in Fig. 2.3. The external feeding network can be an impedance transformer
to dynamically tune the antenna; a switched network to switch between different feed
antennas or feed positions; or a phase-shifting network to combine conveniently the
radiation of multiple antennas.
Tunable matching networks (Fig. 2.3a) are used to modify the antenna input im-
pedance, and may be used to provide frequency agility or to mitigate unmatching
during the system operation [58]. These networks are composed of a tunable im-
pedance transformer and a control unit. The most common architectures for the
impedance transformer are LC series circuits, stub lines and distributed MEMS trans-
mission lines. The impedance transformation ratio is determined by the control unit
which monitors the reflected signal and takes decisions according to its value. Tunable
matching networks can achieve frequency reconfiguration over frequency ranges up to
one or two octaves [59], being the main limitation the narrow bandwidth obtained at
frequencies where the existing antenna is initially highly reactive. A different appli-
cation of tunable matching networks is the mitigation of undesired variations of the
antenna impedance. This is especially interesting for cellular and mobile applications,
where the presence of artifacts in the near-field region of the antenna, specially parts
of the user’s body, has a severe effect over the antenna impedance [19].
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A different approach to achieve reconfiguration capabilities is to use switched net-
works to switch between several antennas with different frequency and radiation prop-
erties (Fig. 2.3b). In this case, a specifically designed antenna is used for each operating
mode and a switched network selects dynamically the required antenna according to
the active operating mode. Since each antenna mode is located in a different physi-
cal region, the main advantage of this approach is the design flexibility, but the main
drawback is the large size occupied, especially when a high number of operating modes
is required.
Switched multi-antenna systems can provide frequency reconfigurability by switch-
ing between antennas with different dimensions. By applying the appropriate scaling
factor, each antenna can be designed to cover a different frequency band. For instance,
in [60] four different sized dipoles are used to provide coverage over four independent
frequency bands. On the other hand, pattern reconfiguration can be achieved by using
multiple equally-sized antennas located in different orientations to steer the radiation
beam towards different angular directions. Examples of switched antennas with pat-
tern reconfigurability can be found in [61] and [62], where switched multi-antenna
systems are presented using two printed Yagi antennas and three CPW slot-based
antennas, respectively.
In some cases the multiple antennas required by the previous approach can be re-
placed by a single multi-port antenna (Fig. 2.3c). The basic idea is to use an antenna
structure that supports multiple resonant modes and excite them independently by
changing the feed position. These multi-port prototypes lack of the design flexibility
of switched multi-antenna systems but can achieve similar performance with smaller
sizes, being the main difficulty in the antenna design the procurement of high isola-
tions between the different input ports. This technique is well suited for polarization
diversity applications as is illustrated in [29, 63] where microstrip patch antennas are
used to produce different linear and circular polarizations.
A final approach to achieve pattern reconfiguration capabilities with multi-antenna
systems is to combine the radiation from the multiple antennas instead of switching
between them. The most common structures based on this approach are phased arrays
(Fig. 2.3d), which consist of an antenna array where the phases of the feeding signals
can be individually adjusted [64,65]. By synthesizing an appropriate phase distribution
the array pattern can be effectively steered towards specific directions. Although this
structure requires a more complex feeding network than the previous approaches, the
potential reconfiguration capabilities are enhanced and a better control of the radiation
pattern is obtained.
2.3.2 State-of-the-art of frequency RAs
The underlying principle of operation of frequency reconfiguration is the variation of
the effective length of a resonant antenna. The variations in the antenna dimensions
produce shifts in the resonant frequency and, as long as the current distribution is
scaled with the antenna size, the radiation pattern remains unchanged.
Although there is a common principle of operation for frequency reconfiguration,
there exist different mechanisms that can be used to modify the antenna length. These
mechanisms are illustrated in Fig. 2.4.
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The first technique tunes the antenna frequency by increasing or decreasing the
antenna physical length (Fig. 2.4a). This is typically achieved by using RF-switches
to connect or disconnect metallic sections to the main antenna body so its length gets
modified. In wire antennas, when switches change to ON-state the antenna length
increases and low-frequency modes are obtained. On the other hand, OFF-state con-
figurations reduce the antenna length and result in high-frequency modes. For slot-
type architectures this behavior get reversed. This technique has been successfully
applied to reconfigure the resonant frequency of dipoles [34], slots [66–68], fractal an-
tennas [69], and even dielectric resonator antennas [70]. In all these examples the
antenna is tuned by means of RF-switches, except for the DRA, which is tuned by
altering the level of the dielectric liquid composing the antenna.
Frequency reconfiguration can also be provided by keeping constant the antenna
physical length but modifying its electrical length (Fig. 2.4b). This can be done by
altering the propagation constant in the antenna structure. The most conventional
approach in this case is to change the electrical permittivity of the antenna substrate
by using tunable materials. A higher electrical permittivity reduces the effective wave-
length, which makes the antenna larger in terms of this effective wavelength and as
a result, shifts the antenna resonance to a lower frequency. In general, this tech-
nique is used in printed antennas where the electromagnetic fields are confined in the
dielectric [42, 46]. A different technique to modify the propagation constant in the
antenna structure consist in changing the geometry of the region where the fields are
confined. This is effective in microstrip antennas where the propagation constant can
be adjusted by modifying the height of the microstrip antenna [52] or by tilting an
out-of-plane microstrip radiator [53].
The third technique used by frequency-agile antennas is based on loading the an-
tenna with a variable reactive load (Fig. 2.4c). The reactive load compensates the
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reactive part that appears in the antenna input impedance when the frequency is
shifted away from its natural resonance frequency [71]. Therefore, different values of
the reactive load, typically a varactor, result in variations of the antenna resonance
frequency. This technique has the advantage of continuously shifting the antenna res-
onance frequency and therefore, surpassing switched-reconfiguration techniques in fine
tuning capability. On the other hand the frequency reconfiguration range is not as
large as the one obtained by the other mentioned techniques. It has been recently
showed that impedance loading is compatible with switching techniques, allowing to
produce configurations with distant resonance frequencies, each one of them finely
tunable due to impedance loading [72].
2.3.3 State-of-the-art of radiation pattern RAs
The radiation pattern of an antenna is related to its current distribution by a Fourier
transform. Therefore, radiation pattern reconfiguration can only be achieved by al-
tering the global current distribution. The main challenge in pattern reconfiguration
is to keep the input impedance constant while the main currents over the antenna are
modified. The basic pattern reconfiguration techniques are illustrated in Fig. 2.5.
The most conceptually simpler technique to reconfigure the antenna pattern is
to rotate the complete antenna structure by using movable antennas (Fig. 2.5a). The
rotation of the antenna rotates its radiation pattern and leaves its reflection coefficient
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unaffected. In spite of the conceptual simplicity of this technique, its application
often leads to bulky mechanical actuators that result in significant drawbacks in terms
of reconfiguration speed and power consumption. These disadvantages are strongly
mitigated when the antennas are fabricated at microscale. At this point, RF-MEMS
technology is ideal to fabricate movable antennas with the required micro-actuators.
One classical example corresponds to reference [49] where the arms of a dipole antenna
are simultaneously rotated by push-pull actuators to steer its radiation pattern. In [55]
it is presented a rotatable 2x2 patch array where magnetic actuation is used to rotate
the antenna around two orthogonal axes and steer the radiation beam in E-plane and
H-plane.
A different strategy to reconfigure the antenna pattern consists in using switched
or tunable parasitic sections. The coupled currents over these parasitic elements have
a significant effect over the radiation pattern without producing drastic perturbations
over its input impedance. This is by far the most widely used technique to reconfigure
the antenna radiation pattern.
In antennas with a low number of parasitic elements, the parasitic elements need to
be located into the near-field of the driven element in order to couple strong currents,
which are necessary to modify the antenna pattern (Fig. 2.5b). Typical distances
between the driven and parasitic elements are between 0.1 and 0.5 wavelengths; this
ensures strong currents on the parasitics without damaging severely the well-matching
of the driven antenna. Pattern reconfigurable antennas using switched parasitic have
been implemented for the main antenna architectures such as monopoles [73, 74], mi-
crostrip elements [75–77] and slot antennas [78]. A higher degree of reconfigurability
can be achieved by using reactively loaded parasitics instead of switched parasitics.
The underlaying theory of reactively controlled arrays was established in a classical
paper by R.F. Harrington [79] and its capabilities are still under continuous study [80].
Parasitic elements can also be located at a higher electrical distance of the driven
antenna. However, the required number of parasitic elements is much higher than in
the previous case. This is the approach followed by reconfigurable reflectarrays and
lens arrays. In these cases, the operation of the parasitic elements follows the same
rules as in conventional arrays. By controlling the phase of the re-radiated field by each
element of the array, the direction of the antenna beam can be precisely controlled. It
is important to notice that despite the evident similarities with phased array antennas,
this method is very different from a conceptual perspective. The re-radiated field by
each element of the array is not controlled by an external feeding network but by the
tunable architecture of the element itself. Practical implementations of reconfigurable
reflectarrays can be found in [81–84] and an example of a reconfigurable lens-array is
presented in [85].
Two additional structures are also used to provide radiation pattern reconfiguration
capabilities which are multi-mode and leaky-wave antennas. By using several switches
strategically located in a multi-mode antenna, the different modes can be individually
activated. Since the radiation patterns associated to the different modes are different
from each other, radiation pattern reconfiguration is accomplished. This concept has
been applied to design a reconfigurable spiral antenna in [86]. On the other hand,
leaky-wave antennas can be provided with reconfiguration capabilities by controlling
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the phase velocity of the radiating leaky mode. This can be effectively accomplished
using tunable periodic structures [87,88].
2.3.4 State-of-the-art of polarization RAs
The polarization of an antenna is determined by the direction of its electrical currents.
There are two basic techniques for modifying the direction of the antenna currents (and
its polarization, as a consequence) preserving its frequency of operation and radiation
pattern. These techniques are illustrated in Fig. 2.6.
The first technique uses RF-switches to modify the antenna structure in such a way
that the resulting configuration is a symmetric version of the original configuration.
In [30] this technique is applied to a spiral antenna producing two different config-
urations where the second is a symmetric version of the first. This transformation
preserves the frequency response, produces minor perturbations to the radiation pat-
tern and transforms left-hand circular polarization (LHCP) into right-hand circular
polarization (RHCP). The main drawback of this technique is that RF-switches have
to be distributed over the whole antenna surface and complex biasing networks are
required.
Polarization agility can also be achieved without locating switches over the whole
antenna structure by taking advantage of multi-mode antennas. In this case, the differ-
ent modes of the antenna are simultaneously excited and reconfiguration is obtained by
introducing minor perturbations that affect the way these modes are combined. In [89]
a nearly-square patch antenna achieves polarization reconfigurability by combining a
horizontal and a vertical mode. When the switch is in OFF-state the two modes are
combined with equal amplitude and 90 degrees phase difference, producing circular
polarization. However, switching the MEMS device to ON-state breaks the balance
between the two modes and creates linear polarization. A CPW antenna based on the
same principle is presented in [90] to switch between linear polarization, right-hand
and left-hand circular polarizations. The combination between different modes is very
sensitive to frequency shifts and for this reason, a narrow bandwidth regarding polar-
ization is a typical disadvantage of multi-mode polarization-agile antennas. However,
this drawback is often overcome by the simplicity of the antenna structure.
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2.3.5 State-of-the-art of compound RAs
The ultimate goal of reconfigurable antennas is to be able to independently adjust the
frequency of operation, the antenna pattern and the polarization. The simultaneous
tuning of frequency and radiation properties is known as compound reconfiguration.
However, while single-parameter reconfiguration is a deeply studied problem, the sit-
uation is quite different when considering compound reconfiguration. In this case, the
interdependence between the different antenna parameters constitutes a much greater
obstacle than in the single-parameter reconfiguration. At the time of writing this doc-
ument very few publications attempt the simultaneous reconfiguration of two antenna
parameters and, to the best of the author knowledge, the simultaneous reconfiguration
of frequency, pattern and polarization has not been yet achieved, at least in the open
literature.
The main progresses towards compound reconfiguration have followed two basic
approaches, which are depicted in Fig. 2.7.
The first approach consists on combining in the same structure different single-
parameter reconfiguration techniques (Fig. 2.7a). For instance, an antenna can com-
bine a driven element with tunable length with a switched parasitic to simultaneously
reconfigure its operating frequency and radiation pattern. Compound reconfigurable
antennas following this approach are relatively simple in structure but their reconfig-
uration capabilities are very limited, due to compatibility problems between different
one-dimensional techniques. The number of operation modes is relatively low, usu-
ally between four and six modes, which results in a low number of possible operating
frequencies, radiation patterns and polarizations.
One of the most representative implementations following this approach is pre-
sented in [91], which presents a frequency and pattern reconfigurable patch antenna.
The radiation pattern of the microstrip patch is tilted by adding switchable patch
parasitics. The same antenna is able to tune the frequency of operation by loading
the parasitic elements with switchable slots, thus tuning the resonance frequency of
these parasitics. A different implementation of a frequency and pattern reconfigurable
antenna is presented in [92], where a pattern reconfigurable ring slot is combined with
a tunable matching network to achieve frequency reconfigurability. A similar design
based in a ring slot antenna can be found in [93], but in this case it is frequency
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reconfigurability what is provided by the tunable ring slot while polarization diversity
is obtained by using a tunable multiport feeding. Other designs worth mentioning
are presented in [34,94] which present frequency and radiation pattern reconfigurable
antennas using spiral and dipole architectures respectively.
Recently there has been a growing interest for high-gain beam-scannable antennas
with additional degrees of reconfigurability due to satellite communications and remote
sensing applications. Some promising results have been obtained using reflectarray
architectures to achieve beam-scannable antennas with polarization reconfigurability
[95–97] and frequency tunability [98,99].
The second approach to provide compound reconfigurability takes advantage of
structures with an inherent capability of modifying simultaneously both frequency
and radiation properties. These structures consists of a dense distribution of electri-
cally small metallic sections interconnected by switches. These small metallic patches
are called pixels, and the resulting antenna architectures are known as reconfigurable
apertures or pixel antennas (Fig. 2.7b). Instead of introducing specific perturbations
over the antenna surface, as done by other reconfiguration methods, pixel antennas re-
shape the complete antenna surface by activating specific switch configurations. Opti-
mal configurations are determined by discrete optimization algorithms such as particle
swarm optimization (PSO) or genetic algorithms (GA).
The precursor of current pixel antennas are fragmented apertures [100,101], which
are a type of non-reconfigurable antenna composed of small metallic pixels whose global
shape was determined by optimization algorithms to synthesize specific properties,
typically broadband capabilities. Pixel antennas were derived from these structures
when it was observed that by locating switches between its pixels it was possible
to provide unique reconfiguration capabilities [8, 9]. These initial works paid special
attention to the achievable gain of pixel antennas based on the discretization level
(pixel size), the aperture size and the non-ideal characteristics of the switching element
[102]. The next remarkable accomplishment in the evolution of pixel antennas was the
implementation of a fully operational prototype which used a monopole architecture
and FET transistors as switching elements [12]. Nowadays, the pixel antenna concept
has been extended to different architectures such slot [10] and microstrip patch [103].
Compared against any other reconfigurable antennas presented in this chapter,
pixel antennas provide a new level of reconfiguration. They are extremely flexible
structures due to the possibility of synthesizing a rich variety of antenna shapes. The
resulting number of operation modes is much higher than in conventional reconfig-
urable antennas, leading to multi-parameter reconfiguration covering broad frequency
ranges and being capable of synthesizing multiple radiation patterns and polarizations.
On the other hand, pixel antennas involve a large complexity, typically requiring be-
yond a hundred switches, which produces severe impacts over the antenna cost and
efficiency.
Pixel antennas are the central topic of this doctoral dissertation, which focuses
on the development of pixel antennas with a very reduced number of switches [JA7],
[CA8], introducing novel conceptual architectures [JA8], [JA4], [CA5], developing new
enabling technologies [JA6] and establishing figures-of-merit to evaluate their perfor-
mance [JA3].
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CHAPTER 3
PIXEL ANTENNA CONCEPTUALIZATION AND
DESIGN
The design of improved pixel antennas is the central topic of this section. First,the basic architecture of pixel antennas is described and the most fundamental
design guidelines are provided. Then, the main approaches followed to perform the
electromagnetical simulation and optimization of pixel antennas are detailed. After
these general concepts of pixel antennas two novel pixel geometries and conceptual
architectures are presented, the multi-size pixel antenna and the parasitic pixel layer.
3.1 PIXEL ANTENNA ARCHITECTURE
The main architecture and the basic components of a pixel antenna are depicted in
Fig. 3.1.
Pixels
The most basic components of a pixel antenna are the pixels which compose the
antenna structure. These pixels are sub-wavelength metallic sections that when inter-
Fig. 3.1: Pixel antenna architecture
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(a) Square tessellation (b) Triangular tessellation
(c) Hexagonal tessellation (d) Semiregular tessellation
Fig. 3.2: Different types of tessellation for pixel antennas.
connected between them produce the required impedance and radiation properties of
the antenna. The most conventional pixel shape is a square and in fact, to the best
of the author’s knowledge, this is the shape used by all the existing implementations
of pixel antennas. However the geometrical shape of the pixel can be different than a
square as long as it makes possible to produce a plane tessellation by replicating the
basic shape. Specially interesting are the three possible regular tessellations which are
depicted in Fig. 3.2 and correspond to pixels with square, triangular and hexagonal
shapes. These three are the only possible tessellations using replications of a single
regular polygon [104], however many more alternatives are available when different
pixel shapes are combined as shown in Fig. 3.2d. The pixel antenna concept could be
in fact extended to three-dimensional structures by using volumetric pixels together
with switches interconnecting their faces. Some of these less conventional geometries
have been analyzed in [17].
RF-switch
The second essential component in pixel antennas is the RF-switch interconnecting
adjacent pixels. The main technologies to implement RF-switches are semiconductor
and RF-MEMS technologies which will be discussed in chapter 4. It has been observed
that the influence of the switch isolation over the pixel antenna reconfigurability is
relatively low as long as the isolation is above 12 or 14 dB. On the other hand, the
switch insertion loss has a drastic effect over the antenna efficiency. Due to the large
number of serially concatenated switches, the equivalent ohmic resistance of the pixel
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antenna can be several times that of the switch. Some interesting results regarding the
gain of reconfigurable apertures depending of the switch insertion loss are presented
in [102].
Biasing lines
In order to operate the switches they must be controlled by an external source signal
which is transported by biasing lines. Ensuring a low coupling between the biasing lines
and the pixel structure is essential to preserve the antenna reconfiguration capabilities.
This undesired coupling, which has important effects in most reconfigurable antenna
designs, is particularly severe in pixel antennas due to the large number of switches
and biasing lines. Some techniques to mitigate the coupling of the biasing lines consist
in locating the biasing circuitry behind the ground plane of microstrip pixel antennas
[103], use inductively loaded lines [JA7] or, in the case of RF-MEMS, to use high-
resistivity lines.
Reconfiguration hardware
The status of the switches is determined by a control hardware that implements the re-
configuration scheme. There are two main approaches followed by the reconfiguration
procedure. The first approach consist on performing a prior characterization of the
pixel antenna characteristics by analyzing the properties of the different configurations
and selecting those of them which provide certain performances, for instance a specific
operation band. These configurations are stored in a static look-up table and the re-
configuration scheme basically selects the best configuration from this table according
to the operational requirements. The second approach implements an optimization
algorithm directly in the reconfiguration hardware. The optimization algorithm tests
and optimizes the switch configuration in real-time. Unlike the previous approach,
this real-time optimization can deal with changing environments, for instance it al-
lows to preserve the antenna matching even in the presence of close-artifacts, such
as the hand of the user. This additional capability comes at the expense of a higher
training time. It is also possible to combine the two previous approaches by doing
a prior selection of configurations to remove a certain degree of redundance in the
configurations space and perform a real-time optimization over this selected group of
configurations. This mixed approach can be used to balance the system adaptability
and the reconfiguration speed.
3.2 PIXEL ANTENNA DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION
Having described the main components of a pixel antenna we present now the main
guidelines in pixel antenna design as well as the different simulation and optimization
techniques.
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Lp
Lt
Fig. 3.3: Basic dimensions of a pixel antenna
3.2.1 Design guidelines
The ultimate goal in pixel antenna design is the determination of a clear relation
between the pixel antenna geometry and its reconfiguration capabilities. Such relation
would allow to design a certain pixel surface to provide the required reconfiguration
capabilities. Although this goal has not been yet achieved, certain rules-of-thumb can
be applied to the design of pixel antennas. The total size (Lt) of the pixel surface is
basically determined by the required gain of the pixel antenna. Therefore the antenna
size can be designed using the equations that relate the antenna size with its maximum
gain [105]. This evaluation has to be done for the most restrictive frequency, which in
this case corresponds to the lowest frequency. Therefore, the minimum pixel antenna
size can be found from the following equation
(piLt/λlow)
2 + (piLt/λlow) > G (3.1)
Lt >
1
2piλlow
(√
4G+ 1− 1
)
(3.2)
where λlow is the free-space wavelength at the lowest frequency of operation. Notice
that the resulting value is an lower bound for the antenna size and the actual size should
be larger in order to account for the illumination efficiency of the pixel aperture and
the losses produced by the switches.
In certain applications, specially in mobile and portable communications, radiation
pattern directionality is not required. In these cases a minimum pixel surface size is
still required. This is due to the fact that the pixel antenna has to accommodate
resonant modes over the whole frequency range. In general the length of the resonant
paths have to be half the effective wavelength for the most restrictive frequency, which
is again the lower frequency. Therefore,
Lt > λlow/(2
√
eff) (3.3)
where eff is the effective permittivity of the printed pixel antenna. In any case, the
antenna size should be larger than the most limiting value obtained by equations (3.2)
and (3.3).
While the total size has to be large enough to meet radiation pattern and frequency
requirements, the individual pixel size (Lp) has to be small enough to be able to finely
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tune the antenna properties. The main design decision in this case is how small
the pixel has to be in order to provide enough control over the synthesized shapes.
The pixel size is usually smaller than a tenth of a wavelength for the most limiting
frequency, this is
Lp < λup/(10
√
eff) (3.4)
where λup is the free-space wavelength at the highest frequency of operation. This
value results from the analogy between pixel surfaces and space meshes used by electro-
magnetic simulation methods such are method-of-moments (MoM) or finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD). In pixel antennas and surface meshes, the pixel or mesh size
has to be small enough so a small perturbation in an individual pixel/cell does not
change radically the resulting properties of the antenna. It is well-known that in the
previously mentioned methods the maximum size of the mesh is typically between λ/20
and λ/10, and as a result this is also the maximum pixel size in antennas. A different
approach to decide the pixel size consist on taking the typical thresholds for negligible
phase variation and use a pixel size equal to the electrical length corresponding to this
phase variation. For instance, when the Fraunhofer distance for far-field is derived a
phase variation of pi/8 is considered, which in fact corresponds to an electrical distance
of λ/16 and is in clear agreement with the previously specified pixel size.
Since the minimum total size (Lt) of the pixel antenna is half a wavelength (for
the lowest frequency) and the maximum individual pixel size (Lp) is a tenth of a
wavelength, it can be directly concluded that pixel antenna require in general at least
5×5 pixels.
It is important to emphasize that all the mentioned dimensions should be taken as
a starting point for pixel antenna design and not as physical bounds or definitive di-
mensions. The optimal dimensions of a pixel antenna can vary significantly depending
on the required reconfiguration capabilities and must be determined by a numerical
optimization process as is described in the following sections.
3.2.2 Electromagnetic simulation
The electromagnetic simulation of pixel antennas can be performed with the numeri-
cal methods typically used for antenna simulation such as method-of-moments (MoM),
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) or finite element method (FEM). Two of the
most widespread commercial simulators have been used in this work: Ansys HFSS
(High Frequency Structure Simulator) and CST Microwave Studio (Computer Simu-
lation Technology).
From a simulation perspective, the most significant difference between pixel an-
tennas and non-reconfigurable antennas is the presence of RF-switches. Modeling
correctly the lumped components is critical for the accuracy of the electromagnetic
simulation. In this work four different methods have been followed to include the
RF-switches in the electromagnetic simulation.
The first method models the RF-switches as perfect switches by using metal strip
or gaps for the ON and OFF state, respectively. This method is only valid for pre-
liminary analysis of the antenna reconfigurability and the accuracy is not acceptable
for implementations using real switches. It has been observed that the typical isola-
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tion levels of commercially available switches has a severe impact over the antenna
properties compared to perfect switches.
The second method applies only to electromechanical switches and consists in mod-
eling the exact geometry of the switch for the ON and OFF states. This technique
is time-consuming but provides a good accuracy. It is important to mention that the
contact resistance of the switch may be undervalued using this method due to the
inability of the mentioned simulators to model the microscopic metal contact physics
that determine the contact resistance. Since this method only applies to electrome-
chanical switches, any of the two following methods has to be used for pixel antennas
with semiconductor switches.
The third method has been used in the HFSS software and consist in replacing the
RF-switches by RLC boundaries. These boundaries simulate a lumped component
with a circuit model given by the parallel combination of a resistance, inductance and
capacitance. Therefore, this method can be applied regardless of the switch technology
as long as an accurate circuit model is extracted for the ON and OFF state of the
switch. The accuracy of the circuit model extraction is critical for the overall accuracy
of the simulation [106].
The fourth method is based on co-simulation and consists in replacing the RF-
switches by internal ports and perform a full-wave simulation to extract the full S-
parameter matrix. The pixel antenna properties are computed in a post-processing
step by loading the S-parameter matrix with the equivalent impedance of each switch.
This method is very accurate and much faster than the other methods when multiple
switch configurations have to be simulated for the same structure, as is the case of
pixel antennas. A more specific description of this method is presented in section 3.2.5.
3.2.3 Optimization algorithms
Antenna optimization usually refers to the systematic determination of the antenna
geometry to suit certain functionalities. In the context of pixel antennas the concept
of optimization acquires a new dimension. Optimization is also required to explore
the reconfiguration capabilities of the pixel antenna in order to determine the optimal
switch configurations for each mode of operation. Due to the large number of switches
it is not possible to perform a full exploration of all the configurations, therefore,
optimization algorithms are also required to explore in a more or less intelligent manner
the space of configurations and determine the optimal ones. Since this is a time-
consuming process, the optimization of the pixel antenna geometry is typically based
on the design guidelines previously detailed with a few additional optimization steps.
From this point forward we will use the expression optimization to the process of
determining the optimal configurations for each antenna operation mode and as a
consequence, the evaluation of the antenna reconfiguration capabilities.
Since the goal of the optimization algorithm is to determine the optimal configu-
rations it is necessary to define the concept of optimality. The optimal configurations
are those that maximize a certain fitness function which quantifies the antenna per-
formance. The usage of a suitable fitness function is as important as the optimization
algorithm itself and depends basically on the target functionality of the pixel antenna.
Some examples of useful fitness functions are presented in Table 3.1 for different types
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Frequency Rad. Pattern Polariz. Fitness function
X(narrowband)
(
1−|s11(f0)|2
)
X(narrowband) X G(θ0, φ0)
(
1−|s11(f0)|2
)
X(narrowband) X X G(θ0, φ0)
(
1−|s11(f0)|2
) |eˆ · eˆ∗0|2
X(wideband) min
|f−f0|<BW
(
1−|s11(f)|2
)
X(wideband) X min
|f−f0|<BW
G(θ0, φ0)
(
1−|s11(f0)|2
)
X(wideband) X X min
|f−f0|<BW
G(θ0, φ0)
(
1−|s11(f0)|2
) |eˆ · eˆ∗0|2
Tab. 3.1: Fitness functions used for different types of antenna reconfigurability
of reconfiguration. For frequency reconfigurability a suitable fitness function is the
power transmission factor at the central frequency because after the optimization
the reflection coefficient will be minimized. For radiation pattern reconfigurability
(plus optionally frequency reconfigurability) the realized gain is a good fitness func-
tion. Since the realized gain is defined as the antenna gain minus the loss due to
mismatch [1], this fitness function leads to maximum gain and minimum reflection
coefficient. In the cases where polarization reconfigurability is also considered, the
fitness function is the partial realized gain, which is identical to the previous fitness
function but including an additional term to account for the polarization mismatch
losses. These three fitness functions can be easily extended to antennas operating in
wideband conditions by modifying the fitness function to consider the worst in-band
transmission coefficient, realized gain and partial realized gain, respectively. The use
of multiple fitness functions is also possible by using multi-objective optimization al-
gorithms leading to Pareto optimal solutions, however this multi-objective approach
is not covered in this document.
Having defined the optimality criteria, the next step is to decide the optimization
algorithm to be used. The optimization space corresponds to the switch configurations
and thus only discrete optimization algorithms can be used. These methods have a
slower convergence rate that local methods because they can not take advantage of
the solution space regularity. On the other hand, they present a better avoidance of
local extremes in favor of the global maximum/minimum.
The main discrete optimization algorithms are Random Walk (RW), Simulated
Annealing (SA), Genetic Algorithm (GA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO). These algorithms mimic optimization processes
found in nature. Random Walk is the simplest, has no memory and consist on exploring
randomly the configuration space. The other four methods are of course more complex
and present a certain balance between the preservation of the acquired knowledge
and the exploration capability. Simulated Annealing emulates heating and cooling
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Fig. 3.4: Flow diagram of a Genetic Algorithm and conceptual representation of the
crossover/mutation processes.
processes, Genetic Algorithms imitates the natural evolution of species, Particle Swarm
Optimization and Ant Colony Optimization mimic the movement of particle swarms
and ant colonies, respectively.
All these methods have been successfully used in electromagnetic optimization
problems [107]. Genetic algorithm is the most extensively used among them and has
been applied for a wide variety of EM problems providing a good trade-off between
convergence speed and avoidance of local maximums [108] and is the one that has been
used in this work. The flow diagram of the algorithm is represented in Fig. 3.4. The
algorithm is initialized with a set of random switch configurations, called generation 1.
The next generations are created by iterating the processes of selection, crossover and
mutation. The selection process picks a pair of configurations from generation 1 giv-
ing a higher selection probability to those configurations with higher fitness. The
crossover process combines with a certain probability the two configurations and the
mutation process introduces minor perturbations to the two new configurations. Since
generation 2 is created by selecting with higher probability those configurations from
generation 1 with higher fitness, a certain increase in the overall fitness of the genera-
tion is expected. Iterating this process produces evolved generations with an increasing
fitness level. The probabilities controlling the selection, crossover and mutation are
used to balance the preservation of the acquired knowledge and the exploration of new
configurations.
It is important to notice that the genetic optimization of pixel antennas requires
the evaluation of the configuration fitness for all the configurations in each generation.
Therefore, the genetic optimization is combined with electromagnetic simulations. In
this doctoral work two different approaches have been followed to combine the opti-
mization and simulations process and are described in the subsequent sections.
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Fig. 3.5: Genetic algorithm implementation combining Matlab and HFSS based on multiple
fullwave simulations.
3.2.4 Full-wave optimization
The first implementation of the genetic optimization combines Matlab and HFSS and
is based on the scripting tools of HFSS. The flow of the optimization implementation
is represented in Fig. 3.5. The genetic algorithm is implemented in Matlab and every
time that a fitness calculation is required, a full-wave simulation is launched in HFSS.
To perform this simulation, the Matlab program creates a Visual Basic Script (VBS)
including all the instructions to create the antenna geometry, feeding ports, simula-
tion parameters and output reports, which serves as an input file for the full-wave
simulation. In particular, these instructions include all the physical or electrical mod-
ifications required to model the specific switch configuration. Once the simulation is
completed two files with Comma-Separated Value (CSV) format are generated with
the reflection coefficient and radiation pattern data. These files are read by the Matlab
program and the optimization is resumed.
This implementation is relatively simple and very flexible. Since the antenna simu-
lation model is created by the Matlab code it is even possible to dynamically optimize
the antenna dimensions depending on the results of the optimization. The main dis-
advantage is the time consumption. Since an independent full-wave simulation is re-
quired for each fitness evaluation, the optimization process usually takes several tents
of hours.
3.2.5 Port-Loading Optimization
The key in reducing the optimization time is the avoidance of performing a full-wave
simulation for each fitness evaluation. This can be done by using the port loading
technique, which requires an initial full-wave simulation and all the subsequent fitness
evaluations can be performed by a much faster post-processing step [16,109].
The flow of the port-loading implementation is represented in Fig. 3.6. The pro-
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Fig. 3.6: Genetic algorithm implementation combining Matlab and HFSS based on port-
loading.
cess starts with a single full-wave simulation of the pixel antenna. In this case, all
the switches in the simulation model have been replaced by internal ports. Therefore,
the number of ports in this simulation is equal to number of switches plus one. The
full S-parameter matrix and the electric field radiated by each port is extracted after
completing the simulation. Then, the Matlab optimization code runs the genetic opti-
mization. Every time that a fitness evaluation is required, the reflection coefficient and
radiation pattern of the antenna is computed numerically by loading the switch inter-
nal ports with the required ON/OFF switch impedances. Since this post-processing
step only require low-complexity computations, the total optimization time is usually
less than one hour including the initial full-wave simulation.
The post-processing equations are now derived for a general case with an arbitrary
number of antenna ports and switches. LetNA be the number of antenna ports, usually
equal to one for single antenna and greater than one for multi-antenna systems. Let
NB be the number of internal ports corresponding to switches. Following the standard
notation we represent the incident and reflected power waves by a and b, respectively.
The incident and reflected power waves are related by the S-parameter matrix, which
can be split in antenna ports and switch ports as follows[
bA
bB
]
=
[
SAA SAB
SBA SBB
] [
aA
aB
]
. (3.5)
Let ΓB be a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are equal to the reflection
coefficient at each switch port, which would be different for each switch configuration
and can be computed taking into account the ON/OFF impedance of each switch. At
the switch ports the incident and reflected wave are related by the following expression
aB = ΓBBbB (3.6)
Combining equations (3.5) and (3.6)
aB = ΓBB (SBAaA + SBBaB) = (I − ΓBBSBB)−1 ΓBBSBAaA (3.7)
Now, combining (3.5) and (3.7)
bA = SAAaA + SAB (I − ΓBBSBB)−1 ΓBBSBAaA
=
[
SAA + SAB (I − ΓBBSBB)−1 ΓBBSBA
]
aA (3.8)
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Since the previous equation is a direct relation between the incident and reflected
waves at the antenna ports, the S-matrix of the loaded multiport is equal to
SL = SAA + SAB (I − ΓBBSBB)−1 ΓBBSBA (3.9)
In particular, this equation allows to compute the reflection coefficient of a pixel an-
tenna from the full S-parameter matrix and the reflection coefficients corresponding
to the switch configuration.
It is also possible to compute the radiation pattern of the antenna structure given
the incident wave at each antenna port and the switch configuration. Let ~Ei be
the radiated field by the port i, then the total radiated field can be computed by
superposition weighting the radiated field of each port by the incident wave at the
same port
~E =
NA+NB∑
i=1
ai ~Ei =
NA∑
i=1
aA,i ~EA,i +
NB∑
i=1
aB,i ~EB,i (3.10)
Given a specific excitation vector aA, the incident waves aB at the switch ports can
be computed by equation (3.7) and the resulting radiation pattern can be evaluated
with expression (3.10).
Taking into account the previous expressions it is possible to compute numerically
the pixel antenna reflection coefficient, directivity, gain, polarization or any other
parameter required in the fitness evaluation without requiring further full-wave simu-
lations.
3.3 MULTI-SIZE PIXEL ANTENNA
This section presents the first of the two main contributions of this doctoral work re-
garding the design of pixel antennas. A novel geometry is presented which reduces the
number of switches in a factor 10 compared to usual pixel antenna designs preserving
a rich compound reconfiguration. This reduction in the number of switches has impor-
tant advantages regarding the antenna cost, complexity, efficiency and reconfiguration
speed. The key concept to reduce the number of switches is the use of multiple-sized
pixels.1
3.3.1 Switch reduction using multi-size pixels
Pixel apertures are the antenna structures with highest reconfiguration capability,
however their implementation is still very limited due to the large number of required
switches. Even for low-loss switches, the antenna efficiency drops easily below 50%
due to their serial concatenation. The cost is strongly affected by the large number
of high-quality switches required, together with complex biasing networks and control
circuitry. Additionally, the antenna response to environmental changes is slowed due
to the additional variables in the real-time reconfiguration algorithms. Therefore, the
1This section includes figures and text fragments, sometimes verbatim, from references [JA7],
[JA10] and [CA8].
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Fig. 3.7: Pixel geometry optimization, from high-complexity uniform pixel antennas to low-
complexity multi-size pixel apertures.
future of pixel apertures lies on the switch number reduction in order to improve the
antenna efficiency, cost and reconfiguration speed.
The common geometry of pixel antennas is a uniform grid of small metallic patches
with switches between every pair of adjacent patches as depicted in Fig. 3.7a. How-
ever, uniform pixelation is a suboptimal geometry in terms of complexity because the
contribution of each pixel to the antenna reconfigurability is not uniform. Pixels and
switches located close to the RF-port have a much stronger influence over the antenna
input impedance than those at further locations. The following paragraphs exploit this
phenomenon to develop a three-step modification process to maximize reconfiguration
properties while minimizing the number of necessary switches.
The first modification mitigates the interdependence between the different antenna
parameters by dividing the antenna surface in a driven and a parasitic region, as
depicted in Fig. 3.7b. The idea is to locate different reconfiguration functionalities on
different aperture regions: the near-port region affects mainly the input impedance,
while the parasitic region affects basically the radiation pattern. The parasitic region
requires a physical area significantly larger than the driven area to dominate the
antenna pattern. This modification does not intend to achieve a perfect division of
functionalities, which is not possible due to the closeness of the two regions.
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The second modification is illustrated in Fig. 3.7c and takes advantage of the
previous division by introducing multiple sized pixels. The antenna driven region
requires a dens grid of small patches due to the sensitivity of the input impedance
respect near-feed modifications. On the other hand, radiation pattern depends on the
overall current distribution, making convenient the use of larger pixels to cover the
parasitic region. The result is a large area covered by larger pixels than in uniform
pixel apertures leading to a substantial switch reduction of up to a 70% as in the
example on Fig. 3.7c. This multi-size pixel technique can be also understood as an
equalization of the switch contribution to antenna reconfiguration. While in uniform
pixel apertures the switch contribution to the antenna reconfiguration decreases with
its distance to the RF-port; in multi-size pixel apertures this contribution is equalized
by forcing far switches to operate between larger patches.
The third and final modification addresses the determination of switch locations.
Traditionally, pixel apertures include switches between every pair of adjacent patches.
However, when the goal is to minimize complexity, it is convenient to remove those
of them that contribute less to the antenna reconfigurability as shown in Fig. 3.7d.
One effective procedure consist in optimizing a fully switched model for different fre-
quency and radiation requirements and substitute the switches with a less variable
state by wires or gaps depending on the predominant state. This is particularly useful
for switches located close to the input port. By forcing some near-port interconnec-
tions, the average configuration matching can be increased and the number of switches
reduced.
This technique is compatible with many different antenna architectures. Some
conceptual examples are presented in Fig. 3.8 for monopole, patch and dipole ar-
chitectures. As can be seen in the previous figure the application of the multi-size
technique is similar for all the cases, using a fine grid of small pixel near the RF-port
and a coarse grid of large pixel for the antenna regions further from the RF-port.
The following sections present specific designs for a multi-size pixel monopole and a
multi-size pixel dipole, respectively.
3.3.2 Multi-size pixel monopole
The modifications described in the previous section are applied to a monopole archi-
tecture leading to the multi-size pixel monopole presented in Fig. 3.9. The prototype
is designed to provide simultaneous pattern and frequency reconfiguration operating
at a central frequency of 5.5 GHz.
The antenna consists of a λ/2 by λ/2 surface composed of multiple-sized pixels
divided in a driven and a parasitic region. The driven region has a high density of pixels
with dimensions below λ/20. Its height is intentionally shorter than a quarter-wave
monopole in order to enable strong horizontal currents which intensify the coupled
currents over the parasitic area. This parasitic region is composed of larger pixels
with dimensions of 0.15λ and, in order to strongly influence the antenna pattern, it is
designed to cover almost four times the area of the driven region.
RF-switches have been implemented in the simulation model using RF-MEMS tech-
nology. The exact MEMS geometry of a monolithically-integrated cantilever switch
has been used in the model. The MEMS switch provides an insertion loss of 0.1 dB
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Fig. 3.8: Application of the multi-size pixel technique to different antenna architectures.
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Fig. 3.9: Multi-size pixel monopole with simultaneous frequency and pattern reconfigura-
bility (w = 40, h = 30, pl = 7, ps = 2.4, pg = 0.8, quartz substrate 0.5mm) [units
in mm].
and an isolation of 20 dB.
To determine which switches will be replaced by gaps or metal strips in the pro-
totype, a fully switched model with switches between each pair of adjacent pixels
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Resonance Frequency Radiation Pattern
4 GHz 5 GHz 6 GHz −60o −30o 30o 60o
S1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
S2 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
S3 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
S4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
S5 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
S6 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
S7 1 1 1 0 1 0 0
S8 1 1 0 0 0 0 1
S9 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
S10 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
S11 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
S12 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
Tab. 3.2: Fitness functions used for different types of antenna reconfigurability
has been optimized for different directions of arrival at the central frequency. The
optimization objective has consisted on the maximization of the realized gain, which
includes mismatch losses. By using this optimization goal the directivity of the an-
tenna towards each specific angular direction is maximized and simultaneously, the
reflection coefficient at the central frequency is minimized. The optimization pro-
cess has been performed using a genetic algorithm in combination with full-wave FEM
simulations. The implementation consisted on a custom-coded optimization algorithm
running over Matlab and using Visual Basic scripting to launch the multiple required
simulations with the commercial software HFSS. Switches have been included in the
simulation model using RLC boundaries with the corresponding ON-OFF state circuit
values. The set of optimized configurations has been analyzed and switches with a
clear predominant ON or OFF state have been replaced by a metal strip and a gap
respectively. This information has been used also to decide about the near-port inter-
connections. The optimized design has required only 12 switches equally distributed
between the driven and the parasitic region as shown in Fig. 3.9.
An additional advantage of the previous switch allocation is the simplification of
the biasing network, which can be accommodated in the same layer as the pixel surface
avoiding the use of vias. The complete pixel surface is interconnected through high-
resistivity lines which do not affect the RF-currents and allows to bias the RF-MEMS
using 13 lines (12 switches and 1 DC-ground). Additionally, biasing lines are designed
to cross the ground plane, what permits locating the switch control circuitry below
the ground plane, thus minimizing undesired coupling.
The multi-size pixel monopole antenna has been optimized to provide simultaneous
reconfigurability in frequency and radiation pattern. In Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.11 the
results corresponding radiation pattern and frequency reconfiguration are respectively
represented. The switch status for the optimal configurations are presented in Table 3.2
Four different directions-of-arrival over the XZ plane corresponding to the angles
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 3.10: Pattern reconfigurability of the multi-size pixel monopole.
θ = −60o, −30o, 30o, 60o have been considered. The antenna configurations have
been optimized to maximize the realized gain in each specific direction. As shown in
Fig. 3.10a, the optimized configurations are clearly steered toward the corresponding
directions achieving a gain of approximately 7 dB. These four configurations present
also a low reflection coefficient at the central frequency of 5.5 GHz as can be observed
in Fig. 3.10b.
The antenna has been also optimized to reconfigure its operating frequency switch-
ing from 4 GHz, 5 GHz and 6 GHz. The reflection coefficient of each configuration is
represented in Fig. 3.11a. As expected the antenna resonances are centered at the cor-
responding frequencies covering a frequency range from 3 GHz to 6 GHz. The radiation
pattern shape is almost equal for the three operating modes as shown in Fig. 3.11b.
The results presented show that the multi-size pixel monopole is able to tune its
resonance frequency while keeping a constant radiation pattern, and independently,
to steer its radiation pattern keeping a good matching. The multi-size pixel monopole
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Fig. 3.11: Frequency reconfigurability of the multi-size pixel monopole.
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Fig. 3.12: Multi-size pixel dipole with simultaneous beam-steering and beamwidth recon-
figuration (w = 46, h = 49.6, pl = 7, ps = 2.4, pg = 0.8, quartz substrate 0.5mm)
[units in mm].
is also able to tune simultaneously its operating frequency and radiation pattern,
meaning that the antenna is able to produce different radiation patterns for several
different operating frequencies. These reconfiguration capabilities have been fully an-
alyzed from an experimental perspective showing that the antenna is able to steer its
radiation pattern for a variable frequency changing over a 1:6 frequency range. The full
results can be found in the chapter corresponding to prototyping and characterization,
more specifically in section 5.1.
3.3.3 Multi-size pixel dipole
The multi-size pixel monopole can be easily transformed into a pixel dipole by remov-
ing the ground plane and doubling the monopole geometry to form the two arms of
the dipole. The multi-size pixel antenna is represented in Fig. 3.12. The parasitic
region of the pixel dipole has been redesigned to occupy a larger area in order to meet
gain requirements of 7 dB. In this case, a fully switched design has been considered.
The multi-size pixel dipole has been optimized to provide simultaneous reconfig-
uration of the steering angle and beamwidth. The antenna has two main operating
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(a) 4-beam, θ0 = 45o (b) 8-beam, θ0 = 0o (c) 8-beam, θ0 = 45o (d) 8-beam, θ0 = 90o
Fig. 3.13: Optimal configurations of the multi-size pixel dipole.
modes. The first operating mode provides a 5 dB gain, with a beamwidth of 90o and
four possible directions-of-arrival θ = {45o, 135o,−135o,−45o}. The second operating
mode provides a 8 dB gain, with a beamwidth of 45o and eight possible directions-of-
arrival θ = {0o, 45o, 90o, 135o, 180o,−135o,−90o,−45o}.
The fitness function used in the optimization has been modified to take into account
the antenna beamwidth. The specific fitness function to be maximized is
min
|θ−θ0|≤∆θ/2
G(θ)− T (θ) (3.11)
where θ0 is the direction-of-arrival, ∆θ is the required beamwidth {45o,90o}, G(θ) is
the antenna realized gain and T (θ) is a 3 dB linear taper used to conform the pattern
shape.
As seen in Fig. 3.12, the geometry of the multi-size pixel dipole is symmetrical along
X and Y axes. This implies that by applying an X or Y symmetry to the optimal
switch configuration for a given direction, we obtain the optimal configuration for
the corresponding symmetric direction. Due to the symmetric geometry, there is one
basic configuration for the 4-beam MRA from which the other three configurations
can be determined by applying the symmetry transformations. Similarly, there are
three basic configurations for the 8-beam MRA, and the rest can be obtained from
these. The basic reconfigurable modes of operation and the corresponding status of
all interconnecting switches for the 4-beam and 8-beam MRA dipole are provided in
Fig. 3.13. The radiation patterns of the different switch configurations corresponding
to 4-beam and 8-beam designs at 5.5 GHz are presented in Fig. 3.14. The application
of X- and Y-symmetries is clearly reflected in the radiation patterns of the 4-beam
MRA, as shown in Fig. 3.14a. Fig. 3.14b shows only the three basic radiation patterns
of the 8-beam MRA for the sake of clarity. As indicated, the other five patterns are
obtained by applying X/Y symmetries. In both cases, the radiation patterns have the
required −3 dB-beamwidth of approximately 90o and 45o for 4-beam and 8-beam case,
respectively. The directivity is approximately 7 dB for both cases and the reflection
coefficient is below −9 dB for all the configurations.
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(a) 4-beam, 90o beamwidth (b) 8-beam, 45o beamwidth
Fig. 3.14: Radiation patterns of the multi-size pixel dipole corresponding to different angu-
lar directions and beamwidths.
3.4 PARASITIC PIXEL ANTENNA
This section presents the second of the two main antenna geometry contributions of
this doctoral work regarding the design of pixel antennas. Unlike the previous section
which explored new pixel geometries, this section focuses on new conceptual pixel
architectures. The traditional active nature of pixel antennas is here abandoned and
a new architecture is proposed where the pixel layer has a purely parasitic behavior.
This approach allows to add reconfiguration capabilities to existing antennas and has
clear advantages from fabrication, integration and biasing perspectives.2
3.4.1 Parasitic pixel layer
The usual approach followed by pixel antennas consists in pixelating the antenna active
surface as depicted in Fig. 3.15a. However, in this approach the antenna has to be
completely redesigned taking into account the effects of the switches along with the
associated biasing network, whose allocation is often difficult.
The strategy proposed in this section approaches the pixelation from a very differ-
ent perspective, which leads to significant advantages. Instead of replacing the original
antenna, the antenna is kept unmodified and reconfiguration capabilities are provided
by an external parasitic pixel layer, which is separated from the driven antenna as
shown in Fig. 3.15b. This approach takes advantage of existing antenna designs and
is compatible with a wide variety of antenna architectures. In Fig. 3.16 it is shown a
conceptual representation of different pixel parasitic layers adapted to unidirectional,
omnidirectional and bidirectional antennas using rectangular, cylindrical and circular
geometries, respectively.
2This section includes figures and text fragments, sometimes verbatim, from reference [CA5].
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Fig. 3.15: Comparison between (a) the standard approach followed by pixel antennas where
the active surface is pixelated and (b) a novel approach where the pixel layer is
used as a parasitic surface.
(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. 3.16: Parasitic pixel layer geometry adapted to conventional radiating structures such
as (a) unidirectional, (b) omnidirectional and (c) bidirectional antennas.
The parasitic nature of the pixel layer proposed has clear advantages compared to
conventional pixel antennas. The design of the switch biasing network is simplified
since all biasing lines can be allocated in the back side of the pixel layer substrate
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Fig. 3.17: Patch reconfigurable antenna using a parasitic pixel layer (Ldr = 9.15, Lp = 3.0,
LT = 40.0, Wdr = 8.0, WT = 30.0, tdr = ti1 = ti2 = 1.575, tp = 1.0, sp = 1.0)
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independently of the active antenna architecture. Due to the parasitic behavior of the
pixel layer, the power handling requirements for the switches are relaxed and conse-
quently non-linear effects are reduced. Additionally, the pixel layer is highly integrable
due to its planar shape and the lack of physical interconnections with the driven an-
tenna. This lack of interconnections also allows the pixel layer to be fabricated with
a different technology than that used to fabricate the active antenna. For instance,
the active antenna can be fabricated using standard photolithography while the pixel
layer is fabricated using microfabrication techniques to integrate MEMS switches.
The parasitic pixel layer allows to reconfigure multiple antenna parameters simul-
taneously. Since the parasitic layer is located in the reactive field region of the driven
antenna, the driven antenna is affected by a significant impedance loading that mod-
ifies its resonance frequency. On the other hand, the strong coupling between the
driven antenna and the parasitic pixel surface induces significant currents over the
pixel layer, therefore affecting the antenna radiation pattern and polarization. As a
result, it is possible to simultaneously tune the antenna resonance frequency, radiation
pattern and polarization by properly selecting the switch configuration.
3.4.2 Reconfigurable patch with parasitic pixel layer
In this section a microstrip patch has been selected to operate as the driven antenna.
Patch antennas, and printed microstrip antennas in general, are particularly well-
suited to be used in conjunction with the parasitic pixel surface. The unidirectionality
of their radiation pattern permits reconfiguration using a single pixel surface. Addi-
tionally, their planar geometry results in low-profile reconfigurable antennas even after
the addition of the pixel surface.
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Fig. 3.18: Realistic representation of the 5x5 pixel layer including details of the RF-MEMS
switch and the biasing lines.
An schematic of the reconfigurable patch antenna using a parasitic pixel layer is
presented if Fig. 3.17. The driven element is a standard patch antenna designed to
operate at 10 GHz using a RT/Duroid 5880 substrate with 1.575mm thickness. The
pixel layer is located at a distance of ti1 + ti2 + tp = 4.15mm from the patch using two
intermediate PCBs identical to that of the driven patch. The pixel layer dimensions
and the individual pixel size are designed to maximize the coupling with the driven
element in order to maximize the reconfiguration capabilities. Therefore, the overall
size of the pixel surface is large enough to enable resonant shapes of at least half-
wavelength. On the other hand, the size of the individual pixels is small enough to
finely tune the dimensions of these resonant shapes. It has been observed that pixel
sizes below λ/10 are sufficient to provide rich reconfigurability. As a result of the
pixel layer has 5 × 5 elements and occupies a physical area of 30 × 40mm2 which is
compatible with standard microfabrication processes over 4-inch wafers.
The pixel layer is located over a quartz glass substrate with a thickness of 1mm
thickness. Quartz glass presents excellent electromagnetical properties (r = 3.9,
tan δ < 0.0001 @1GHz, tan δ = 0.0004 @30GHz [110]) and allows the monolithical
integration of RF-MEMS switches [111]. A realistic view of the pixel layer is presented
in Fig. 3.18 showing the RF-MEMS switch element and the biasing lines. Details about
the RF-MEMS geometry and microfabrication are provided in section 4.2.3
The antenna is optimized to maximize the received power in an scenario with an
incoming plane wave with a certain direction of arrival (DOA0) and frequency (f0), or
by reciprocity, to maximize the radiated power for a specific direction and frequency.
Therefore, reconfiguration for the described scenario can be formulated as the following
discrete optimization problem,
max
sj∈{ON,OFF} j=1..40
G(θDOA0 , φDOA0 , f0) (3.12)
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(a) f0 = 9 GHz, θ0 = −45o (b) f0 = 9 GHz, θ0 = 0o (c) f0 = 9 GHz, θ0 = 45o
(d) f0 = 10 GHz, θ0 = −45o (e) f0 = 10 GHz, θ0 = 0o (f) f0 = 10 GHz, θ0 = 45o
Fig. 3.19: Optimal switch configurations of the 5× 5 parasitic pixel layer.
where {sj}j=1..40 is the switch configuration and G represents the antenna realized
gain including mismatch losses. A genetic optimization (GA) with a population
equal to 21 and a 5% mutation probability has been carried out to determine the
switches optimal configuration for each specific set of parameters. Only symmetri-
cal configurations with respect to XZ plane and directions of arrival over the same
plane are considered, thus forcing a linear polarization. Three different directions
of arrival θDOA = −45o, 0o, 45o, φDOA = 0o, and two frequencies of operation,
f = 9 GHz, 10 GHz, are considered. The genetically optimized configurations are de-
picted in Fig. 3.19, where each pixel is represented by a small square and the segments
joining different pixels represent ON-sate switches.
The reflection coefficients and radiation patterns of the three configurations oper-
ating at 9 GHz are represented in Fig. 3.20. The three configurations are well-matched
at the previously specified frequency. To avoid narrowband configurations the fitness
function has been modified to consider the worst in-band reflection coefficient. The
radiation pattern of these three configuration is clearly steered towards each speci-
fied DOAs preserving the gain level and beamwidth. A realized gain of approximately
5 dB is obtained for each direction. Analogous results are presented in Fig. 3.21 for the
three optimal configurations corresponding to a central frequency of 10 GHz. Again
the configurations are well-matched at the central frequency and the radiation pat-
terns are tilted towards the three specified angular directions having a similar pattern
shape than those corresponding to 9 GHz.
Taking into account the previous results it is clear that the presented pixel antenna
is reconfigurable in frequency and radiation pattern simultaneously. Other antenna
designs tune individually frequency and radiation pattern, that is on one side chang-
ing the radiation pattern at a central frequency and, on the other side, shifting the
operating frequency while keeping the original radiation pattern. Notice that the
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Fig. 3.20: (a) Radiation pattern and (b) reflection coefficient of the three 9 GHz configura-
tions.
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Fig. 3.21: (a) Radiation pattern and (b) reflection coefficient of the three 10 GHz configu-
rations.
reconfigurability here presented overcome the previous capability in the sense that
both frequency and radiation pattern can be simultaneously reconfigured covering any
combination of central frequency and DOA.
In fact, the presented design is also reconfigurable in polarization. The simulta-
neous reconfiguration of frequency, radiation pattern and polarization of the parasitic
pixel layer in combination with the microstrip patch has been experimentally analyzed
in section 5.2. Other important aspects as the effect of the distance between the driven
antenna and the parasitic layer are also covered in the mentioned section.
3.4.3 Low-complexity parasitic layer
The previous design showed that the parasitic pixel layer provides high reconfigura-
tion capabilities over multiple antenna parameters. The number of switches used was
below one hundred, which in the context of pixel antennas corresponds to a low value.
However, in many applications the cost and complexity of such prototype may be ex-
cessive, specially those applications that require a lower level of reconfigurability. In
this section we present an optimized pixel layer with a very low number of switches and
very low-complexity, suitable for wireless applications that require only radiation pat-
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Fig. 3.22: Patch reconfigurable antenna using a low-complexity parasitic pixel layer (l =
60.0, w = 40.0, pl = 8.5, pg = 2.0, dl = 11.9, dw = 11.9, hp = 4.5, hd=1.5,
hb = 4.5, lb = 10.0) [units in mm]
tern reconfiguration. The design has been optimized to operate at 5.8 GHz WiFi band
being able to steer the radiation pattern over the E-plane, H-plane and ±45o-planes.
The total number of configurations is nine: one corresponding to broadside radiation
plus two additional configurations corresponding to each steering plane.
The present design is based on the same architecture as the previous design consist-
ing in a microstrip patch and a parasitic pixel layer as depicted in Fig. 3.22. PIN-diodes
are used to implement the RF-switches, more specifically the diodes used correspond
the model Skyworks SMP1345-040LF. An RF-inductance has been located in par-
allel to each diode to improve the switch isolation at the operating frequency. The
inductance is chosen so it resonates with the diode OFF-capacitance at the operat-
ing frequency. The biasing lines are oriented orthogonally to the patch polarization
and are connected to the flat ribbon connector in the left side. The design has been
simulated using HFSS in combination with the port-loading technique described in
section 3.2.5 using the ON-OFF circuit models provided by the diode manufacturer.
The simulation time required is approximately one hour to simulate the multi-port
design in HFSS and a few additional minutes to evaluate the reflection coefficient and
radiation pattern for all the switch configurations.
Firstly, the driven patch dimensions are designed to minimize the reflection coeffi-
cient in the presence of the pixel layer. Subsequently, the pixel layer dimensions are
optimized using the port-loading simulation approach. It has been observed that the
nine required configurations can be provided by a low-complexity 3 × 3 pixel layer.
However, in this case the pixel size (pl), the gap between pixels (pg) and the distance
to the pixel layer (hp) have to be carefully fine tuned. The optimized dimensions are
detailed in Fig. 3.22.
Since an RF-switch is located between each pair of pixels in the 3× 3 pixel layer,
the total number of switches is only 12. Notice, that this number of switches is one
order of magnitude lower than that of common pixel antennas. The optimal switch
configurations corresponding to the nine DOAs are specified in Table 3.3. These
configurations are determined by exploring exhaustively the complete configuration
space, discarting those with a reflection coefficient above −10 dB and selecting the
ones that maximize the partial realized gain for each DOA.
The radiation pattern of each switch configuration is represented in Fig. 3.23. The
representation corresponds to an orthogonal proyection of the spherical space over the
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θDOA φDOA 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Conf. #1 0o 0o 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
Conf. #2 0o 0o 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
Conf. #3 0o 0o 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
Conf. #4 0o 0o 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Conf. #5 0o 0o 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
Conf. #6 0o 0o 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
Conf. #7 0o 0o 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
Conf. #8 0o 0o 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
Conf. #9 0o 0o 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
Tab. 3.3: Optimal switch configurations of the low-complexity parasitic pixel layer.
XY plane. This representation has been chosen for the sake of clarity when repre-
senting multiple three-dimensional radiation patterns. The contour lines correspond
to different gain levels, starting at 7 dB and increasing in steps of one tenth of decibel.
The represented values correspond to the antenna partial realized gain, which takes
into account the losses due to switch insertion losses, impedance mismatch and po-
larization mismatch. It can be clearly observed that each radiation pattern is steered
toward the required angular direction. The gain levels achieved for the different DOAs
are in all cases between 7 dB and 8 dB, which is a moderately high value considering
the antenna size. Additionally, the shape and separation of contour lines indicate
that the radiation pattern shape and beamwidth is almost identical for the different
configurations.
The reflection coefficients of the optimal configurations are represented in Fig. 3.24.
As a result of the optimality criteria followed, all the configurations are well-matched
at the central frequency (5.8 GHz) with a reflection coefficient lower than −10 dB.
The main conclusion of this section is that the parasitic pixel layer is a good
candidate in moderate-complexity high-reconfigurability applications, but also in ap-
plications where antennas with low-complexity are required.
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Fig. 3.23: Radiation patterns corresponding to the optimal switch configurations of the
low-complexity parasitic pixel layer.
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Fig. 3.24: Reflection coefficients corresponding to the optimal switch configurations of the
low-complexity parasitic pixel layer.
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CHAPTER 4
PIXEL ANTENNA TECHNOLOGY
Technology plays a key role in the performance of pixel antennas. In particular,the switching element has a drastic influence over the pixel antenna reconfig-
urability, efficiency, reconfiguration time, cost and power consumption. This section
describes the different technological alternatives to implement the switching element.
These technologies are described in order of increasing novelty and cover semiconduc-
tor, micro-electromechanical and microfluidic technologies.
4.1 SEMICONDUCTOR SWITCHES
Semiconductor switches, such as PIN diodes and FET transistors, are the main switch-
ing components used by pixel antennas. They are very good candidates due to their
fast switching times (some nanoseconds), low cost (a few cents per device), excellent re-
liability and compatibility with standard PCB assembly processes. Their insertion loss
and isolation levels are acceptable at frequencies up to few gigahertz and their power
consumption is in general compatible with wireless communication devices except for
highly switched designs under severe power limitations. Semiconductor switches oper-
ating at several tens of gigahertz are also commercially available, however beam-lead
packaging is used at these frequencies, which rises significantly the device and assembly
costs.
The characterization of the switch is an important step to validate its good per-
formance over the frequency range of operation and to ensure the accuracy of the
pixel antenna simulations. In Fig. 4.1 it is shown the measured insertion loss and
isolation of the PIN diode switch used in some of the pixel antenna designs here pre-
sented. The semiconductor switch correspond to the model BAR64-02V from Infineon
Technologies. The switch characterization has been performed using calibrated mea-
surements to remove the effects of the microstrip feeding fixture. The insertion loss of
the switch for a biasing current higher than 10 mA is between 0.2 dB and 0.3 dB at the
central frequency of operation which is 2.5 GHz. The isolation curve shows the typical
series-capacitor response where the isolation smoothly decreases with frequency. An
isolation level of 12 dB is obtained at 2.5 GHz for a reverse voltage of 0V. In the case
of pixel antennas it has been observed that isolation levels above 12 dB-14 dB pro-
vide a reconfiguration level almost identical to that achieved by ideal switches with
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Fig. 4.1: Insertion loss and isolation of the Infineon BAP64-02V diode.
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Fig. 4.2: Transmission coefficient of the RF-choke and the DC-block.
perfect-isolation.
The biasing of the PIN diode switch requires additional circuit elements. These
additional elements are basically RF-chokes and DC-blocks. The RF-choke consists ba-
sically in an inductance that enables the biasing DC-current but prevents RF-currents.
RF-chokes are located at the interconnection between the biasing line and the antenna
structure to prevent the deviation of antenna currents to the biasing lines. RF-chokes
can be also distributed over the biasing lines to minimize the undesired coupling with
the antenna structure. The DC-block presents the opposite behaviour than that of the
RF-choke, that means that it is a series capacitor that allows RF-currents and blocks
the biasing current. DC-block are typically used in series with the PIN diode. It must
be mentioned that RF-chokes and DC-blocks present a certain self-resonance frequency
due to undesired parasitic effects. It is important to ensure that the self-resonance
frequency is not much lower than the frequency of operation.
In Fig. 4.2 the measured transmission coefficients of an RF-choke and DC-block are
presented. The RF-choke is an inductor corresponding to the model LQW15A from
Murata with a nominal inductance of 47 nH. An isolation level of 25 dB is obtained
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Fig. 4.3: Detail of a pixel antenna prototype showing the PIN diode switches and biasing
circuitry.
at 2.5 GHz and the self-resonance frequency is slightly higher than 3 GHz. The DC-
block is a capacitor corresponding to model GRM15 from Murata with a nominal
capacitance of 100 pF. The insertion losses of the DC-block are only 0.05 dB at the
frequency of operation.
The typical configuration of the PIN diode switch and the RF-chokes/DC-blocks
used in pixel antennas is shown in Fig. 4.3. The PIN-diode and the DC-block are
serially interconnected and are located between two adjacent pixels. An RF-choke
is located in the interconnection of the biasing line with the diode and DC-block
combination. This switch and biasing technique is the one used in the prototypes
presented in chapter 5, where a more detailed description of the biasing scheme is
provided. The reliability required by the long-run characterizations corresponding to
the prototypes in chapter 5 has motivated the choice of PIN diode as reconfiguration
element.
4.2 RF-MEMS SWITCHES
4.2.1 RF-MEMS switches for pixel antennas
RF-MEMS technology can enable RF-switches with a superior performance than semi-
conductor switches in many aspects. RF-MEMS switches have almost zero power con-
sumption, present very low insertion losses and can be monolithically integrated in
the antenna structure. These three properties are extremely beneficial for pixel anten-
nas because the required number of switches in pixel antennas is typically larger than
in other reconfigurable antenna designs. Indeed, RF-MEMS switches enable switch-
integrated pixel antennas with extremely low power consumption and high efficiency.
On the other hand, the reliability and robustness of RF-MEMS switches is inferior to
that of semiconductor switches.
The structure and principle of operation of a cantilever-type RF-MEMS switch
is described in Fig. 4.4. The three main connections of the switch are the drain,
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Fig. 4.4: Structure and principle of operation of a cantilever-type RF-MEMS switch.
source and gate which are named after the corresponding connections of semiconductor
transistors. The basic part of the switch is the movable cantilever that is anchored
on the MEMS source and connects it with the drain depending on its position. To
activate the switch a certain voltage is applied between the gate and source, creating
an electrostatic field at the bias pad that pulls the cantilever down to establish a
physical path between drain and source. The minimum voltage required to activate
the switch is named pull-in voltage and is typically between 30 V and 100 V. Since
the actuation mechanism is electrostatic, the currents over the bias lines are negligible
and so is the power consumption. Due to this zero-current consumption biasing lines
can be fabricated using a high-resistivity material that does not prevent the switch
actuation and minimizes the coupling between the antenna structure and the biasing
lines.
There are different alternatives to model the RF-MEMS switches in simulation
software as explained in section 3.2.2. One alternative consists in replacing the switch
by an equivalent circuit model. Another alternative is the simulation of the exact
switch geometry as presented in Fig. 4.5. In this case the switch isolation is perfectly
modeled. However, it is important to mention that the switch contact resistance,
which is typically 1 Ω, is related to microscale metal-contact physics and therefore, is
underestimated by most simulation softwares.
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Fig. 4.5: HFSS model of the multi-size pixel monopole where the RF-MEMS switches are
modeled using their exact geometry.
Fig. 4.6: Multi-size pixel monopole with individually packaged Radant MEMS connected
using epoxy and wirebonding.
4.2.2 Individually packaged RF-MEMS
Individually packaged RF-MEMS can be used in pixel antennas in a very similar way
as done with semiconductor switches. This allows to fabricate the pixel antenna using
standard PCB fabrication processes. The RF-MEMS switches are epoxied to the pixel
antennas are connected using wire-bonding. A multi-size pixel antenna prototype using
individually packaged RF-MEMS switches is presented in Fig. 4.6. The RF-MEMS
switch corresponds to the model RMSW100 from Radant MEMS.
The presented prototype corresponds to a preliminary design with four RF-MEMS
and two modes of operation producing different radiation patterns. The simulated
and measured radiation patterns are presented in Fig. 4.7.
Individually packaged RF-MEMS present a good performance and relatively high
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Fig. 4.7: Simulted and measured radiation pattern of the multi-size pixel monopole with
individually packaged Radant MEMS.
reliability due to the hermetic packaging. However, the cost of individually packaged
MEMS is much higher than that of semiconductor switches due to the high cost of
the packaging process. Typical costs for high-volume quantities is above one dollar
per unit, a price that is prohibitive for most commercial applications. The assembly
process is also more expensive that typical PCB assembly processes due to the wire-
bonding connections.
4.2.3 Monolithically integrated RF-MEMS
The large number of necessary switches in reconfigurable pixel antennas makes the
external addition of individually packaged switches unpractical due to the cost and
fabrication time. By using monolithically integrated switches, both the antenna and
switches are manufactured with the same microfabrication process. This technique
substitutes the serial addition of individual switches by the parallel process of micro-
fabricating integrated switches. Since all the switches are fabricated simultaneously,
densely switched designs can improve the fabrication time and cost, and addition-
ally the undesired parasitic effects of the individual packaging and wirebondings are
minimized. In this section we describe the RF-MEMS switch and switch-integrated
pixel designs developed in a collaboration between Utah State University (USU) and
Universitat Polite`cnica de Catalunya (UPC).1
RF-MEMS switch design
The RF-MEMS switch design is based on a cantilever structure and a scaled model
is depicted in Fig. 4.8f. The cantilever is made of gold and its dimensions are 60µm
by 105µm, with a thickness of 3µm. The dimensions of the cantilever determine the
RF-MEMS spring constant, which can be roughly described as the resistance of the
1The work and results presented in this section are the result of a collaboration between Universitat
Polite`cnica de Catalunya (UPC) and Utah State University (USU). The microfabrication process has
been optimized by USU and has been carried out at Cornell Nanoscale Science and Technology
Facilities (CNF) in Ithaca, New York.
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cantilever to buckle. This is an important parameter with strong influence over the
switch pull-in voltage and the switching time. This cantilever is anchored over a thin
gold layer which is identical to the layer forming the contact surface between the
cantilever and the RF-MEMS drain.
A gold rectangle located directly below the cantilever applies the electrostatic field
required for switching. The location, size and shape of this biasing pad affect the
pull-in voltage of the switch. The biasing line starting in the bias pad is manufactured
using Tantalum Nitrate (TaN) which is a high-resistive material. The width of the
line is 20µm and the thickness is approximately 0.3µm leading to a bulk resistance of
approximately 2kΩ/sq.
In the lower part of the cantilever four small squares are located, which are called
dimples. These small pieces reduce the contact area of the cantilever and minimize
the stiction problems, that is the undesired sticking of the cantilever during the ON
to OFF transition.
The analysis of the switch has been carried out by USU using the multiphysics
sofware Coventor. The simulations predict a pull-in voltage of 40 V, insertion losses
of 0.2− 0.3 dB (@ 5.5 GHz) and isolation of 20 dB (@ 5.5 GHz). The switch is limited
in frequency due to isolation, having 12 dB of isolation at 20 GHz.
Microfabrication process
The RF-MEMS switch is fabricated using microfabrication processes which consist in
the selective application of material addition (deposition), material removal (etching)
and material modification (implantation, diffusion...). Certain areas are protected from
or exposed to these processes and thus patterning the material. This patterning is done
using microlithography which consists in three basics processes: deposition, exposure
and etching.
The first step in microlithography is the deposition of a layer of the material to be
patterned (for instance, a metal). The different deposition methods are evaporation,
sputtering, spinning and electroplating. Since direct patterning of the material is
almost always impossible, a thin layer of a polymeric material called photoresist (PR)
is coated over the material. The properties of this material change when is exposed
to ultra-violet radiation. After coating with photoresist, certain areas are exposed
to radiation using either contact lithography, image projection or e-beam lithography.
Subsequently the wafer is developed, which means to eliminate the exposed photoresist,
or to remove the unexposed photoresist in case of negative PR. At that moment, the
geometry is already patterned over the photoresist. To transfer that pattern from
the PR to the material, the etching process is applied, which consists of removing the
non-protected material. This is done using etching liquids (wet etching) or high energy
ions (dry etching). Finally, the stripping process removes the remaining photoresist,
and only the patterned material remains.
The specific process followed to microfabricated the RF-MEMS switches here pre-
sented is subsequently described.
Step 1: High-Resistive Lines - Mask #1
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(a) High-resistivity (b) Evaporated gold (c) Sacrificial layer
(d) Dimple patterning (e) Electroplatted gold (f) Release
Fig. 4.8: RF-MEMS microfabrication process (vertical dimensions 10x magnified).
The employed material is Tantalum Nitrate (TaN). It is deposited using sput-
tering and dry etched with CF4 (Tetrafluoromethane) as a plasma etchant.
Step 2: Thin gold Layer - Mask #2
The gold is deposited by evaporation and patterned using wet etching. On the
first stages lift-off technique was used but was rejected due to the undesired
creation of spikes at the layer borders.
Step 3: Sacrificial Layer - Mask #3
Since the MEMS cantilever is a suspended structure, its fabrication requires
the deposition of an auxiliary sacrificial layer to fabricate the cantilever on top.
This sacrificial layer is composed of PMMA (Poly-Methyl Methacrylate) and is
deposited by spinning. The patterning of PMMA is complex due to its similar
properties to photoresist. For that reason, the PMMA has been covered by a
masking titanium layer. The titanium has been patterned using wet etching and
afterwards the PMMA has been etched using O2 dry etching.
Step 4: Dimples - Mask #4
To create the dimples, a set of small holes must be patterned over the photoresist
and for that reason there is no deposition process in this step. The patterning
of the dimples is identical to the PMMA patterning in the previous step.
Step 5: Electroplatting - Mask #5 & #6
In this step the cantilever is created. Due to large thickness of this layer (3µm)
the deposition technique used is electroplating. Since electroplating only de-
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(a) Multi-size pixel monopole (b) Parasitic pixel layer
Fig. 4.9: Mask set used in the fabrication of the MEMS-antenna prototypes.
posits metal over metal surfaces, a Au/Cr seed layer is previously deposited and
patterned. This is the most critical step in the MEMS microfabrication process.
Step 6: Dicing
The quartz glass substrate is diced using a diamond blade. This is harsh process
that generates high amplitude vibrations. For this reason it is important to keep
the PMMA under the cantilever during this process to prevent damages.
Step 7: Release
The release process consists on the removal of the sacrificial layer, leaving the
MEMS cantilever in the appropriate suspension state. The PMMA is wet etched
and dried using critical point dry technique, which prevents damages resulting
from the surface tension produced at the liquid-gas phase interface.
MEMS-antenna prototypes
Two MEMS-antenna prototypes have been fabricated following the multi-size pixel
monopole design and the parasitic pixel layer design. The mask set used in each
prototype is depicted in Fig. 4.9. The mask set for the multi-size pixel monopole
includes three identical copies of the pixel antenna, while the mask set used for the
parasitic pixel layer is shared with other MEMS-antenna designs.
The RF-MEMS in the pixel antennas where individually tested directly on-wafer
after their release. It was observed that the yield of the microfabrication process was
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(a) Multi-size pixel monopole
(b) Parasitic pixel layer
Fig. 4.10: Pixel antenna prototypes with monolithically integrated RF-MEMS switches.
approximately 40%, which means that 40% of the RF-MEMS used by the antennas
operated as expected. The rest of the RF-MEMS presented a certain type of malfunc-
tion, typically a short-circuit between the source and drain. After the on-wafer testing
of the RF-MEMS, the two antenna prototypes were assembled as shown in Fig. 4.10.
The impedance properties of each prototype were tested, however only minor modifi-
cations of the antenna properties were observed when the switches were biased. The
reason of this poor reconfigurability was the original low yield plus the additional stress
produced over the switches due to transportation and assembly, specially considering
that the RF-MEMS switches were not packaged.
This result contrasts with the high yield achieved by the microfabrication process
for the switches located on the same wafers but outside the antenna structures. These
switches are located in uniform grids for individual testing and the observed yield in
this case is between 80% and 90%. The cause of these different yields is the thickness
uniformity of the electroplated gold, which depends on several factors such as the
distance to the wafer edge and the amount of metal surrounding the RF-MEMS. This
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(a) Optical microscope image (b) Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) image
Fig. 4.11: Microscope images of the microfabricated RF-MEMS switches.
phenomenon makes that the cantilevers of the RF-MEMS inside the antennas present
different thickness thus reducing the yield of the process. As a conclusion, the RF-
MEMS antennas have to be designed to maximize the uniformity of the distribution of
the electroplated gold surrounding the RF-MEMS. The microfabrication process has
to be optimized to maximize the yield for the RF-MEMS in the antennas rather than
for those uniformly located outside the antennas.
Individual switch characterization
Images of the microfabricated switches are presented in Fig. 4.11. The image in
Fig. 4.11a corresponds to an optical microscope where the different parts of the RF-
MEMS switch described in Fig. 4.4a can be clearly distinguished. It is worth men-
tioning the clear differences that can be observed between the uniform evaporated
gold over the bias and contact pads and the grainy-looking electroplated gold that
forms the cantilever and most part of the source and drain. The image in Fig. 4.11b
corresponds to an scanning electron microscope (SEM). Since the SEM provides a
perspective image rather than a top-view image, it can be clearly observed that the
cantilever is suspended on top of the bias and contact pads.
Several of the RF-MEMS in the wafer where located in CPW lines for characteri-
zation purposes. The RF-MEMS where characterized using on-wafer calibrated mea-
surements. In Fig. 4.12 it is represented the transmission coefficient of a RF-MEMS
in ON and OFF states. The insertion losses of two different MEMS were measured,
showing very similar results and an average insertion loss of 0.17 dB between 0 GHz
and 20 GHz. The isolation of the RF-MEMS shows the typical response of a capacitor
where the isolation decreases with frequency. There is an excellent agreement between
the measured isolation and the simulations modeling the exact RF-MEMS geometry.
The RF-MEMS operates from DC to a maximum operating frequency that limited
by the switch isolation. For an minimum isolation of 10 dB the maximum operating
frequency is 20 GHz. The isolation at lower frequencies is 28 dB at 2.4 GHz and 20 dB
at 5.5 GHz. The insertion loss and isolation values agree well with those predicted by
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Fig. 4.12: Measured isolation and insertion loss of the microfabricated RF-MEMS switches.
the multiphysics simulations described in a previous subsection.
4.3 MICROFLUIDIC TECHNOLOGY
4.3.1 Microfluidic pixel antenna
Microfluidics is a technology with great potential in pixel antennas. By using well-
known microfluidics techniques such as continuous-flow or electro-wetting it is possible
to move small portions of liquid metals. This capability allows to dynamically create
and remove the pixels of a liquid metal pixel antenna. This way, the reconfigurability
of a microfluidic pixel antenna does not depend on the interconnection of different
pixels, but instead, the different pixels are dynamically activated by moving liquid
metal sections. This pixel creation capability provides an improved reconfiguration
capability to microfluidic pixel antennas compared to switched pixel antennas.
The operating mechanism of the microfluidic pixel antenna is novel in the field of re-
configurable antennas, however it has been previously demonstrated for color displays
as a new method to fabricate color electronic ink [112]. The pixels of the microfluidic
pixel antenna consists on a flat square shape made of a polymeric material with an
internal reservoir that contains a liquid metal. For OFF-state pixels (Fig. 4.13a) the
liquid metal is completely contained in the internal reservoir of the pixel, occupying
an small disconnected area which makes it transparent from an electromagnetic per-
spective. When the pixel switches to ON-state (Fig. 4.13b), the liquid in the reservoir
is transported to the surface of the pixel, occupying the complete area of the pixel and
potentially establishing contact with adjacent pixels.
The liquid metal transportation can be achieved by electrowetting on dielectric
(EWOD), a technique that consists on moving a liquid by changing its surface tension
through the application of a static electric field [113, 114]. This technique can be
applied for moving liquid metals such as mercury or a non-toxic alternative such is
Galinstan R©.
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Fig. 4.13: .
At the time of writing this document, the usage of liquid metals together with
microfluidic technology in reconfigurable antennas is very limited. Liquid dielectrics
are relatively common in reconfigurable antennas due to the phase velocity tunability
of liquid crystals [41] and nanoparticles mixes [115, 116]. However the usage of liquid
metals such as mercury has been constrained to deformable body-wearable antennas
[57, 117], with recent applications to frequency selective surfaces and metamaterials
[118–120].
Considering the low maturity of microfluidics in the context of reconfigurable an-
tennas, the goal of this section has been set as the design, fabrication and charac-
terization of a microfluidic reconfigurable antenna with movable liquid metal sections.
This microfluidic antenna prototype would validate the practicality of liquid metal mi-
crofluidics in the design of reconfigurable antennas and would pave the way for future
microfluidic pixel antennas.2
4.3.2 Microfluidic Yagi-Uda design
The work here presented uses liquid metal to implement movable parasitic elements
that steer the antenna beam through their variable positions. The actuation over liquid
metals is effectively controlled using standard microfluidic techniques more commonly
used in chemical and medical applications rather than electromagnetics.
The design is based on a reconfigurable Yagi-Uda type array consisting of a central
driven element and movable liquid metal parasitic sections located into a microflu-
idic channel circularly arranged around the central active driven element as seen in
Fig. 4.14. The driven antenna, which is made out of solid copper, has a static be-
havior while reconfigurability is achieved through the variable positions of the liquid
metal parasitics. The novelty of the antenna lies in the circular geometry of the Yagi
array, the particular design of the driven element and, more importantly, the liquid
composition of the parasitics. The antenna is designed to operate in 1.8 GHz LTE
band which might be a good candidate for future US public safety communications
networks. Due to the liquid nature of the parasitics, a micropump can be utilized
to change their positions by controlling a continuous flow inside a microfluidic chan-
nel. The proper design of the driven antenna along with the positions of the movable
2This section includes figures and text fragments, sometimes verbatim, from reference [JA6].
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Fig. 4.14: Design of the microfluidic antenna based in a circular Yagi-Uda architecture with
liquid metal parasitics.
parasitics enables a continuous steering of the radiation pattern with fine tuning over
360o range. In comparison with a beam-steerable rotor-driven antenna, the total mass
displaced by the microfluidic system is substantially reduced, leading to lower power
consumption and less suffering from inertia. These advantages, together with the
natural auto-lubrication and liquid heat dissipation of microfluidic systems, provide
additional mechanical robustness.
Driven Antenna Design
The reconfiguration capability of the microfluidic antenna is based on electromag-
netically coupled liquid metal parasitics. The driven antenna, therefore, has to be
designed to maximize induced currents over the parasitics. This can be achieved by
using a central active element with omnidirectional pattern and horizontal polariza-
tion. It is desirable that its radiation pattern presents a maximum in the parasitics
plane and that the magnitude and phase of the generated electric field remain con-
stant over the complete microfluidic channel. This last condition ensures that the
parasitics movement into the microfluidic channel produces a non-distortive rotation
of the radiation pattern.
The first natural candidate is the loop antenna which has horizontal polarization,
omnidirectional pattern and an invariant electric field over the microfluidic channel
ensured by the revolution symmetry of its currents. The loop antenna, must be kept
electrically small in order to maintain a uniform current. On the other hand, the
radiation resistance of a electrically small loop is very low, leading to narrowband
low-efficiency solutions. The main approach here is to use an Alford-type loop [121],
a set of in-phase fed antennas rotationally distributed over a circumference.
A few Alford-loop examples can be found in the literature [122–124], however their
use as driven element in the circular Yagi array is not appropriate due to the required
pattern uniformity level, horizontal diameter and thickness respectively, therefore, a
novel specific design needs to be considered. The requirements regarding these three
aspects are detailed below.
1. Pattern uniformity. When considering the directivity variation over the omni-
directional plane, it is clear that increasing the number of sections of the Alford
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Fig. 4.15: 3-D schematic of the driven antenna (Wa=1.0, Ww=2.0, La=58.5, Lb=2.0,
h=0.81) [units in mm]
loop results in an omnidirectional pattern with higher uniformity and a less
variable electric field over the circular microfluidic channel. In this particular
Yagi array, simulations show that a loop approximation of at least 4 sections is
necessary to avoid pattern distortions when the parasitics move.
2. Horizontal dimensions. The dimensions of the driven antenna are related to the
parasitic elements. Since these parasitics are used to provide directionality to the
Yagi, their lengths must be comparable with the central loop length; otherwise,
the radiation pattern would be dominated by the central driven antenna. As an
example, if a half wavelength director is desired to represent at least 50% of the
driven element length, the maximum diameter of the central antenna is λ0/3.
3. Thickness. From a practical perspective, low-profile printed antennas are pre-
ferred due to their integrability, low-weight and the possibility of fabrication
using surface micromachining techniques [125, 126]. Although microfabrication
aspect has not been considered in this work due to the large physical dimen-
sions of the antenna, it is the preferred approach at higher frequencies because
it allows the integration of antennas, microfluidic systems and control circuitry.
The 3-D schematic of the driven antenna design is depicted in Fig. 4.15 and is fab-
ricated using RO4003 as substrate (r = 3.55, h = 0.81mm). It consists of four
printed dipoles rotationally distributed over a loop. This number of dipoles leads to
a good trade-off between size and pattern uniformity. The antenna has a diameter
(La) of 58.5mm (0.35λ0) and a simulated pattern variation over the horizontal plane
of ±0.09 dB .
The four dipoles are in-phase fed using transmission lines that transport the energy
from the central coaxial feed. The lengths of the transmission lines in terms of the
effective wavelength are 0.27λef and are in fact quarter-wave transformers. Therefore,
the equivalent impedance of each dipole can be adjusted modifying the transmission
line widths in order to obtain a 50Ω impedance after the parallel combination of the
four dipoles at the coaxial feeding point.
The antenna is desired to be microstrip fed and requires a balun to transform
the unbalanced microstrip feeding in an appropriate balanced line to feed each dipole.
The antenna is highly compatible with a balun design which consists of the progressive
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reduction of the microstrip ground plane [127]. The length of these lines is approx-
imately a quarter wavelength, which is the minimum required length for the balun.
Let f(x), 0 ≤ x ≤ 1− r, be the taper function of a normalized length balun as shown
in Fig. 4.16. The complete balun is obtained by applying repeated 90o rotations to
the basic taper function, which is properly designed to ensure smoothness. The first
order continuity constraints are presented in (4.1), where r is a shape factor param-
eter which represents the narrowing rate of the microstrip ground plane as shown in
Fig. 4.16.
f(0) = 0 f(1− r) = r
f ′(0) = 0 f ′(1− r) = 1 (4.1)
The performance of this balun type is discussed in [128, 129]. The typical choice
is an exponential taper but the addition of the continuity conditions leads to non-
analytically solvable equations. A similar potential-function taper was chosen, result-
ing in a compact analytical solution given in (4.2).
f(x) = AxB , where
A = r(1− r)1−1/r
B = 1r − 1
r < 0.5
(4.2)
The bottom layer of the balun structure for different values of the shape factor ”r” is
depicted in Fig. 4.17. Values of r greater or equal to 0.5 are not considered due to the
creation of a vertex near the dipole feed, which violates the continuity conditions in
(4.1).
The performance of the balun was evaluated for different shape factors by analyzing
the crosspolar level of the antenna, which is mostly due to the undesired currents over
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Fig. 4.18: Analysis of the balun performance for different shape factor values. The crosspo-
lar level has been simulated for a coaxial cable with a length of 32mm and the
ground capacitive coupling has been created using a PEC dish with a diameter
of 58mm. A 0.5mm top-bottom alignment accuracy has been considered for the
pattern uniformity simulation
the outer surface of the coaxial shield and is an indicator of the balun performance.
Accurate simulation of these currents requires a volume-modeled outer conductor and
a forced capacitive coupling between the antenna and the ground. The results are
presented in Fig. 4.18. Shape factor values between 0.4 and 0.5 result in crosspolar
levels between −23dB and −30dB. However, shape factors close to 0.5 degrade the
antenna omnidirectionality in case of top-bottom misalignment. Accordingly, a value
of r = 0.4 was chosen.
The simulated and measured reflection coefficients for the antenna design are pre-
sented in Fig. 4.19. Very good agreement between simulations and measurements can
be observed for resonance frequency (1.8 GHz) and bandwidth (5.0%). The minor shift
in resonance frequency is consistent with substrate and fabrication tolerances. The
radiation patterns for the two main cuts are presented in Fig. 4.20. The measured
pattern variation over the horizontal plane is ±0.3 dB which is consistent with the
alignment accuracy and is small enough to preserve the integrity of the pattern in
conjunction with the movements of the parasitics. The measured crosspolar level is
below −20 dB, which corresponds to a 10 dB improvement compared to preliminary
non-balun prototypes.
Parasitics Optimization
By using the Yagi-Uda array principle, the microfluidic antenna creates a directional
radiation pattern through the addition of several parasitics. In this section the location
and dimensions of the parasitics are optimized for maximum directivity and front-to-
back ratio.
A geometry with one reflector and one director on a single microfluidic channel is
chosen as a proof-of-concept. Design details and dimensions are presented in Fig. 4.21.
The distance between the driven antenna and the parasitics (Dp) is usually between
0.15λ0 and 0.35λ0. In this design the parasitic elements are distributed over a circle
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Fig. 4.19: Reflection coefficient of the driven antenna
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Fig. 4.20: Radiation patterns of the driven antenna
with a radius Rp = 80mm, which corresponds to a distance Dp = 50.75mm = 0.3λ0.
The director is slightly shorter than the resonant length, which in this design cor-
responds to an optimum value of Ld = 62mm. Since the effective permittivity of a
dipole over this substrate is r,eff = 1.41, the electrical length of the director is 0.45λeff.
Simulations indicate that the reflector parasitics with a large length (Lr) produce a
stronger reflection, thus redirecting power towards the director direction. Accordingly,
the reflector has been designed to operate on its second resonance, having an electrical
length slightly longer than 32λeff. The resulting reflector length after optimization is
217mm (1.56λeff).
A prototype where the segments of liquid metal are replaced by sections of solid
copper wire was manufactured. The simulated and measured radiation patterns are
presented in Fig. 4.22 with good agreement between them. As expected, the main
beam points towards the director with a beamwidth of approximately 90o. Two side-
lobes are observed, with a power level of −2 dB compared with the main beam. On
the other hand, the level of back radiation is much lower, having a front-to-back ratio
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Fig. 4.21: Parasitic elements (Rp = 80, Rs = 90, Ld = 62, Lr = 217, La = 58.5, Dp =
50.75) [units in mm]
of 10 dB. Then, this particular antenna design could be better suited for applica-
tions where a low level of back radiation is more important than side-radiation. A
higher directivity and narrower beamwidth can be achieved by increasing the number
of parasitic directors located over several concentric circles.
The main advantage of this design is the continuous steerability of the radiation
pattern by simply rotating the parasitics. This can be seen in Fig. 4.23 where the mea-
sured radiation pattern is shown for three different parasitics positions corresponding
to rotation angles of 0o, 22.5o and 45o. The radiation pattern shape is properly pre-
served and no distortions are observed. The preservation of the pattern shape for other
angles is ensured by the invariance of the antenna geometry respect to 90o rotations.
This has also been checked experimentally demonstrating continuous beam-steering
capability with smooth angular variation over a 360o range.
4.3.3 Microfluidic Yagi-Uda prototype
The main advantage of replacing solid wire parasitics by portions of liquid metal is
that their physical displacement can be achieved through microfluidic techniques like
pumping or electrowetting. A microfluidic antenna prototype was manufactured using
mercury as liquid metal and pumping as a displacement method. A picture of this
prototype along with the pumping elements is shown in Fig. 4.24.
The sections of mercury forming the parasitics are confined in a microfluidic chan-
nel with a inner diameter of 0.8mm, arranged in a closed double loop shape. The
movement of the parasitics is produced by a micropump which is serially inserted into
the tubing loop. The micropump and therefore, the parasitic movement, is controlled
by a variable voltage source identified in the figure as the micropump controller.
Mercury was chosen based on its suitable electrical and physical properties; it has
a high conductivity (σHg = 10
6 S/m), remains liquid for a wide range of temperatures
(from −39oC to 357oC) and presents low adhesion to plastic elements which prevents
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Fig. 4.22: Measured and simulated radi-
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Fig. 4.23: Measured radiation patterns of
the reconfigurable antenna with
copper parasitics for configura-
tions corresponding to rotations
of 0o, 22.5o and 45o.
Fig. 4.24: Microfluidic Reconfigurable Antenna: Driven Antenna (Solid Copper), Director
and Reflector (Liquid Metal, Hg), Microfluidic channel (plastic tube), Micropump
and Controller.
wetting the tubing.
The arrangement of the tubing is made in a double loop shape instead of a single
loop, otherwise some configurations would have one of the parasitics crossing the
micropump. This situation could break or change the lengths of the parasitics due
to internal reservoirs and inner valve systems of the micropump. The empty sections
between mercury parasitics are filled with de-ionized water. Since the total volume of
water is very small, the radiation pattern modifications and efficiency reduction due
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Fig. 4.25: Reflection coefficients of the microfluidic antenna.
to the water high contrast and losses (r ≈ 77, tan δ ≈ 0.1 @1.8 GHz [130]) is not
significant.
A piezoelectric actuated micropump is used (mp5, Bartels Mikrotechnik GmbH).
The physical dimensions of the micropump are 14mm×14mm, which are smaller than a
tenth of the wavelength at the operating frequency. The pump is voltage controlled by
a 100Hz square signal generated at the micropump controller, which are the optimum
signal shape and frequency for DI water pumping with this micropump. The flow
rate and thus the parasitic movement speed can be adjusted by modifying the feeding
voltage, which ranges from 100V to 250V. The flow rate changes linearly with the
voltage, achieving a maximum flow rate of 5ml/min, providing the liquid parasitics
with a linear speed of 0.16 m/s and leading to a beam-steering reconfiguration speed
of 2 rad/s. Higher speeds could be achieved by reducing the tube diameter; however
a narrower resonance of the parasitics may appear as a limiting factor.
The measured results of the microfluidic prototype corroborate the transparency
of all microfluidic elements. The perturbations observed are due to the plastic tubing.
These perturbations are produced by a slight increase on the effective permittivity
(r,eff) seen by the liquid metal parasitics (from 1.41 to 1.49) and can be easily com-
pensated by shortening the parasitics physical lengths. The corrected dimensions of
the microfluidic parasitics are L′d = 58mm and L
′
r = 205mm.
The measured reflection coefficient of the microfluidic antenna prototype is pre-
sented in Fig. 4.25 and compared with those of the isolated driven element and the
prototype with solid copper wire parasitics. The measured reflection coefficient re-
mains unchanged for different positions of the parasitics for both prototypes, there-
fore, a single curve for each prototype is shown in the figure. Even after the addition
of all microfluidic reconfiguration elements, the resonance frequency is maintained at
1.8GHz with a minor degradation of the resonance depth. The frequency bandwidth
of the microfluidic prototype is slightly narrower than the isolated driven element
bandwidth, being reduced from 5.0% to 4.0% at −10 dB level.
In Figs. 4.26 and 4.27 the radiation patterns of the microfluidic reconfigurable
antenna are presented for different configurations. Fine beam steering into 0o, 22.5o
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Fig. 4.26: Measured radiation patterns of
the microfluidic reconfigurable an-
tenna for configurations corre-
sponding to rotations of 0o, 22.5o
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Fig. 4.27: Measured radiation patterns of
the microfluidic reconfigurable
antenna for configurations cor-
responding to rotations of 0o,
90o and 180o.
and 45o directions is shown in Fig. 4.26. The results are similar to the patterns
measured for the wire parasitics prototype: the pattern shape is successfully preserved
but both sidelobe ratio and front-to-back ratio are decreased by 1dB. The measured
patterns corresponding to 0o, 90o and 180o steering angles are shown in Fig. 4.27.
Again the pattern shape is preserved, providing reconfigurability in a range of 360o.
The peak level variation between these configurations is ±0.3 dB and is not related
to the reconfiguration system but to the non-perfect omnidirectionality of the active
element.
The measured peak gain of microfluidic antenna compared with the wire parasitics
prototype is only 0.55 dB smaller, which is due to a combination of a reduction in direc-
tivity and efficiency. The loss of directivity for the microfluidic prototype, evidenced
by an increased level of sidelobes and back-radiation, has a value of 0.5 dB. There-
fore, the efficiency reduction due to the losses on all microfluidic elements (mercury,
water, tubing and micropump) is 1%. This result completes the demonstration of the
good electromagnetical performance of the presented microfluidic system regarding
the antenna input impedance, radiation pattern and efficiency.
Future work concentrates on improving the microfluidic displacement technique by
using digital microfluidics. In this technology, metal electrodes are used to actuate
the liquid droplets of different size and shapes, by making use of the phenomenon
known as electrowetting on dielectric (EWOD) [113, 114]. The main advantages for
antenna reconfiguration are the precise control over the liquid metal position and the
possibility of splitting and merging liquid droplets [131], making possible to dynami-
cally adjust the number of parasitics, their lengths and positions. On the other hand,
digital microfluidics introduces new considerations due to the intensive use of metallic
elements such as electrodes and biasing lines. Ensuring their EM transparency, by
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introducing high-resistive materials for example, will be one key requirement for new
digital-microfluidic antennas.
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CHAPTER 5
PIXEL ANTENNA PROTOTYPING AND
CHARACTERIZATION
Prototypes of the pixel antenna designs proposed in chapter 3 are presented inthis chapter. All the practical issues related to antenna prototyping, such as
the switch biasing and control, are thoroughly covered. The measuring set-up and
methodologies for the experimental characterization of pixel antennas is also described.
These characterization methodologies are used to fully characterize the reconfiguration
capabilities of the multi-size pixel monopole and the parasitic pixel layer.
5.1 MULTI-SIZE PIXEL MONOPOLE
A prototype of the multi-size pixel monopole is fabricated and characterized in this
section. The main considerations regarding the design process and pixel dimensions
were covered in detail in section 3.3, while this section focuses on the practical and
experimental perspectives.1
5.1.1 Multi-size Pixel Prototype
The prototype is a scaled version of the multi-size pixel monopole in section 3.3 and
is designed to provide simultaneous pattern and frequency reconfiguration over L, S
and C bands; achieving maximum pattern reconfigurability at 2.45 GHz ISM band.
A picture of the prototype as well as the main antenna dimensions are presented in
Fig. 5.1.
The antenna consists of a λ0/2 by λ0/2 surface composed of multiple-sized pixels
divided in a driven and a parasitic region. The driven region has a high density of pixels
with dimensions below λ0/20. Its height is intentionally shorter than a quarter-wave
monopole in order to enable strong horizontal currents which intensify the coupled
currents over the parasitic area. This parasitic region is composed of larger pixels
with dimensions of 0.15λ0 and, in order to strongly influence the antenna pattern, it
is designed to cover almost four times the area of the driven region.
1This section includes figures and text fragments, sometimes verbatim, from references [JA7]
and [CA4].
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Fig. 5.1: Multi-size pixel monopole prototype fabricated over substrate RO4003
(t=0.81mm) with a 160mm x 200mm ground plane (pg=2.5mm, ps=4.5mm,
pl=18.0mm, w=90.0mm, h=65.0mm)
RF-switches have been implemented using PIN diodes (Infineon Technologies BAR64).
The serial diode-capacitor combination used in the prototype has been previously char-
acterized resulting in insertion losses of 0.3 dB and an isolation of 12 dB at 2.45 GHz.
For simulation purposes, a data-fit equivalent circuit model has been calculated. The
switch ON-state is modeled as a serial resistance (Ron = 3.5 Ω) and the OFF-state
is modeled as a parallel R-C circuit (Roff = 2.6 kΩ, Coff = 0.17 pF). Switches have
been included in the simulation model using RLC boundaries with the corresponding
ON-OFF state circuit values.
The biasing network is accommodated on the same layer as the pixel surface to
avoid the use of vias. The biasing network is depicted in Fig. 5.2. The complete
pixel surface is interconnected through lumped inductors and DC-isolation between
the different diodes is provided using DC-block capacitors. This configuration permits
biasing the switches using 14 lines (12 switches and 2 Vcc), which have been split in
electrically small sections using inductors, ensuring their RF transparency and mini-
mizing coupling with the radiating pixel surface. Additionally, biasing lines have been
designed to cross the ground plane, what permits locating the switch control circuitry
below the ground plane, thus minimizing the undesired coupling.
5.1.2 Multi-size Pixel Characterization
The complete setup used to measure the impedance characteristics of the antenna is
depicted in Fig. 5.3. The biasing lines of the multi-size pixel monopole are connected
to a USB-controlled switch board (Agilent U-2653A). The switch board is in turn
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(a) (b)
Fig. 5.2: Detailed view of the biasing network and the equivalent circuit model
(wp=0.25mm, wb=0.15mm, pg=2.5mm)
GPIB
Port 1
HP-8510  VNA PC
PIXEL monopole DC supply
GPIB
USB
U-2903
conn.board
U-2653A
switch contr.
RF port Bias lines
SMA
USBDC out
DC bus
12 DC lines
2 DC lines
Fig. 5.3: Setup to characterize the frequency reconfiguration properties of the multi-size
pixel monopole antenna.
connected to a PC, which determines and applies the required switch configuration
at each time. The RF-port of the pixel antenna is connected to a Vector Network
Analyzer (VNA) for characterization purposes.
An analogous setup in anechoic chamber has been used to measure its radiation
patterns. In this case the antenna is located in the anechoic chamber and connected
to the RF-measuring equipment and mechanical motors.
The characterization setup presented is used to explore and characterize the imped-
ance and radiation properties of the complete antenna configuration space composed
by 212 = 4.096 different configurations. The exponential growth of the configurations
space with the number of switches, makes an exhaustive characterization unafford-
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Fig. 5.4: Reflection coefficient of the optimal configuration at each frequency.
able for common pixel antennas, which typically use more than a hundred switches.
However, the aggressive switch reduction approach applied in the presented prototype
enables the possibility of performing exhaustive measurements to fully characterize the
reconfiguration properties of the antenna, offering valuable information about max-
imum reconfiguration ranges and about the linkage between frequency and pattern
reconfiguration.
5.1.3 Frequency Reconfigurability
The frequency reconfiguration capabilities of the pixel monopole are represented in
Fig. 5.4. The background grey lines correspond to the superposition of the reflection
coefficient for all the different configurations. Based on the previous complete set of
configurations, four specific minimum boundary curves based on Eq. (5.1) correspond-
ing to BW=0 (narrowband), 200 MHz, 400 MHz and 800 MHz are represented.
|sopt11 (f0, BW )| = min
sj∈{0,1}
j=1:12
max
|f−f0|≤BW/2
|s11(f)| (5.1)
The curve labeled as narrowband provides a good approximation of the maximum
frequency reconfiguration range for applications requiring a bandwidth up to some
tents of megahertz. For each frequency between 1 GHz and 6 GHz approximately, the
antenna is capable of synthesizing optimized configurations with a reflection coefficient
below −10 dB.
Analogous traces are presented for applications with wider bandwidth requirements
by considering the worst in-band reflection coefficient instead of the central frequency
reflection coefficient, as expressed in Eq. (5.1). It can be observed that the frequency
reconfiguration range is almost entirely preserved up to bandwidths of 400 MHz, what
means that the frequency reconfiguration range is achieved through wideband config-
urations rather than sharp resonances.
The previous results quantify the quality of the optimal configurations. However,
from a practical perspective, it is important to quantify also the quality of the global
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Fig. 5.5: Relative number of configurations with a reflection coefficient below −10 dB at
each frequency
configurations space. For instance, in applications where the switch configuration is
dynamically optimized, the reconfiguration time does not depend on how low is the
reflection coefficient for the best configuration but instead, it depends on how many
configurations have an acceptable reflection coefficient. In Fig. 5.5 the relative number
of configurations producing a reflection coefficient below −10 dB is represented. These
curves are generated by counting at each frequency the number of configurations with
a reflection coefficient below −10 dB over the required bandwidth and expressing the
result as a percentage of the 4.096 possible configurations. The resulting curves indi-
cate a large number of suitable configurations over the whole frequency range. Notice
that a value of 1% indicates the existence of more than 40 suitable configurations.
These curves would be desired to be as flat as possible, however, the results indi-
cate that the capability of the antenna to generate suitable configurations is highly
frequency dependant. Notice that as a result of the design procedure, a significant
number of configurations with a reflection coefficient below −10 dB is obtained for the
design frequency (2.45 GHz).
5.1.4 Pattern Reconfigurability
As shown in the design section of the multi-size pixel monopole, this pixel antenna is
not only frequency reconfigurable but also pattern reconfigurable. Pattern reconfig-
uration has been analyzed here from a beam-steering perspective. The realized gain
(including mismatch losses) at the design frequency has been measured for the com-
plete configuration space. Gain measurements have been constrained to the XZ plane.
Due to the XZ mirror symmetry of the antenna, polarization over this plane is always
linear (θˆ oriented) regardless of the selected configuration. Additionally, configura-
tions steered towards directions out of this plane are avoided because they produce
an undesired lobe towards the symmetric direction that reduces the total gain of the
configuration.
In Fig. 5.6 the measured and simulated realized gains of the optimal configurations
for θ0 = −60o, −30o, 0o, 30o and 60o directions are represented. It can be clearly
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Fig. 5.6: Realized gain pattern of the configurations with maximum gain at angular direc-
tions θ = −60o, −30o, 0o, 30o and 60o.
observed that the optimal configuration for each DOA is clearly steered towards the
required angular direction achieving a realized gain between 5 dB and 6 dB.
The switch status of the optimal configurations are detailed in the legend of the
figure as a binary word (s1s2...s12) where 0’s and 1’s represent OFF and ON states
respectively. The switch numbering was previously specified in Fig. 5.1. Due to
the vertical symmetry of the prototype, the switch configurations steering the beam
towards −30o and −60o are symmetric with respect the configurations steered towards
30o and 60o respectively.
A very good agreement is obtained between measurement and simulations, corrob-
orating the antenna model and the RF-transparency of the biasing lines, which have
not been included in the simulation model to reduce simulation time. The average
measured and simulated realized gain for the presented configurations is 6 dB and the
average radiation efficiency is 70%. The measured reflection coefficients are presented
in Fig. 5.7. As expected the reflection coefficient of symmetrical configurations is the
same and in all cases is below −10 dB at the central frequency.
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Fig. 5.7: Measured reflection coefficient of the configurations with maximum gain at angular
directions θ = −60o, −30o, 0o, 30o and 60o.
5.1.5 Compound Reconfigurability
While the previous results analyze the one-parameter reconfiguration of frequency
and pattern independently, this section explores the two-parameter simultaneous re-
configuration of frequency and pattern. The performance analysis is approached in
a similar way as in pattern reconfiguration by maximizing the realized gain of the
antenna for each specific frequency and angular direction as detailed in Eq. 5.2. Us-
ing this procedure the antenna pattern, reflection coefficient and radiation efficiency
are simultaneously considered, reshaping the pattern to maximize directivity while
minimizing losses due to the switches and minimizing impedance mismatch.
{sj}opt(f0, θ0) = arg max
sj∈{0,1}
j=1:12
Grealized(f0, θ0) =
= arg max
sj∈{0,1}
j=1:12
D(f0, θ0) η rad (1− |s11(f0)|2) (5.2)
The results corresponding to the two-parameter reconfiguration are shown in Fig. 5.8.
For each frequency and angular direction, the maximum realized gain achieved among
all the configurations is represented. It can be observed that simultaneous frequency
and pattern reconfiguration can be achieved for frequencies between 2.0 GHz and
4.5 GHz and angular directions between −80o and 80o, obtaining realized gains be-
tween 4 dB and 8 dB.
Although the maximum achievable gain is a key parameter to quantify reconfigura-
tion capability, to provide a better characterization it is also important to understand
how different the resulting radiation patterns are. To this purpose, for each specific
frequency, the patterns that maximize gain for each angular direction have been plot-
ted, removing those which a high degree of similarity. This process has been applied
to frequencies covering the frequency reconfiguration range, from 1.5 GHz to 5.5 GHz
in steps of 1 GHz, and the resulting patterns are presented in Fig. 5.9. Notice that
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Fig. 5.8: Realized gain of the optimal configuration for each frequency and angular direction.
as expected, the upper envelope of the presented patterns at each frequency is equal
to the corresponding horizontal cut of the graph in Fig. 5.8. It can be observed that
maximum reconfiguration capability is obtained at 2.5 GHz and 3.5 GHz, where 5 and
4 different patterns can be synthesized respectively, covering the whole angular range.
At 4.5 GHz it is also possible to generate 4 different patterns, however, angular direc-
tions close to θ = 0o can not be covered. Reconfiguration capabilities decrease when
we move towards the frequency reconfiguration limits, being possible to generate only
2 different patterns at 1.5 GHz and 5.5 GHz. As expected, for higher frequencies the
pattern tends to shift towards horizontal directions due to the electrical length increase
of the ground plane.
It is important to notice that a high relative number of well-matched configura-
tions at a certain frequency does not imply a rich pattern reconfigurability at that
frequency. This is the case of this particular prototype. At 3.5 GHz a high reconfig-
urability is obtained although the relative number of well-matched configurations is
only a 2%, which correspond to approximately 90 well-matched configurations. On
the other hand, at 1.5 GHz almost 50% of all configurations are well-matched but the
reconfiguration level is relatively low with basically two different radiation patterns.
Besides the previously presented high-gain patterns, the presented prototype can
also generate common monopole-type omnidirectional patterns. This behavior can
be achieved by using symmetric configurations. Due to the symmetry on the surface
currents the radiation pattern is symmetric and has a null in θ = 0o direction. In Fig.
5.10, the pattern of the maximum-gain symmetric configurations is represented for
each one of the previously analyzed frequencies. In pixel antennas it is usually very
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Fig. 5.9: Realized gain patterns of the maximum-gain configurations.
difficult to physically interpret the resulting configurations, however in this case one
can easily notice that as the frequency increases, the optimal configuration has fewer
active switches in order to reduce the physical length of the antenna.
The presented prototype provides useful insight on the resulting reconfiguration
properties of pixel antennas after applying a multi-size pixel geometry and an aggres-
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Fig. 5.10: Realized gain patterns of the omnidirectional configurations.
sive switch reduction approach. It has been demonstrated that even for small pixel
structures ( 12λ0× 12λ0) with only 12 switches, it is possible to achieve a 1:6 frequency re-
configuration range, up to 5 different radiation patterns covering a 180o angular range
and simultaneous reconfigurability of the operating frequency and radiation pattern.
5.1.6 Interference Rejection
Besides the previous in-band operational characteristics, the pixel monopole can take
advantage of its reconfiguration capabilities to provide interference rejection capabil-
ity. It is well-known that multi-user wireless systems, such are WLAN or cellular
networks, are very often limited by inference [132]. Interferences between users reduce
the system reliability, produce a significant impact over the data and bit error rates,
and eventually limit the maximum number of users in the system. The effects of inter-
ferences can be effectively mitigated by using antenna pattern diversity. Traditionally,
adaptive arrays have been used [133], however they require a large size and a complex
biasing network. These drawbacks are alleviated using parasitic reconfigurable aper-
tures [24], however the resonant nature of the parasitic elements limits the frequency
range of operation provided by this solution. The antenna here presented is a wide-
band alternative to interference rejection based on the combination of frequency and
pattern reconfiguration.
The reconfiguration capabilities of the antenna are used to reject interferences
in a line-of-sight scenario with one incident interference as described in Fig. 5.11.
The directions of arrival of the signal (θs) and the interference (θi) are statistically
distributed over a 120o range, and their frequencies (fs, fi) are in a frequency range
from 2 GHz to 4 GHz.
Frequency reconfiguration can be used to reject interferences by synthesizing con-
figurations with a low reflection coefficient for the signal frequency and a high reflection
coefficient for the interfering frequency. The performance of the antenna is evaluated
based on the realized Signal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR). In this situation the Signal-
to-Interference Ratio (SIR) of the frequency reconfigurable antenna is computed as
the maximum signal-to-interference ratio among all the configurations that provide an
average gain above a certain threshold. The previous definition is expressed by the
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Fig. 5.11: Line-of-sight scenario with one incident interference.
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Fig. 5.12: Interference rejection level using only frequency reconfiguration (SIR1).
following equation
SIR1(fs, fi) = max
j=1..N
Gjav(fs)>Gth
Gjav(fs)
Gjav(fi)
(5.3)
where Gth is the minimum required gain for the signal and G
j
av is the average gain of
the jth configuration over the angular zone of interest
Gjav(fs) =
1
2∆θ
∫ ∆θ
−∆θ
Gj(θ, fs)dθ (5.4)
The measured interference rejection is represented in Fig. 5.12 for a minimum gain
(Gth) of 0 dB. The average rejection for the presented frequency range is 8 dB. As
expected no rejection is possible for in-band interferences, which corresponds to the
diagonal of the graph. The interfering frequency needs to be at a relative distance of
at least 10% from the signal frequency to achieve rejection rates above 5 dB.
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Fig. 5.13: Interference rejection level combining frequency and radiation pattern reconfigu-
ration (SIR2).
The interference rejection performance of the antenna can be improved by tak-
ing advantage of its pattern reconfiguration capabilities in addition to the previous
frequency reconfiguration. In this case the antenna achieves a higher interference re-
jection by combining a high reflection coefficient and a low radiation level for the
interference frequency and angular direction. The Signal-to-Interference Ratio is com-
puted by averaging the maximum SIR level for the different DOAs as described in the
following equation
SIR2(fs, fi) =
(
1
2∆θ
)2 ∆θ∫
−∆θ
∆θ∫
−∆θ
SIR(fs, fi, θs, θi) dθs dθi (5.5)
where
SIR(fs, fi, θs, θi) = max
j=1..N
Gj(θs,fs)>Gth
Gj(θs, fs)
Gj(θi, fi)
(5.6)
The resulting rejection level is presented in Fig. 5.13 for the same threshold gain
of Gth = 0 dB. It can be observed that the interference rejection is significantly im-
proved, resulting in an average rejection of 24 dB which is 16 dB higher than the value
achieved by frequency reconfiguration. Unlike the previous case, in-band interferences
can also be mitigated, resulting in an average in-band rejection of 18 dB. Not only
the average rejection level is improved thanks to pattern reconfigurability, but also the
reliability of interference rejection is improved. As seen in Fig. 5.13 an interference re-
jection of 15 dB can be reliably provided for any combination of signal and interference
frequencies between from 2 GHz and 4 GHz.
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Fig. 5.14: Schematic of the parasitic pixel layer prototype (lp=12, sp=3, hp=1.5,
ld=wd=31, sd=10.5, hd=3, lt=240, wt=120, d=variable [units in mm])
5.2 PARASITIC PIXEL LAYER
A prototype of the reconfigurable patch using a parasitic pixel layer is fabricated and
characterized in this section. The main design considerations for this prototype have
been previously discussed in section 3.4. The fabrication and characterization of the
parasitic pixel layer are the central topics of this section. The frequency, radiation
pattern and polarization reconfigurability of this design is fully characterized from an
experimental perspective.2
5.2.1 Parasitic Pixel Layer Prototype
The prototype is a based on the parasitic pixel layer design presented in section 3.4.2
and is designed to operate at a central frequency of 2.5 GHz. The main difference
respect to the previously presented design is a larger pixel layer with 6 × 6 elements
to improve the reconfiguration capabilities (at the expense of a larger complexity).
Also the distance between the pixel layer and the driven antenna can be manually
adjusted to experimentally characterize the effect of this parameter over the antenna
reconfigurability.
A schematic along with the dimensions of the different parts and a picture of
the antenna design are depicted in Fig. 5.14 and Fig. 5.15, respectively. The patch
antenna and the pixel layer are fabricated using Rogers RO4003 substrate. The driven
patch antenna is designed to operate at 2.5 GHz and the pixel layer is dimensioned
accordingly. The parasitic layer is composed of a 6× 6 grid, with an individual pixel
size of 12mm (λ/10) and a overall size of 87mm (0.72λ). Between each pair of adjacent
pixels a low-cost PIN diode (NXP BAP 64-02 [134]) has been located operating as an
interconnecting RF-switch. The insertion losses and isolation of the switches were
presented in section 4.1 and at the antenna operating frequency are 0.3 dB and 12 dB
respectively.
Simulation tests have been carried out before the fabrication of the prototype to
ensure its reconfiguration capabilities. The simulations have been conducted using
2This section includes figures and text fragments, sometimes verbatim, from references [JA1].
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 5.15: Picture of the pixel antenna prototype
finite elements method and the switches have been modeled as RLC boundaries. It
has been verified that due to the high switch density and the high redundancy, small
variations of the pixel size around its design value of λ/10×λ/10 do not have consid-
erable effect on the overall reconfiguration capabilities. For this reason the pixel size
has been kept at 12×12 mm2 without needing for further optimization. On the other
hand, the distance between the parasitic layer and the driven antenna strongly affects
their mutual coupling and thus, it is expected to have a significant impact over the
antenna reconfiguration capabilities. The prototype has been designed in such a way
that this distance can be modified easily, enabling a parametric characterization of the
reconfiguration capabilities for different distances.
The prototype includes 60 switches with independent biasing and control. The bi-
asing strategy followed in this prototype requires one bias line for each switch and two
common DC-lines. All the pixels are mutually interconnected by means of inductors
and they are in turn connected to the two common bias lines that set a DC-voltage
of 5V. The anode of each PIN diode switch is directly connected to the corresponding
pixel and its catode is connected to the adjacent pixel through a DC-block capacitor.
The switches are biased through 60 independent biasing lines located on the bottom
surface of the pixel layer substrate. These lines are split in several short non-resonant
sections by means of inductors to ensure their electromagnetic transparency and pre-
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vent for any influence over the pixel antenna properties. Each one of these lines include
a biasing resistance and a LED indicator to visually inspect the ON/OFF status of
each switch.
In order to accurately investigate the effect of the distance between the pixel layer
and the driven antenna, vertical interconnections between these two layers have been
avoided, thus resulting in a prototype with a relatively complex biasing network. In
a commercial prototype, however, all the biasing lines could be located beneath the
ground plane of the driven antenna and connected to the switch through multi-layer
vias. In this way the bias lines would be naturally shielded by the ground plane and
all the inductors located along the bias lines could be removed, except the RF-choke
at the switch interconnection. Also the LED indicators and biasing resistances could
be removed. In this case, the power consumption of an average of 30 active switches
draining a DC-current of 20mA each, would be 0.42W. From a practical perspective,
this would lead to a battery lifetime of more than 12 hours for continuous usage on a
cell phone battery (1500mAh) and a few days on a laptop battery.
5.2.2 Parasitic Pixel Layer Characterization
The switch ON/OFF status is controlled by a 64-output modular digital I/O (Agilent
U2653A) and the U2653A is in turn connected to a PC through USB. The PC is
simultaneously connected to the measuring equipment via GPIB. The switch control
and the complete set-up diagram is depicted in Fig. 5.16. This set-up is equivalent
to the one used in the multi-size pixel antenna characterization and has been used to
automatically characterize of the parasitic pixel layer reconfigurability in frequency,
radiation pattern and polarization.
The antenna has more than 1018 switch configurations, therefore it is not possible to
perform an exhaustive characterization for all the different configurations. Instead, an
statistical approach has been planned consisting on characterizing a statistic sample of
the configuration space. This is a useful approach to understand the average behavior
of the antenna because only those antenna properties that can be synthesized by a large
number of different configurations are likely to be observed in the sample. The size of
the sample is limited by the available characterization time. In the following results a
random sample of 20.000 configurations has been chosen, leading to measuring times
of a few hours per each distance d between the patch antenna and the pixel layer in the
case of frequency measurements, and some days in the case of radiation measurements.
5.2.3 Frequency Reconfigurability
The frequency reconfiguration capabilities of the pixel antenna prototype are discussed
in this section. The reflection coefficient of the isolated driven patch antenna is rep-
resented in Fig. 5.17. This information is provided as a reference to compare with
the reflection coefficient of the pixel antenna configurations provided in Fig. 5.18 for a
distance d=8mm. The reflection coefficient of each configuration tested is represented
as a grey line and some selected configurations evenly distributed over the frequency
reconfiguration range are highlighted in black. It can be clearly observed that the res-
onant frequency of the patch antenna can be finely tuned over a significant frequency
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Fig. 5.16: Switch control and measurement set-up
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Fig. 5.17: Measured and simulated reflection coefficients of the driven patch antenna.
range. The same highlighted configurations have been simulated and considering the
antenna complexity, the agreement with measurements is very good, with differences
below 1% between the simulated and measured resonant frequencies. The biasing
lines had not been included in the simulation model, indicating that they do not affect
substantially the pixel layer properties.
Analogous results are provided in Fig. 5.19 for a distance d= 3mm. As expected
the frequency reconfiguration range for d= 3mm (25.6%) is wider than for d= 8mm
(12.3%) due to the stronger coupling of the parasitic pixel layer with the driven patch
antenna. It is worth noting that regardless of this distance the instantaneous frequency
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Fig. 5.18: Reflection coefficient of the different pixel antenna configurations for a distance
d=8mm.
bandwidth (2.8% @−10 dB, 5.2% @−6 dB) is preserved for the different configurations
and is almost equal to the patch antenna bandwidth. This behavior makes the parasitic
pixel layer ideal for multi-channel applications with adjacent frequency channels which
require a narrow instantaneous bandwidth tunable over a larger frequency range. The
instantaneous bandwidth of the pixel antenna could be easily improved by using a
driven antenna with larger bandwidth.
The effect of the distance has been further analyzed in Fig. 5.20 where the frequency
reconfiguration range is presented for several values of d. The strong dependance of
the frequency reconfiguration range with the distance can be clearly observed. The
reconfiguration bandwidth increases significantly beyond the patch bandwidth when
the distance is smaller than λ/5. As expected this transition occurs at a distance equal
to the radianlength (λ/2pi) which determines the transition from low to high coupling
due to the influence of the reactive fields [135]. This behavior has also a close relation
with the effect of the inter-patch distance in stacked-patch antennas [136,137], where
the resonance of the upper patch dominates for small distances.
In cases where the antenna is reconfigured in real-time, it is also important to
quantify the number of well-matched configurations because this value will determine
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Fig. 5.19: Reflection coefficient of the different antenna configurations for a distance d =
3mm.
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Fig. 5.20: Frequency reconfiguration range of the parasitic pixel layer antenna for different
distances.
the training time required. Fig. 5.21 represents the relative number of configurations
at each frequency with a reflection coefficient below −10 dB. The first important
conclusion from these results is that the frequency reconfigurability of the capacitive
pixel layer is much better behaved than in common pixel antennas. In existing pixel
antennas, where the pixelation is applied to the active antenna, the number of well-
matched configurations changes abruptly with frequency and presents multiple local
maximums and minimums as previously shown in Fig. 5.5. In the parasitic pixel layer
presented here there exists a global maximum at a central frequency and the number
of well-matched configurations decreases monotonically as the frequency deviates from
this central frequency. For instance, for d=8mm almost 70% of configurations are well
matched at 2.60 GHz and as the frequency increases to 2.65, 2.70 and 2.75 GHz, the
number of suitable configurations decreases down to 40%, 5% and 0.1%, respectively.
The results in Fig. 5.21 also allow to determine the realistic reconfiguration band-
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Fig. 5.21: Relative number of configurations with a reflection coefficient below −10 dB eval-
uated for different distances (d).
Probe-Fed Patch Upper Patch
Fig. 5.22: Circuit model of a stacked-patch antenna.
width achieved by the real-time reconfiguration of the antenna depending on the num-
ber of configurations tested during the available training time. The reconfiguration
range is given by the intersection of the presented curves with a horizontal line set at
a level equal to the inverse of the number of configurations tested. For instance, fre-
quency reconfiguration over the interval [2.45 GHz, 2.83 GHz] is achieved for d=3mm
when one hundred configurations are tested during training (10−2 level). However
when the number of configurations tested increases up to one thousand (10−3 level),
the reconfiguration range widens up to [2.40 GHz, 3.00 GHz].
It is also observed that for small distances the antenna tends to resonate at fre-
quencies above the resonant frequency of the patch (2.50 GHz). As expected this
behavior reverses when the distance exceeds a quarter-wavelength and the resonance
shifts towards lower frequencies. This is the opposite behavior of a typical stacked-
patch antenna, where a large upper patch at a very short distance from the driven
patch is seen as a capacitive coupling (Fig. 5.22) that lowers the antenna resonance
frequency. This result indicates that the pixel layer loads the driven patch with an in-
ductive load. One possible explanation to this phenomenon is the fact that the driven
patch sees the pixel layer not as a larger patch but as a slotted surface. To further
understand the statistical properties of the pixel surface an additional experiment has
been carried out. The number of well-matched configurations has been analyzed for
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Fig. 5.23: Relative number of configurations with a reflection coefficient below −10 dB eval-
uated for different densities of ON-state switches (Non).
different numbers of active switches (Non) and the results are presented in Fig. 5.23
for d= 3mm. It can be observed that the lowest resonance frequencies are provided
by highly disconnected configurations (Non low). On the other hand, the highest res-
onance frequencies are provided by highly connected configurations (Non high). In
fact, for highly connected configurations the pixel structure resembles a slotted metal-
lic sheet. As the number of active switches increases, the length of these slots shortens,
thus increasing their inductive behavior and shifting the antenna resonance towards
higher frequencies.
5.2.4 Compound Reconfigurability
Reconfiguration parameters and measurement procedure
This section presents the compound reconfiguration capabilities of the parasitic pixel
layer, where several antenna parameters are simultaneously adjusted. The three main
antenna parameters, which are the operation frequency, radiation pattern and polar-
ization, are simultaneously tuned. The different parameters of operation are depicted
in Fig. 5.24 and are subsequently detailed.
6 freq.: f ∈ { 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, 2.9 GHz }
5 DOA’s: θDOA ∈ {−30o, 0o, 30o}, φDOA ∈ {0o, 90o}
4 polariz.: eˆpol ∈ { yˆ, xˆ, 1√2 (xˆ+ jyˆ), 1√2 (xˆ− jyˆ) } (5.7)
The antenna configuration has been experimentally optimized for each of the 120
combinations of resonant frequencies, directions-of-arrival (DOA) and polarizations
defined in Eq. (5.7). The measurement procedure was specifically designed to reduce
the measuring time of the previous parameter set to one week. The procedure was
divided in two stages. In the first stage, for each combination of frequency, angular
direction and polarization, the partial realized gain was measured for multiple antenna
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Fig. 5.24: Representation of the reconfiguration parameters (operation frequency, polariza-
tion, and beam direction) considered in compound reconfiguration.
Tab. 5.1: Gain of the driven patch antenna [dB]
Y-pol. X-pol. LHCP RHCP
f = 2.4 4.7 <–30 1.7 1.7
f = 2.5 7.1 <–30 4.1 4.1
XZ plane f = 2.6 4.4 <–30 1.4 1.4
θ=0o f = 2.7 0.9 <–30 –2.1 –2.1
f = 2.8 -1.0 <–30 –4.0 –4.0
f = 2.9 -2.6 <–30 –5.6 –5.6
configurations. The same 20.000 configurations as in the previous section were mea-
sured in this case. For each of the 120 parameter combinations the configuration with
highest partial realized gain was selected as the optimal configuration. In the second
stage of the measurement, the radiation patterns of the optimal configurations were
measured.
For brevity reasons the word gain will be used in this document to refer to the
partial realized gain defined in [1]. According to this definition all the losses due to im-
pedance mismatch, polarization mismatch and efficiency are taken into account. This
parameter provides the best description of the antenna performance in an scenario
where the antenna frequency, pattern and polarization are simultaneously reconfig-
ured.
To serve as comparison for the pixel antenna characteristics that will be presented
in this section, the radiation pattern of the isolated driven patch antenna is presented
in Fig. 5.25. The gain of the driven patch is also provided in Table 5.1 for the different
frequencies and polarizations.
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Fig. 5.25: Gain of the driven patch antenna over the XZ-plane at f=2.7 GHz.
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Fig. 5.26: Measured gain for d=3mm, XZ-plane, yˆ-pol and multiple frequencies.
Compound reconfiguration capabilities
The compound reconfiguration has been characterized for the pixel antenna with
d = 3mm, which among the different distances tested is the one that provides the
highest frequency reconfigurability. The measured radiation patterns are represented
in Fig. 5.26 for the optimal configurations with DOA’s over the XZ-plane and linear
polarization in the yˆ direction (same as the driven patch). It can be observed that the
measured radiation patterns are effectively steered towards the directions specified in
Eq. (5.7) and the realized gain is between 5 dB and 6 dB for all the angular directions
and frequencies. Furthermore, the optimal radiation patterns are very similar for all
the different frequencies, which is an important requirement in antenna reconfigura-
tion. This means that the antenna not only can tune its operation frequency over
the frequency range specified in the previous section, but also the pattern integrity is
preserved.
The simulated radiation patterns at the center of the frequency reconfiguration
range are presented in Fig. 5.27. There is a very good agreement between simulations
and measurements in terms of pattern shape and gain level.
The antenna can also steer the radiation beam over the YZ-plane as shown in
Fig. 5.28. The gain achieved over the YZ-plane is similar as in the XZ-plane, as well
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Fig. 5.27: Comparison between simulated and measured gain for d=3mm, XZ-plane, yˆ-pol
and f=2.7 GHz.
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Fig. 5.28: Measured gain for d=3mm, YZ-plane, yˆ-pol and f=2.7 GHz.
as is the pattern shape. Directions of arrival up to θ = 60o over these two planes
were also considered during the initial measurements, however the measured patterns
were not very different from those steering towards θ=30o. These results lead to the
conclusion that the steering range of the antenna is ±30o for both XZ and YZ planes.
The parasitic pixel antenna not only can tune its frequency and steer its radiation
pattern, but it can also adjust its polarization. Fig. 5.29 represents the gain of the opti-
mal configurations for the three additional polarizations considered: linear xˆ-oriented,
left-hand circular polarization (LHCP) and right-hand circular polarization (RHCP).
The loss due to polarization mismatch has been already taken into account in these
radiation patterns. It is observed that beam-steering is also possible for the different
polarizations. However, the radiation patterns tend to have higher sidelobes. The
achieved gain is also smaller than for the yˆ-polarized case, however it can easily reach
values of 4 dB even for the xˆ-polarization. This value indicates that the pixel surface
is able to produce strong currents in the transverse direction which are dominant for
the xˆ-polarization mode and that are of similar magnitude as yˆ-components for the
circular polarization modes.
The radiation patterns presented thus far illustrate the compound reconfiguration
capabilities of the pixel layer. For the sake of completeness, Table 5.2 provides the
gain achieved by each operating mode for all the different parameter combinations.
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Fig. 5.29: Measured gain for XZ-plane, d=3mm, multiple polarizations and f=2.7 GHz.
An analysis of the gain with respect to each parameter reveals some interesting con-
clusions. To enable this analysis the data in Table 5.2 has been averaged with respect
to each one of the three parameters (frequency, direction-of-arrival and polarization)
and the resulting average gain is presented in Table 5.3.
The antenna gain increases smoothly when the frequency changes from 2.5 GHz
to 2.8 GHz. This is expected as the pixel layer becomes electrically larger at higher
frequencies and thus the beam-steering capabilities are enhanced. However, when the
frequency reaches 2.9 GHz the gain drops. This is due to the fact that the largest
number of well-matched configurations is obtained at the central frequencies as shown
in Fig. 5.19. Therefore a higher loss due to impedance mismatch is expected at the
lower and upper bound frequencies. This is in fact corroborated by the reflection
coefficient data presented in Table 5.4. The loss due to impedance mismatch is higher
than 1 dB at the lower and upper bound frequencies, while at the center frequencies
it is below 0.5 dB.
It is also observed that although the antenna can steer the beam in both XZ and YZ
planes, the beam-steering capabilities are higher in the XZ plane which corresponds
to the H-plane of the driven patch antenna. This is due to the fact that currents over
the pixel layer tend to flow in the yˆ direction. This current direction does not affect
the XZ pattern but produces an additional cos θ-taper over the YZ plane. In fact, the
gain difference between the two planes is approximately 1 dB, which is approximately
the value of the previous taper at θ=30o.
The antenna gain with respect to the polarization also behaves as expected. The
highest gain is achieved for the yˆ-polarization which is the same as the driven an-
tenna polarization. On the other hand, the lowest gain corresponds to the transverse
polarization (xˆ-polarization). The differences in gain are basically due to the lower
number of configurations producing a polarization different from that of the patch.
However, the average polarization efficiency is relatively high as shown in Table 5.5.
As expected, the polarization efficiency for yˆ-polarization is almost 100%. On the
other hand, the polarization efficiency for the xˆ-polarization is almost 80%, indicating
only 1 dB of loss due to polarization mismatch.
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Tab. 5.2: Par. Pixel Ant. d=3mm: Maximum Gain [dB]
Partial Realized XZ plane YZ plane
Gain −30o 30o 0o −30o +30o
f = 2.4 5.0 5.0 5.5 3.6 5.2
f = 2.5 4.9 4.9 5.0 4.8 5.2
Y-pol f = 2.6 6.2 6.0 6.1 5.7 6.3
f = 2.7 5.8 5.8 6.4 4.8 6.3
f = 2.8 5.7 6.4 6.8 5.1 6.7
f = 2.9 5.9 5.6 6.3 3.7 6.4
f = 2.4 3.5 1.8 1.1 -0.4 -0.5
f = 2.5 3.4 2.1 1.3 0.3 1.6
X-pol f = 2.6 4.0 3.1 2.6 1.2 1.1
f = 2.7 5.0 3.8 3.0 2.1 2.1
f = 2.8 4.9 4.9 3.5 2.1 2.6
f = 2.9 5.1 4.0 3.4 2.0 1.9
f = 2.4 4.1 3.1 4.0 2.3 3.6
f = 2.5 4.6 3.4 3.6 3.4 4.3
LHCP f = 2.6 4.9 4.0 4.9 3.9 4.8
f = 2.7 4.2 4.3 5.4 3.1 4.3
f = 2.8 4.9 5.0 6.1 3.5 5.1
f = 2.9 4.1 5.1 5.0 2.8 5.5
f = 2.4 2.2 3.4 4.2 2.8 3.4
f = 2.5 3.1 4.5 3.3 1.8 4.2
RHCP f = 2.6 3.9 5.6 4.8 3.3 5.2
f = 2.7 4.9 4.3 5.3 3.5 4.1
f = 2.8 4.6 4.4 5.3 3.0 5.1
f = 2.9 3.9 4.1 4.7 3.1 3.9
Effect of the distance between the driven antenna and the pixel layer
In the previous section it was observed that the frequency reconfigurability of the pixel
layer increases when the distance (d) to the driven antenna is reduced. Also, the effect
of this distance over the radiation pattern and polarization reconfigurability merits
an investigation. To this end, the pixel antenna has been characterized for a distance
d=8mm and these results are compared with those of corresponding to d = 3mm.
The measured radiation patterns do not present any significant shape variation for
the new distance. As an example, Fig. 5.30 shows the radiation pattern of the pixel
layer with d=8mm over the XZ-plane, for a frequency of 2.7 GHz and yˆ-polarization.
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Tab. 5.3: Par. Pixel Ant. d=3mm: Average Gain [dB]
Frequency Gain DOA Gain Polariz. Gain
2.4 GHz 3.1 XZ -30o 4.5 xˆ-pol 5.6
2.5 GHz 3.5 XZ +30o 4.4 yˆ-pol 2.6
2.6 GHz 4.4 0o 4.5 LHCP 4.2
2.7 GHz 4.4 YZ -30o 3.0 RHCP 4.0
2.8 GHz 4.8 YZ +30o 4.1
2.9 GHz 4.3
Tab. 5.4: Par. Pixel Ant. d=3mm: Average Reflection Coefficient
Freq. 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9
|S11| [dB] −6.2 −8.1 −10.4 −13.1 −7.9 −6.8
Lmismatch [dB] 1.2 0.7 0.4 0.2 0.8 1.0
Tab. 5.5: Par. Pixel Ant. d=3mm: Average Polarization efficiency
Polarization yˆ-pol xˆ-pol LHCP RHCP
ηpol 96% 79% 85% 89%
ηpol [dB] −0.2 −1.0 −0.7 −0.5
The results presented in this figure are very similar to the corresponding patterns
presented in Fig. 5.27 for d=3mm.
Although the pattern shape is qualitatively the same for the different distances,
the level of gain achieved strongly depends on this parameter. To evaluate this depen-
dance, the maximum gain achieved by the pixel layer is represented in Table 5.6 for
the different parameters and compared with the values in Table 5.2 corresponding to
−15 −10 −5 0 5 10dB
Z
X
Fig. 5.30: Measured gain for d=8mm, XZ-plane, yˆ-pol and f=2.7 GHz.
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Tab. 5.6: Par. Pixel Ant. d=8mm: Maximum Gain
XZ plane YZ plane
−30o 30o 0o −30o +30o
f = 2.4 4.9 4.8 6.1 3.4 4.9
f = 2.5 6.8 5.9 6.2 4.8 5.9
Y-pol f = 2.6 7.6 7.3 7.3 5.7 7.1
f = 2.7 6.6 6.1 6.7 4.7 5.6
f = 2.8 6.3 6.3 6.1 4.4 5.3
f = 2.9 4.1 4.6 5.5 1.6 3.9
f = 2.4 1.6 1.6 0.3 0.3 3.3
f = 2.5 3.5 3.0 1.9 1.2 1.8
X-pol f = 2.6 4.0 4.3 4.8 3.1 4.4
f = 2.7 3.9 3.4 2.7 2.2 2.2
f = 2.8 3.8 3.3 1.6 1.7 1.4
f = 2.9 2.0 1.6 -0.4 -0.5 -0.7
d= 3mm. The values for which the pixel antenna with d= 8mm performs better are
represented in black, while the rest is represented in grey.
It can be clearly observed that the pixel antenna with higher distance performs
better than its low-distance counterpart for frequencies close the patch resonance.
For the central frequencies of 2.5 GHz and 2.6 GHz the pixel antenna with d= 8mm
reaches an average gain 1 dB higher than the gain achieved with d= 3mm. However,
the situation is reversed when the frequency moves away from the patch resonance.
Following the previous observation it can be noticed that the distance between the
driven antenna and the pixel layer can be used as a design parameter to balance the
reconfiguration capabilities among the different parameters of reconfiguration. Low
distances benefit frequency reconfiguration and preserve a moderate reconfigurability
in radiation pattern and polarization. On the other hand, for higher distances the fre-
quency reconfiguration range shrinks but the pattern and polarization reconfiguration
is improved.
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CHAPTER 6
FIGURES-OF-MERIT FOR PIXEL AND
RECONFIGURABLE ANTENNAS
One of the factors that slows down the implementation of RAs in current commu-nications systems is the lack of quantification figures that determine the system-
level benefits produced by the replacement of common antennas by RAs [2]. Closely
related to this fact is the lack of figures-of-merit (FoM) that quantify the reconfigura-
tion capabilities of reconfigurable antennas and pixel antennas.
In this chapter, the average gain provided by pattern and polarization reconfig-
urable antennas is analyzed. Based on this performance evaluation, figures-of-merit of
pattern reconfigurability are subsequently derived. Two different figures-of-merit have
been obtained. The first FoM is suitable for antennas with a moderate number of con-
figurations where the optimal configuration at each specific time can be determined.
The second FoM is suitable for antennas with a very large number of configurations
where a sub-optimal selection algorithm is used to determine the configuration used
at each specific time.1
6.1 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FOR RADIATION RE-
CONFIGURABILITY
6.1.1 Formulation for pattern and polarization reconfiguration
The beam-switching capabilities of a pattern reconfigurable antenna can be exploited
to maximize the gain budget in line-of-sight applications where the relative position
and/or orientation between the transmitting and receiving antennas is not preserved
over time. From the RA perspective it is equivalent that the modifications in their rel-
ative position and orientation are produced by its own movement or by the movement
of the other antenna in the link. Due to reciprocity, it is also equivalent that the RA
operates as a transmitter or as a receiver. Without loss of generality it is assumed that
the RA is physically static in a scenario with an incoming plane wave from a variable
angular direction and with a variable polarization as represented in Fig 6.1. For a RA
with N different configurations, being {GiR}Ni=1 its corresponding radiation patterns,
1This section includes figures and text fragments, sometimes verbatim, from reference [JA3].
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Fig. 6.1: (a) General scenario where the RA receives a plane wave with a specific direction-
of-arrival and a polarization. The angular direction of arrival and polarization are
respectively represented over (b) the spherical coordinate system Ω and (c) the
Poincare´ sphere M .
the maximum achievable gain for each set of parameters of the incoming wave can be
written as follows,
gR,max(θ, φ, τ, ) = max
i=1..N
GiR(θ, φ) |eˆi(θ, φ) · eˆ∗(θ, φ, τ, )|2 (6.1)
where (θ, φ) represent the incoming wave direction, (τ, ) are the polarization tilt angle
and eccentricity, eˆ is the polarization vector and {eˆi} is the polarization of each RA
configuration. The tilt angle is defined respect to an arbitrarily chosen reference vector
eˆref at each direction (θ, φ). In the case of continuously tunable antennas the maximum
gain would be evaluated over a continuous range instead of a discrete space, preserving
the validity of all properties and derivations presented in this paper.
Due to the practical scope of this formulation, mismatch losses have been included
by considering realized gains. The notation used in this paper follows the standard [1],
where GR and gR represent realized gain and partial realized gain respectively.
The natural figure-of-merit of a RA regarding the gain/link budget in a line-of-sight
scenario is the average of the maximum gain for all angular directions and possible
polarizations of the incoming wave. The average maximum gain is represented by
gR,max and can be computed with the following expression
gR,max =
∫∫
Ω×M
gR,max(θ, φ, τ, ) PΩ×M (θ, φ, τ, ) dΩ dM (6.2)
where Ω and M represent the solid angles over the spatial angular directions and the
Poincare´ sphere respectively.
The differentials dΩ and dM are computed as follows
dΩ = sin θ dθ dφ, dM = 4 cos 2 dτ d (6.3)
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where 0≤θ≤pi, 0≤φ≤2pi, −pi/4≤≤pi/4, 0≤τ≤pi.
PΩ×M is a weighting function representing the direction-polarization statistics of
the incoming wave (or equivalently, the statistics of the relative position/orientation
between the two antennas) which satisfies the following normalization equation∫∫
Ω×M
PΩ×M (θ, φ, τ, ) dΩ dM = 1 (6.4)
The definition of gR,max has certain similarities with the Mean Effective Gain (MEG)
used to characterize antennas in mobile radio environments [138,139]. However, these
two concepts are essentially different: the latter evaluates non-reconfigurable antennas
in a multipath environment, while the former characterizes radiation reconfigurable
antennas in a variable line-of-sight scenario.
A common scenario to illustrate the modeling of the incoming wave statistics using
the weighting function PΩ×M is depicted in Fig. 6.2. In it the RA is located in a room
corner and receives a signal from a movable fully-rotatable linearly polarized device.
For this configuration only the region x, y ≥ 0 and z ≤ 0 of the Ω-sphere of PΩ×M
is non-zero, since it corresponds to the only possible locations for the transmitter.
Similarly, due to the linear polarization of the transmitter and taking into account its
free rotation, only the equator of the M-sphere is non-zero, as shown in the colored
regions in Fig. 6.2. Therefore, the weighting function for this scenario would be
PΩ×M (θ, φ, τ, ) =
{
1
2pi2 δ() pi/2 ≤ θ, 0 ≤ φ ≤ pi/2
0 elsewhere
(6.5)
and the corresponding average gain
gR,max =
pi∫
0
pi/2∫
0
pi∫
pi/2
gR,max(θ, φ, 0, τ)
2
pi2 sin θ dθ dφ dτ (6.6)
Although the average gain gR,max provides the most fundamental information
about the RA performance, in some cases it is desired to obtain a richer statisti-
cal information, for instance the variability of gR,max. This information is provided by
its higher order statistical moments such as the standard deviation
σ2gR,max =
∫∫
Ω×M
(
gR,max − gR,max
)2
PΩ×M dΩ dM (6.7)
Nevertheless, the analysis of the higher order moments is out of the scope of this paper,
which will focus on the first order moment of the maximum realized gain, that is the
average gain gR,max.
6.1.2 Formulation for pattern reconfigurability
The average maximum gain given by (6.2) is a general formulation valid for both
pattern and polarization RAs. The previous expression can be simplified for the most
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Fig. 6.2: (a) Scenario with a RA located in a room corner and a linearly polarized transmit-
ter with random position and orientation. The corresponding PΩ×M is represented
over (b) the spherical coordinate system Ω and (c) the Poincare´ sphere M .
common scenarios when only radiation pattern reconfiguration is considered. In this
case and taking into account the definition of pattern reconfigurability, the polarization
of the RA is the same for every configuration
eˆi(θ, φ) = eˆRA(θ, φ), i = 1 . . . N (6.8)
Additionally, the spatial and polarization components of the incoming wave statistics
are independent for many of the scenarios considered in beam-switching applications.
This is true for the three scenarios presented in Fig. 6.3, that will be detailed later
in this section and that cover a significant portion of the scenario casuistic. And it
is also a common assumption in direction-of-arrival and polarization estimation [140].
The spatial-polarization separability is expressed as
PΩ×M (θ, φ, τ, ) = PΩ(θ, φ) PM (τ, ) (6.9)
where PΩ and PM satisfy the following normalization∫∫
Ω
PΩ(θ, φ) dΩ =
∫∫
M
PM (τ, ) dM = 1 (6.10)
It must be noted that separability depends not only on the scenario but also on the
reference vector eˆref(θ, φ) polarization that defines the polarization tilt angle. There-
fore, this vector has to be chosen appropriately so the weighting function can be
separated into spatial and polarization components.
Applying (6.8) and (6.9), the average maximum gain can be expressed as follows
gR,max =
∫∫
Ω
[
max
i=1..N
GiR(θ, φ)
]
PΩ(θ, φ) ηp(θ, φ) dΩ (6.11)
where
ηp(θ, φ) =
∫∫
M
|eˆRA(θ, φ) · eˆ∗(τ, )|2 PM (τ, ) dM (6.12)
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M
(a) Scenario A:
Zero tilt and constant eccentricity
M
(b) Scenario B:
Random tilt and constant eccentric-
ity
M
(c) Scenario C:
Random tilt and random eccentricity
Fig. 6.3: Polarization statistics for the usual beam-switching scenarios and representation
of the corresponding PM (τ, ) over the Poincare´ sphere.
The parameter ηp represents the average polarization efficiency for each direction.
Equation (6.11) for the average maximum gain is simpler than the former in the sense
that replaces a spatial-polarization double averaging by a single spatial averaging
weighted by an additional factor representing the polarization efficiency.
The typical scenarios regarding the polarization statistics are depicted in Fig. 6.3.
Scenario A describes situations where the polarization of the transmitting antenna is
known and its orientation is preserved regardless of the direction. For instance, this is
the case of a vertical dipole moving in the same horizontal plane where the RA lies or a
terrestrial base-station tracking a non-geostationary satellite [141]. In these situations
the RA polarization is aligned with the transmitting antenna polarization, which can
be described as a single point over the Poincare´ sphere. Scenario B includes similar
situations where the polarization of the transmitting antenna is known but it can be
randomly rotated. This rotation induces a random tilt angle over the incoming wave
polarization which can be represented as a horizontal circumference over the Poincare´
sphere. This could be the case of a mobile device receiving from a linearly polarized
access point of a wireless personal area network (WPAN) [142]. Finally, scenario C
encompasses situations which lack any a priori knowledge about the polarization of
the transmitting antenna and therefore it is assumed to be equiprobable over the whole
Poincare´ sphere. This is the case of WPAN access point receiving from mobile devices
with unknown polarizations.
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In all these scenarios the weighting function PΩ×M is separable and the polarization
statistics can be respectively described with the following expressions for scenarios a),
b), c)
PM,a(τ, ) =
1
4 cos 20
δ(− 0) δ(τ) (6.13a)
PM,b(τ, ) =
1
4pi cos 20
δ(− 0) (6.13b)
PM,c(τ, ) =
1
4pi (6.13c)
Taking into account that the polarization mismatch between two antennas can be
computed as follows
|~e1 · ~e ∗2 |2 = cos2(ψ/2) = 12 (1 + cosψ) =
= 12 [1 + sin 21 sin 22 + cos 21 cos 22 cos(2 ∆τ)] (6.14)
where ψ is the arc determined by their polarization states over the Poincare´ sphere
[143], the resulting average polarization efficiencies are
ηp,a(θ, φ) = cos
2(RA−0) (6.15a)
ηp,b(θ, φ) = (1 + sin 2RA sin 20) /2 (6.15b)
ηp,c(θ, φ) = 1/2 (6.15c)
It can be observed that in the usual case where the eccentricity of the RA po-
larization (RA) is not direction dependant, the polarization efficiency is constant.
As expected, for linear and circular polarizations this efficiency is either 0, 12 or 1
depending on the casuistic.
In these cases where the polarization efficiency is constant, the expression for the
average maximum gain can be further simplified,
gR,max = ηp
∫∫
Ω
max
i=1..N
GiR(θ, φ) PΩ(θ, φ) dΩ (6.16)
As noted before, the validity of equation (6.16) requires that the RA and the
scenario satisfy the three following conditions
c1) The polarization of all RA configurations {eˆi(θ, φ)} has to be the same for each
direction.
c2) The weighting function PΩ×M has to be separable into spatial and polarization
components.
c3) The polarization efficiency ηp(θ, φ) has to be constant for all directions.
The fulfillment of the previous conditions for every (θ, φ)-directions may be too re-
strictive in some situations. However, if they are satisfied for the main directions of
radiation of the RA, equation (6.16) can still be used.
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Since (c1) is naturally implied by the definition of pattern reconfigurability and
since (c2) and (c3) are satisfied for usual scenarios, the average partial realized gain
of the RA can be expressed as
gR,max = ηp GR,max (6.17)
where GR,max is the average realized gain
GR,max =
∫∫
Ω
max
i=1..N
GiR(θ, φ) PΩ(θ, φ) dΩ (6.18)
6.2 FIGURE-OF-MERIT: EQUIVALENT NUMBER OF CON-
FIGURATIONS
6.2.1 Figure-of-Merit definition and interpretation
The purpose of this section is to provide a figure-of-merit to quantify the reconfigura-
tion capabilities of a RA. This figure-of-merit is based on the average gains discussed
in the previous section. In order to obtain a general and objective figure-of-merit, all
directions of arrival have to be considered to occur with the same probability
PΩ(θ, φ) =
1
4pi (6.19)
This weighting function corresponds to the scenario with highest uncertainty re-
garding the direction of arrival of the incoming wave (PΩ with maximum differential
entropy). Following this consideration the proposed figure-of-merit of the RA consists
in the average realized gain (GR,max) for a uniformly distributed direction of arrival
Neq =
1
4pi
∫∫
Ω
max
i=1..N
GiR(θ, φ) dΩ (6.20)
As will be subsequently evidenced, this figure-of-merit can be interpreted as an
equivalent number of configurations and for this reason is denoted by Neq.
For a non-reconfigurable antenna, the value of Neq is less or equal than the unity,
achieving the equality for perfectly-matched lossless antennas
Neq =
1
4pi
∫∫
Ω
G(θ, φ) dΩ ≤ 14pi
∫∫
Ω
D(θ, φ) dΩ = 1 (6.21)
On the other hand, for a reconfigurable antenna it can be observed that Neq is
bounded by the number of configurations (N)
Neq ≤ 14pi
∫∫
Ω
max
i=1..N
Di(θ, φ) dΩ
≤ 14pi
∫∫
Ω
∑
i=1..N
Di(θ, φ) dΩ = N (6.22)
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(a) N = 2, Neq = 2 (b) N = 2, Neq = 1.7
(c) N = 2, Neq = 1.3 (d) N = 2, Neq = 1
Fig. 6.4: Equivalent number of configurations of a RA with N=2 configurations depending
on the degree of overlapping between its radiation patterns. The radiation patterns
in this example are cosn-type with n = 8 and the angular distance between the
beams is 90o, 40o, 15o and 0o respectively.
Even more interesting than the previous inequality are the conditions that lead to
equality. This condition is that for every direction the maximum of all directivities
equals their addition, which basically means that the patterns of all configurations
must not overlap. As a consequence, the average realized gain can be interpreted
as the equivalent number of configurations with non-overlapping radiation patterns. It
should be noted that the number of configurations N of a RA is not a good measure of
its reconfiguration capabilities because it does not evaluate how different the produced
patterns are. On the other hand, as is shown in Fig. 6.4, this property is properly
captured by Neq, which quantifies the degree of overlapping between the different
patterns.
Notice that Neq evaluates global spherical distributions of radiation but is robust
respect to local variations. Therefore, capabilities not related with the gain/link bud-
get, such as null-creation, have to be evaluated with different figures-of-merit.
6.2.2 Figure-of-Merit upperbounds
In a similar way that the antenna bandwidth and gain are limited by the antenna
electric size, fundamental limitations also apply to the pattern reconfiguration capa-
bilities of a RA. Since the maximum gain of an antenna is limited by its size, so is the
equivalent number of configurations.
Neq ≤ 14pi
∫∫
Ω
Gmax dΩ = Gmax (6.23)
Therefore, the equivalent number of configurations has the same upper bounds as
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Tab. 6.1: Minimum size for a specific pattern reconfigurability.
GR 0 dB 5 dB 10 dB 15 dB 20 dB
Neq 1 3.2 10 32 100
d < λ < λ ≈ 1λ 1.5λ 3λ
(a) Neq = 6 (b) Neq = 12 (c) Neq = 34
Fig. 6.5: Conceptual representation of the multiple radiation patterns of reconfigurable an-
tennas with different equivalent number of configurations.
the antenna gain [105]
Neq ≤ N2sph + 2Nsph (6.24)
where Nsph is the number of spherical modes in the expansion of the antenna patterns.
For small and large antennas the previous expression becomes
Neq ≤3 (small antennas) (6.25a)
Neq ≤ (pid/λ)2 + 2pid/λ (large antennas) (6.25b)
where d is the diameter of the RA.
Table 6.1 provides the minimum required size for some representative values of the
average realized gain.
The size dependance of the pattern reconfigurability of an antenna admits a clear
intuitive interpretation. When the number of equivalent configurations is increased,
their corresponding patterns have to be more closely packed over the sphere, as ob-
served in Fig. 6.5. Therefore the beamwidth of each individual pattern has to be
narrower and accordingly, the antenna will require a larger size.
The upper bounds in (6.25) can be theoretically reached respectively by a Huygens
source and a uniformly illuminated circular aperture with full rotation capabilities
respectively. However the implementation of RAs covering the complete sphere of
incoming directions poses severe practical difficulties and the equivalent number of
configurations for usual RAs is well below the theoretical upper bound. This is the
case of one-dimensional pattern reconfigurability where the antenna beam is tilted
in only one direction. In this case, tighter upper bounds can be obtained for large
antennas
∆θeq ' Ω1/2eq =
2λ√
pid
(6.26)
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Fig. 6.6: Upper bound for the equivalent number of configurations of a pattern reconfig-
urable antenna.
Neq ≤ 14pi
∫ 2pi
0
∫ ∆θeq/2
−∆θeq/2
(
pid
λ
)2
dθ dφ ' pi3/2 d
λ
(6.27)
where ∆θeq is the antenna minimum beamwidth and Ωeq is the beam solid angle. It can
be observed that for 1D beam-switching, the equivalent number of configurations in-
creases linearly with the antenna diameter instead of quadratically. This upper bound
can be reached by a uniform aperture with 1D-rotation capabilities. The maximum
equivalent number of configurations as a function of the antenna size is represented in
Fig. 6.6 for 1D and 2D pattern reconfigurable antennas.
6.2.3 Equivalent number of configurations of typical reconfig-
urable antenna architectures
In this section the equivalent number of configurations is computed for some specific
antenna designs following different pattern reconfiguration techniques. The purpose of
this comparison is not to provide an exhaustive assessment of pattern reconfigurable
antennas, but to show that the proposed figure-of-meritNeq properly quantifies pattern
reconfigurability for the main RA architectures.
The different reconfigurable antennas analyzed are depicted in Fig. 6.7 and their
equivalent number of configurations is represented in Fig. 6.8. The value of Neq has
been computed applying its definition in (6.20) considering the simulated radiation
patterns of each antenna design using the available data in each reference.
The first considered case is a multi-antenna system with two printed Yagi antennas
facing opposite directions, fed through a single-pole double-throw (SPDT) switch [61].
Since the Yagi antennas have directive patterns with low back-radiation, the two pat-
terns present almost no overlapping and the equivalent number of configurations is
1.74, which is almost equal to the number of configurations.
The next RA design is a movable Vee antenna with mechanically-actuated arms
that enable the rotation of its radiation pattern [49]. The rotation angle ranges from
−45o to 45o and the E-plane beamwidth is 30o, therefore it is expected a Neq close
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(a) Antenna switching
(from ref. [61])
(b) Rotatable antenna
(from ref. [49])
(c) Switched parasitics
(from ref. [75])
(d) Movable parasitics
(from ref. [144])
(e) Pixel antenna
(from ref. [145])
(f) Phased array
Fig. 6.7: Different pattern reconfigurable antennas considered for comparison according to
their equivalent number of configurations.
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Fig. 6.8: Equivalent number of configurations of different pattern reconfigurable antennas.
(a) Switched antenna (ref. [61])
(b) Rotatable antenna (ref. [49])
(c) Antenna with switched parasitics (ref. [75])
(d) Antenna with movable parasitics (ref. [144])
(e) Pixel antenna with 8 and 16 beams (ref. [145])
(f) Phased-array with 2, 3, 4, 5 antennas and λ/2 spacing.
(g) Phased-array with 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 antennas and λ/4 spacing.
to three. The simulated equivalent number of configurations is 2.41, which is smaller
than the expected value because of the additional pattern overlapping introduced by
the high side-lobes.
The equivalent number of configurations has been computed also for a parasitic
array composed of switched parasitics with tunable reflector/director behavior [75].
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The antenna has three configurations and the equivalent number of configurations is
1.58. The reason of this low value is the large beamwidth of the antenna patterns
which produce a strong overlapping between them. In fact, its low Neq is justified by
the small dimensions of the antenna.
A similar situation occurs with other parasitic-based design composed of a circular
Yagi structure with liquid metal parasitics [144]. The beamwidth of this antenna is
also wide and the configurations present high overlapping, however since the pattern
can be rotated over 360o, the equivalent number of configurations increases up to 2.04.
One of the antenna architectures with highest pattern reconfiguration capabilities
are pixel apertures, which are composed of small metallic patches interconnected by
switches. The considered antenna is a multi-size pixel dipole [145] synthesizing 8 or
16 beams over a 360o range, which leads to values of Neq = 2.89 and Neq = 3.28
respectively. As expected, the equivalent number of configurations is higher than in
the previous designs, which is consistent with the higher complexity of the structure.
A final and particularly interesting case is the phased array with half-wavelength
spaced isotropic elements and uniform feeding. For this antenna array the maximum
gain achieved in each direction is equal to the number of array elements regardless
of the direction considered. Therefore, the equivalent number of configurations of
the phased array is equal to its number of elements. Minor degradations below 5%
are observed when isotropic elements are replaced by realistic antennas. Since pixel
designs are the only ones that approach the previous values, the phased array can serve
as a realistic upper-bound for the equivalent number of configurations of practical RA
designs. As a final comment, it should be noticed that the half-wavelength spaced array
introduces grating lobes for end-fire configurations. Therefore, the array performance
can be slightly improved by reducing the array spacing to a quarter-wavelength. In
this case, the equivalent number of configurations increases in 0.5 and can not be
further improved by additional spacing reductions.
6.3 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FOR SUB-OPTIMAL
RECONFIGURATION
As the number of configurations increases, the selection of the optimal configuration
at each time constitutes a much challenging problem. The exhaustive testing of all
configurations leads to unpractical training times. The common approach in this case
uses a heuristic reconfiguration algorithm which operates much faster at the expense
of selecting suboptimal configurations. The typical algorithms used in antenna recon-
figuration were described in section 3.2.3 and include random walk, genetic algorithms
and particle swarm optimization among others. The evaluation of the antenna perfor-
mance can not be done in this case using the figure-of-merit presented in the previous
section. In fact, the final antenna performance in this case is determined by two
factors: the antenna pattern diversity and the performance of the reconfiguration al-
gorithm. In this section we derive a useful formulation and figure-of-merit to evaluate
the performance of reconfigurable antennas with a large number of configurations us-
ing a sub-optimal configuration selection. In particular, this is the usual case for most
pixel antenna designs.
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6.3.1 Formulation for the sub-optimal selection of configura-
tions
In this formulation the same scenario described in the previous section (Fig. 6.1) is
considered. The main difference between this case and the previous is the sub-optimal
selection of configurations due to the large size of the configuration space. As a result,
the antenna performance can be evaluated by replacing the maximum gain in (6.16)
by the antenna gain provided by configuration selected by the optimization algorithm
(iopt(θ, φ))
G =
∫∫
Ω
[
max
i=1..N
Gi(θ, φ)
]
PΩ(θ, φ) dΩ Optimal selection (6.28a)
G =
∫∫
Ω
Giopt(θ,φ)(θ, φ) PΩ(θ, φ) dΩ Sub-optimal selection (6.28b)
In order to characterize Giopt(θ, φ) this formulations follows an statistical approach.
Due to the very large number of configurations, the gain Gi(θ, φ) for a fixed angular
direction and a variable configuration can be modeled as a continuous random variable.
Let µG and σG be the realized gain average and standard deviation over all possible
configurations for each angular direction
µG(θ, φ) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
Gi(θ, φ) (6.29)
σG(θ, φ) =
[
1
N
N∑
i=1
(
Gi(θ, φ)− µG(θ, φ)
)2]1/2
(6.30)
Although the values of µG(θ, φ) and σG(θ, φ) are direction-dependant, it can be
assumed that the probability distribution of the following normalized gain{
Gi − µG(θ, φ)
σG(θ, φ)
}
i
(6.31)
is identical for all the different directions (θ, φ). This assumption will be validated in
section 6.3.3 using the experimental data obtained from the pixel antenna prototypes
presented in chapter 5. This assumption basically means that the antenna possi-
ble gains in each direction are identically distributed random variables except linear
transformations. Therefore, given a certain optimization algorithm it is expected that
the gain of optimized configuration in each direction (Giopt(θ,φ)) is the same for all
directions after performing the normalization in (6.31).
Giopt(θ,φ) − µG(θ, φ)
σG(θ, φ)
= kσ (6.32)
The parameter kσ is a descriptor of the performance of the optimization algorithm
used and does not depend on the angular direction (θ, φ).
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Therefore, the expected gain of the optimized configuration in each direction can
be written as follows
Giopt(θ,φ)(θ, φ) = µG(θ, φ) + kσσG(θ, φ) (6.33)
The performance of the reconfigurable antenna for the case of suboptimal selection
of configurations results from equations (6.28b) and (6.33)
G =
∫∫
Ω
Giopt(θ,φ)(θ, φ) PΩ(θ, φ) dΩ
=
∫∫
Ω
[
µG(θ, φ) + kσ σG(θ, φ)
]
PΩ(θ, φ) dΩ (6.34)
6.3.2 Figure-of-merit definitions and interpretation
Identically to the optimal selection case, in order to obtain a general and objective
figure-of-merit, all directions of arrival have to be considered to occur with the same
probability. Therefore the FoM is obtained by using PΩ(θ, φ) =
1
4pi in equation (6.34)
G = 14pi
∫∫
Ω
[
µG(θ, φ) + kσ σG(θ, φ)
]
dΩ (6.35)
The previous equation can be simplified taking into account that
1
4pi
∫∫
Ω
µG(θ, φ) dΩ =
1
4pi
∫∫
Ω
1
N
N∑
i=1
Gi(θ, φ) dΩ = (6.36)
= 1N
N∑
i=1
1
4pi
∫∫
Ω
Gi(θ, φ) dΩ = µG (6.37)
where µG is equal to 1 in the case of lossless perfectly matched antennas. Other-
wise µG is basically the average radiation efficiency (considering radiation losses and
impedance mismatch).
Therefore, the average gain provided by the antenna can be simplified as
G = µG + kσσG = 1︸︷︷︸
lossless
well-matched
+ kσ︸︷︷︸
optimization
algorithm
σG︸︷︷︸
pattern re-
configuration
(6.38)
where
σG =
1
4pi
∫∫
Ω
σG(θ, φ) dΩ (6.39)
This result splits the performance of the reconfigurable antenna in two factors:
σG and kσ. The first depends only on the reconfigurable antenna and evaluates how
different are the generated patterns, while the second measures the performance of the
optimization algorithm. This formulation is specially elegant because it clearly reflects
that the overall performance of the reconfigurable antenna depends on one hand on
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Fig. 6.9: Probability density function corresponding to the measured realized gain of pixel
layer antenna. The frequency of operation is 2.7 GHz and the curves correspond
to the following angular directions φ = {0o, 90o, 180o, 270o}, θ = {0o, 30o, 60o}.
the antenna pattern reconfigurability (σG) and on the other hand on the optimization
algorithm performance (kσ).
In fact, equation (6.39) defines two figures-of-merit. kσ is a figure-of-merit for
the optimization algorithm and quantifies the capability of the algorithm to detect
high-gain configurations. σG is the figure-of-merit for the pattern reconfigurability
of real-time optimized antennas. From a intuitive perspective, this FoM is clearly a
measure of pattern diversity. σG is basically an averaging over the 4pi solid angle
of the gain standard deviation. A high standard deviation of the gain implies that
the antenna configurations provide very different gains and this only occurs when the
radiation patterns corresponding to these configurations are very different from each
other.
6.3.3 Figure-of-merit for the optimization algorithm (kσ)
The value of the optimization algorithm figure-of-merit (kσ) depends on two factors,
the first is the optimization algorithms itself and the second is the statistics of the
antenna normalized-gain defined by equation (6.31). In this section the statistics of
the normalized-gain of pixel antennas are analyzed and the value of kσ is evaluated
for the random walk optimization algorithm.
The only additional assumption made in the formulation for sub-optimal recon-
figuration, besides the conditions listed in section 6.1.2, is that the statistics of the
normalized gain given by equation (6.31) is not directional-dependant. To validate
this assumption the statistics of the antenna gain for different angular directions has
been analyzed for different pixel antennas. In Fig. 6.9 it is represented the probability
density function of the antenna gain (without normalization) corresponding to para-
sitic pixel layer antenna described in section 5.2. As expected the density functions
corresponding to different angular directions have a different mean and standard de-
viation values. Actually, what occurs is that a high mean indicates directions with
strong radiation, while a high standard deviation indicates directions with high recon-
figurability.
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Fig. 6.10: Probability density function corresponding to the normalized measured gain
((G − µG)/σG) of pixel layer antenna. The frequency of operation is
2.7 GHz and the curves correspond to the following angular directions: φ =
{0o, 90o, 180o, 270o}, θ = {0o, 30o, 60o}.
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Fig. 6.11: Probability density function corresponding to the normalized measured gain ((G−
µG)/σG) of multi-size pixel antenna. The curves correspond to the following
angular directions: φ = 0o, θ = {−90o,−85o,−80o, . . . 90o}.
The same probability density functions are represented in Fig. 6.10 after performing
the gain normalization defined by equation (6.31). In this case, it is clearly observed
that the right tails of these curves are almost overlapping. Since the optimization
algorithm maximizes the antenna gain, it operates over the right tail of these density
functions. Therefore, these results validate the original assumptions and allow to
conclude that the value kσ is not directional-dependant. More evidence that kσ is
not directional-dependant is provided in Fig. 6.11, where it is again observed the
overlapping between the right tails of the normalized gain, this time for the multi-size
pixel monopole described in section 5.2.
An additional important observation is that not only the right tails of the density
functions is the same for all angular directions, but also for all these pixel antennas their
right tails are exponentially-shaped. In Fig. 6.10 and Fig. 6.11 it is also represented the
density function of an exponential distribution with zero-mean and standard deviation
equal to one. It is clearly observed that the exponential distribution is a very accurate
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Fig. 6.12: Figure-of-merit of the Random-Walk optimization algorithm applied to an expo-
nential distribution computed using Montecarlo simulation, exact and approxi-
mate analytical expressions.
approximation of the normalized-gain density functions. This is an important finding
because the statistical distribution of the normalized-gain affects the performance of
the optimization algorithm.
Having determined the statistical distribution of the normalized gain for pixel, we
now evaluate the performance of the Random Walk (RW) optimization algorithm to
provide some realistic values of kσ. Let NR be the population explored by the RW
algorithm during the optimization of the antenna configuration. It is well-known that
as a result of the memory-less property of the exponential distribution, the random
variable corresponding to the maximum of NR independent identically distributed
exponential distributions is equal to the addition of NR exponential distributions with
rates equal to 1, 2, . . . , NR. Therefore the value of kσ is equal to the mean of the
previous addition of exponential distribution minus one. Since the mean value of an
exponential distribution is the inverse of its rate, kσ takes the value of the harmonic
numbers
kσ =
NR∑
n=2
1
n
(6.40)
The harmonic numbers have been deeply studied in analysis and number theory and
they have been demonstrated to have a logarithmic grow
kσ ≈ ln(NR)− γ − 1 (6.41)
where γ = 0.577 . . . is the Euler-Mascheroni constant.
In Fig. 6.12 it is represented the figure-of-merit of the Random Walk algorithm
computed using different methods. It can be observed that the Montecarlo simulations
and the exact analytical expression agree perfectly well. The approximate logarithmic
equation is an excellent approximation even for very low values of NR.
The value of kσ for different optimization algorithms such as genetic algorithm
(GA) or particle swarm optimization (PSO), can also be computed. However, unlike
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the random walk optimization, the performance of these algorithms depends on the
particular structure of the configurations space. For this reason the value of kσ will
depend on the specific antenna being optimized. In this case, kσ is still an excellent
figure-of-merit of the optimization algorithm and measures the performance of the
optimization algorithm for the reconfigurable antenna being optimized. This figure-
of-merit would be useful to determine which are best optimization algorithms for each
reconfigurable antenna architecture.
6.3.4 Figure-of-merit for pattern reconfigurability (σG)
The performance of a dynamically optimized antenna is expressed by equation (6.38)
as the combination of the performance of the reconfiguration algorithm (kσ) and the
antenna reconfigurability (σG). In this section we analyze the properties of the figure-
of-merit for pattern reconfigurability (σG). This figure-of-merit is defined by equa-
tion (6.39) as the normalized-gain standard deviation averaged over the 4pi solid angle
σG =
1
4pi
∫∫
Ω
σG(θ, φ) dΩ
As was previously mentioned, a high standard deviation of the normalized-gain
is clearly linked to a high variability of the antenna radiation pattern, and for this
reason it captures the intuitive notion of pattern reconfigurability. It is important to
study which is the maximum pattern reconfigurability achievable by a reconfigurable
antenna and under which circumstances this maximum is achieved.
The first step to derive an upper-bound for σG consists on computing explicitly
the value of σG(θ, φ) depending on the radiation pattern G
i of each configuration
σ2G =
1
N
N∑
i=1
[
N−1
N Gi −
∑
j 6=i
1
N (G
j)
]2
= 1N3
N∑
i=1
[
(N−1)2G2i +
∑
j 6=i
G2j − 2(N−1)Gi
∑
j 6=i
Gj +
∑
j 6=i
∑
k 6=i
k 6=j
GjGk
]
= 1N3
[
(N−1)2
N∑
i=1
G2i + (N−1)
N∑
i=1
G2i − 2(N−1)
∑
i,j
j 6=i
GiGj + (N−2)
∑
i,j
j 6=i
GiGj
]
= N−1N2
[ N∑
i=1
G2i − 1N−1
∑
i,j
j 6=i
GiGj
]
(6.42)
The previous expression makes easier to find an upperbound for σG
σ2G ≤ N−1N2
[ N∑
i=1
G2i + 2
∑
i,j
j 6=i
GiGj
]
= N−1N2
[
N∑
i=1
Gi
]2
(6.43)
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As a result,
σG ≤
√
N−1
N
N∑
i=1
Gi (6.44)
and
σG ≤ µG
√
N − 1 ≤ √N − 1 (6.45)
G ≤ 1 + kσ
√
N − 1 (6.46)
This is an interesting result because the maximum growth of the average gain with
the number of configurations is O(
√
N). Notice that this value is much lower than
the average gain achieved under optimal reconfiguration which is equal to O(N) 6.22.
This phenomenon has a clear intuitive interpretation: given a certain optimization
algorithm with limited time and computational resources, the selection of the optimal
configuration becomes harder as the number of configurations increases. As a result,
the antenna can not exploit all its pattern reconfiguration capabilities due to the
limitations imposed by the suboptimal optimization algorithm.
We can also study which are conditions to achieve maximum pattern reconfigura-
bility. By comparing equations (6.42) and (6.43) it is clear that maximum reconfig-
urability is obtain when the cross-products GiGj are equal to zero, that is when the
radiation patterns present no overlapping. Notice that even though the average gain
obtained by optimal and sub-optimal reconfiguration is different, the conditions to
achieve maximum reconfigurability remains the same: the radiation patterns of differ-
ent configuration present no overlapping. It is worth mentioning that equations (6.42)
and (6.43) clearly quantify the how much pattern diversity is lost due to the pattern
overlapping between the different configurations. This loss of pattern reconfigurability
is quantified by the two-by-two products of the different radiation patterns.
From a practical perspective it must be mentioned that in the case of antennas with
a large number of configurations the evaluation of σG is much faster that evaluation of
Neq. While the latter requires an exhaustive exploration of all the configurations, the
former can be easily estimated by exploring a smaller sample of configurations. The
estimation of the gain standard deviation can be performed using the typical estimator
of the standard deviation (σG,s) applied over a reduced sample (Ns)
σG,s =
√√√√ 1
Ns
Ns∑
i=1
(Gi − µG,s)2 (6.47)
where
µG,s =
1
Ns
Ns∑
i=1
Gi (6.48)
The statistical distribution of the sample standard deviation estimator has been ex-
tensively studied [146], and the standard deviation of this estimation is given by
stdev(σG,s) = σG
√
1− 1
NS
− 2 Γ(NS/2)
NS Γ((NS − 1)/2) ≈
σG√
2NS
(6.49)
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Therefore, a relative error of 5% can be obtained by estimating σG,s using a random
sample of 200 configurations. However, to obtain a relative error of 1% the number of
configurations to be measured is 5000.
CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
7.1 CONCLUSIONS
Pixel antennas are one of the most promising antenna architectures for the next gen-
eration of reconfigurable antennas where compacity, multi-functionality and multi-
parameter reconfiguration are the main requirements. Pixel antennas provide a new
level of reconfigurability thanks to the huge flexibility of their switched pixel surface,
which provides simultaneously tunability of impedance and radiation parameters cov-
ering wide frequency ranges, steering the beam over large angular ranges and switching
between multiple polarizations.
Despite the high reconfiguration capabilities of pixel antennas, their development
has not yet achieved the maturity level required for their implementation in current
wireless communication systems. The main barrier is the huge complexity required
by existing pixel antennas, which typically use more than one hundred RF-switches
impacting severely the antenna efficiency and cost. The second barrier is the lack of
performance figures to quantify the system level benefits of pixel and reconfigurable
antennas over their non-reconfigurable counterparts.
This doctoral dissertation has focused on the previous aspects and has contributed
to approach pixel antennas to commercial wireless applications. The contributions
and the main conclusions of this work are listed hereafter.
It has been shown that the pixel antenna complexity can be significantly reduced by
using multiple sized pixels instead of uniform pixel surfaces. It has been observed
that the near-port pixel have a higher effect over the antenna impedance properties
and for this reason a fine grid of small pixels is required. Instead, the pixel located
far from the RF-port have a lower influence over the antenna impedance and a higher
influence over the radiation properties, and as a result larger pixels can be used in this
region leading to an important reduction in the number of required switches. Addi-
tionally, it has been observed that not all switches contribute equally to the antenna
reconfigurability and it is convenient to replace those switches with a lower contribu-
tion with wires and gaps. Pixel antennas with a number of switches as low as twelve
have been designed, fabricated and characterized following these ideas. Even using
a number of switches one order of magnitude lower than that of common pixel an-
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tennas, the multi-size pixel antenna provide high reconfigurability over frequency and
radiation properties, covering a 1:6 frequency range with up to five different radiation
pattern at each frequency.
A new conceptual architecture consisting on using the pixel surface as a parasitic
layer has been proposed, which contrasts with the active/driven behavior of common
designs. The parasitic nature of the pixel layer has important advantages advantages
regarding the switch biasing, power handling requirements and integration possibili-
ties. Additionally it allows to reuse existing non-reconfigurable antennas and provide
externally reconfiguration capabilities by adding a parasitic pixel layer. A fully op-
erational prototype based in microstrip technology incorporating a 6 × 6 pixel layer
with 60 switches has been fabricated and characterized proving the simultaneous re-
configuration of its frequency of operation, radiation pattern and polarization. It has
been observed that the distance between the active antenna and the pixel layer deter-
mines the balance between frequency and radiation reconfigurability. Short distances,
below a twentieth of a wavelength, favor frequency reconfigurability, which achieves
up to a 25% of tuning range preserving the original instantaneous bandwidth of the
driven antenna. On the other hand, large distances favor radiation reconfigurability
and the pixel layer is able to steer the radiation beam up to 30o in the E and H
planes preserving the pattern integrity over the whole frequency range of operation.
The polarization can switch between four different polarizations (horizontal, vertical,
LHCP and RHCP) with polarization mismatch losses of only 0.5 dB for the circular
polarizations and 1 dB for the transpolarized linear polarization.
For the first time the full multi-parameter reconfiguration capabilities of pixel an-
tennas have been explored. While in the previous literature on pixel antennas only
partial explorations of the antenna reconfigurability were presented, in this work the
full reconfigurability achieved by the multi-size pixel antenna and the parasitic
pixel layer antenna has been characterized. The maximum achievable reconfigura-
tion ranges (frequency range, beam-steering angular range and polarization modes) as
well as the linkage between the different parameter under reconfiguration have been
studied. This new information is very useful for future works and from a design per-
spective it would allow to decide if a pixel antenna may suit certain specific system
requirements.
Microfluidic technology has been proposed as a new technology for pixel an-
tennas which would allow effectively create and remove liquid metal pixels rather
than interconnecting them. This pixel activation capability would enable higher per-
formance pixel antennas thanks to the avoidance of the switch loss together with
the complete removal of disconnected pixels. Although a pixel prototype has not
been fabricated, a microfluidic prototype based in a Yagi-Uda architecture has been
designed and fabricated to validate the capabilities of liquid metal microfluidics in
reconfigurable antennas. This prototype uses liquid metal parasitic actuated by a
continuous-flow system based in a micropump, achieving beam-steering capabilities
thanks to the variable position of the parasitics.
Finally, the performance of pixel and reconfigurable antennas in beam-steering
applications has been analyzed. Figures-of-merit have been derived to quantify ra-
diation pattern reconfigurability for two case: RA with a low number of configurations
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operating under optimal reconfiguration and RA with a large number of configuration
operating under dynamical sub-optimal reconfiguration. These two figures-of-merit
are directly related to the antenna performance since they evaluate the average gain
provided by the RA. The figure-of-merit under optimal reconfiguration can be inter-
preted as the number of non-overlapped radiation patterns that the RA can synthesize.
The RA performance under dynamical sub-optimal reconfiguration depends on two
independent factors, the reconfiguration algorithm performance and the variability of
the antenna radiation patterns. These figures-of-merit are excellent tools to evalu-
ate and compare reconfigurable antenna designs, pixel antennas and reconfiguration
algorithms.
7.2 FUTURE WORK
The use of pixel surfaces can be extended to other electromagnetic structures such as
RF-repeater and electromagnetic reflective surfaces to provide them with reconfigura-
tion capabilities. This is the case of a reconfigurable iso-frequency repeater where a
pixel surface can located between the receiving and transmitting antennas to provide
a high-isolation for a tunable frequency of operation [CA1]. Also tunable reflective
surfaces can be synthesized by using pixel surfaces which would provide them with the
capability of adjusting the operating frequency, reflectivity and the polarization of the
reflected wave.
Another future line is the design and fabrication of a pixel antenna using microflu-
idic technology. The work here presented paves the way for development of such a
prototype, which would require additional research on electrowetting techniques to
displace a liquid metal from a reservoir to the pixel surface as well as non-distortive
biasing methods. It is expected that the reconfiguration capability of microfluidic pixel
antennas overcomes that of switched pixel antennas, a fact that requires a corrobora-
tion by comparing simulations and measurements of microfluidic and switched pixel
designs.
The figures-of-merit here presented can be used as a tool to evaluate and compare
the performance of different reconfigurable antennas. This tool can be used to assess
the influence of the pixel antenna geometry over the antenna reconfigurability. This
would allow to determine optimal pixel size, gap size, overall dimensions and number
of switches. This analysis can be performed in a time-efficient way by simulating the
pixel antennas using the port-loading technique.
Finally, one of the most important continuations of this work is the study of the
system level benefits derived from the use of pixel antennas in communication systems.
This is important not only for pixel antennas, but also for reconfigurable antennas in
general. Indeed, the definitive evidence to determine if the additional performance
provided by pixel reconfigurable antennas overcomes their additional cost and com-
plexity will be provided by system level tests exploring the improvement of the system
capabilities in terms of coverage, data/error rates, power consumption, number of
simultaneous users and reliability.
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